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WEDNESDAY

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NRW

Are You
■yyE

have hundreds of

Hesitating
patrons

who will vouch

taking.

Banooi:

Bast era Trust A Banking Co.
Boston:
W J Phelps—Hay wanted.
New
Brltannica.
Lucille silk petticoat shop—Agents wanted.
NavlUus Card Co—Agents wanted.

|
Encyclopaedia

for

our accuracy, the security which we afford depositors and the completeness of the services we perform for them.
If we render valuable service to others, why

not to

ADVERTISEMENTS TBlg WEEK.

Bank book lost.
Stan wood’s Studio-Christmas
photographs.
Harry 0 Aastlu A Co—Furniture and under-

SCHEDULE OP MAILS
AT BIAS WORTH POITOfflCI.

In

you?

effect

Oct.

2,

1911.

MAILS RRCSIVRD.

Do not hesitate because you fear your transaettona-may be too
small for our consideration. Come in and talk it over any wa>.

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
OP ELLSWORTH.

x

From Wrst—7.18 a m; 4.14,6.25 p m.
From East—11.06,11.67 a m; 5.47,10JB p fn.
MAIL OU>SRS AT rOSTORTIOR.

|

I

Oomo Wrst—10.80,11.80 a m; 5.16,
Ooino Bast—6.45 a m; 8.45,6 pm.

fpm.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

an

hour before mail closes.

AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER

The O. L. H. dace gave

a

social

in th<

parlors of the Methodist church last evening. The booths were Well patronized bj
those in attendance, with the result that
tidy sum is in ths treasury of the class.
The class was assisted at the booths by
Misses Rena Bargent, Mary Sargent,
Genevieve Smith. Games were played and
a general good time was enjoyed.
The common schools of the city proper
and EllBworth Falls will close this week
for a vacation of live weeks. The rural
schools will open next Monday, after a
vacation of two
weeks. Harold
F.
Hawkes will succeed Miss Evelyn M. Bonas
teacher
of the Surry road
sey, resigned,
school. Miss Nellie M. Treworgy has
been elected to succeed Miss Edith L.
Hadley, resigned, as teacher of the Water
street school.

DIRECTORS
William F. Campbell
Fred A. Chandler
Alfred B. Crabtree
Henry W. Cnebman
Laciljua A. Emery
Myer Oallert
John K. Ora hem
Henry H. Gray

There was a slight Are at the carriage
shop of Elmer E. Rowe last Saturday morning at 5 o’clock. The fire started in s small
on Sunday from 9 to 10 a m.
pile of shavings and dirt in the middle of
Miss Carrie B. Treworgy spent Sunday (he wood-working shop floor, burned a
small hole through the floor and burned
with relatives in Bangor.
No Sunday mail after Nov 26; until that date
mailarrivesfromwestat8.il a ni; closes for

If deposited in * good bank and paid out by
than when handled in loose money. You

check

fw itK
^ b'i.

\

naturally weigh each expenditure before you
make out a check, and this foster? a saving ten*
dcncy which means more dollars to your credit
at the end of each year than you’d ordinarily
think possible. Deposit YOUR salary regularly
with os, subject to check; we’ll guard it safely,
and add to it at a liberal interest rate, yet it’s
yours to handle just as you like. Write for de-

tails.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
Bangor. Maine.
Branches at Old Town, Mac hi as and Dexter

Loaf Bread

Ii

PDPQH
riVErOll

Doughnuts

Goods Delivered

I

a

■

|

every

day.

delivery

Cii'„S'| J!iJ

wagon.

DON’T FORGET
Groceries, Provisions, Fruit, Prot*uce; etc., I am now carrying
FRESH MEATS

I

th i to my stock of

|

?
t

M

TELEPHONE 13.

it>.

ROCK SALT
Kerosene Oil

I/'

Amitite Roofing.

Bllsworth

MOVED

;;
<

>

\

7c per gallon by

Sheathing Paper

'"S£*p

Transient, Livery

GEORGE 8. OBER,
Horee Shoving and Jobbing
has moved from Fnnklln

and Sale Stable

TO WATER STREET
COATS

For quality and price my
•tock mbmI be excelled.

Prtsui Repaired

I hare bought out the old Dodge
and will continue the business
at the same stand.

■table,

Carriage Service
Telephone »-4.

DAY aid NIGHT.
at aay hoar.

DAVID FRIEND.

„ _
■tin
Street,.KUwrorth

FOR

Dr.H.W.OSQOOO
few Location Manning Bfc.

MBwDoyi:

TUESDAYS lN FRIDAYS

B»ff Office:

IZ Prove St

SALE

Second-hand CnrriSRM, Wafone, Carta.
Sleds, Harnesses, etc., cheap lot cash o> on
eetlafnctorj terms. Also HAT, STRAW and
WOOD.
_

F. It. OSQOOD

ELUWORTR

Si®am Landry aid Balk Rooms.
‘•■o VAT, VO VillH."

RT

N. a ESTBY * OO.

Building. malatn

KJUworth.Me

0IRON

RESTAURANT

r
Em

°Rn M an homBowd by day or vnnfc
*•

Ben of Bervtae.
Belt of Cooking
Main and Haaoodk Bta.. KlUworth. Maine

CHOKE CHRYSANTHEMUMS
lr» Now la Bloom at the Ellaworth
OfOOalMMM
1

eetdial Invitation to coma aad mo thorn ia
t**ea to oil who would enjoy viewing a chryeootbomum ebow.
Telephone ta.

Photographs
For

better

results

call

early for those Christmas
photps that you are thinking of having taken. Also
popular music, crayon enlargements, sheet pictures
picture frames, picture
moulding, post cards, developing and printing

Stanwood’s Studio,
Dirigo Block.

Oscar Staples and wife

FALLS.
were

in Bangor

Friday.
Frank J. Carter and wife have gone to
East Machiss for a visit with Mrs. Carter’s

parents.

Albert E. Maoa
Frank C. Naah
John A. Patera
Blon M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P, Spofford
O. W. Tepley
John O. Whitney

UNION TRUST COMPANY

at her home

ELLSWORTH

W. A. Haver
Barney B. Havey
Frank L. Hodgkins
L. Elrie Holmes
Jolin B. Holmes
R. B. Holmes
Arno W. King

knitting mill.
Merchants’

Association Working on
Proposition Which Looks Good.
The Ellsworth Merchants' association

has in

hand

a

MOUTH

OF THE R1VKR.

John E. Bay baa gone Wiaoaaset, where
he has

employment.

W. Q. Bowden, who has had employment in Blnehill, is at home.

proposition for the estabMrs. Oeorge March and two children
a knitting mill manuhave gone to Brewer tor the winter.

lishment here of

facturing underwear.

Miss Linda Milliken, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Manda Bay.
happened to hear through business friends
Mrs. Preston Hodgkins, of Brewer, was
of a contemplated change in an estab- called here by the death of her
father,
lished knitting mill now located In Penn- Leonard C. Hodgkins.
While in Boston last week, C. L. Morang

Mrs. Clara York entertained a few
By fortunate circumstance he
friends at her home one day last week to
a gentleman
celebrate her seventy-eighth anniversary.
interested in this mill, and after talking

sylvania.
was

able to meet in Boston

the matter over with him induced him to
come to Ellsworth with him and look over
COMING KVENTB.
the situtation here.
BLL8WOBTH.
This gentleman has two sons in the
Tuesday, Nov. 28, 3 to 6 p. m., at Conknit underwear business in Pennsylvania.
At present they are in business together, gregational vestry—Thanksgiving Bale by
but it has been decided to separate the Thursday club.
Wednesday evening, Nov. 29, at Odd
business, one taking the underwear knitting business and moving to a new loca- Fellows hall—Dance and supper by Senator Hale hose company. Tickets, SO cents;
tion.
The gentleman who visited Ellsworth ladies free; supper, SO cents a couple.
with Mr. Morang is a practical knitter
himself—in fact, one of the pioneers in
Stfcntfmmaite.
the industry in this country, having been
in the business since 1864. He is of high
business standing and financial rating,
with a reputation in tbh trade as one of
Austin & Co.
the best knitters in the country. His sons
have learned the business under him, and
We have
received a new
are holding up the reputation for this
mill’s product established by him.
lot of
On his visit to Ellsworth he looked over
the Union shoe factory building, and pronounced it most suitable for a knitting
mill. He also obtained a price for elec-

The Quality Store
just

Utility Boxes,

tions, after which he prononnced conditions here as favorable for the business.
Half tbe product of the mill is already
sold for two years ahead, and with an established reputation and market, there is
every reason to predict that the mill
would be a financial success from the
start.
;.
The proposition involves the raising of

$3.25, $4

and

Ella worth, Maine

$5.25

_

Also

BAMBOO POODS

The special comihittee of the city governMrs. Daniel E. Loweree and baby left
ment to which was referred the request for
tor a visit among friends
the extension of the ontlet of the sewer Saturday evening
in Boston.
near the Ober blacksmith shop on Water
Misa Mildred Fernald is home from
street to low-water mark, decided that the
money as subscriptions to stock as a workwork should be done. The work is now Sooth Paris, wbere she has been for ing capital and the organization of a
Manager and Coroner.
with
friends.
several
months
being done under the supervision of Btreetcompany here. The plant, which is thorW.
Bennett returned Sunday oughly modern and complete, would be
Commlsloner Patten.
Mrs. Levi
from East Orland, where she has been for moved here. The mill would employ at the
wuium r. jonun ana jdibs rieieu u
West, both o( Franklin, were married two weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Elmer outset about fifty to seventy-five bands,
and one of the things necessary, if the mill
Saturday afternoon at the home of the Blaisdsll.
bride’s sister, Mrs. Charles O. Wormell,
Mias Bessie Johnston visited here Fri- comes to Ellsworth, is assurance of at least
in Ellsworth. Rev. P. A. A. Klllam, of tbe day shd Saturday on her way home to Bar fifty girls who would be ready to go to
Baptist church, officiated, using the ring Harbor, after ten days spent among rela- work in the mill by March 1 next.
Maine
At a meeting of the Merchants’ asBoci- Ellsworth,
service. It was a quiet wedding, only tives at Bangor.
the
matter was referred
tion
last
a
relatives being present.
evening,
ORGANIZED
1873
and
of
North
W. H. Lowell
Pefamily,
to a special committee consisting of C. L.
Principal McLellan, of the high school, nobscot, were here Sunday. Mrs. E. L.
Morang, with the standing industrial
been
has
here
several
is arranging for a prize speaking exhibi- Lowell, who
In these
visiting
of fierce comcommittee, consisting of H. B. Estey, E.
tion to be given at Hancock hall during weeks, returned home "with them.
and E. F. Small. This committee
the
to SAVE
Moore
Q.
the early winter. From the students takThe sad news of the death of Fred E.
is now busy canvassing the situation with
is as necessary as the
ing part in tbe contest here, it is proposed Cosgrove was received here by wire Sunthe view of making a definite proposition
to select two to represent Ellsworth high day evening, by the parents of Mrs. Cosmill people within a few to
Write and
school at the prize contest arranged each grove, John E. Lake and wife. Mr. Cos- to the knitting
year for high schools of the State by Colby grove was a resident of Milo Junction, days.
not test your
college.
where he had been in the employ of the
Winter Harbor Man Drowned.
The Boy Scouts will install the new of- B. & A. railroad several years. He went
Winter Harbor, Nov. 20 (special)—
a account
ficers at their dub-rooms in the Methodist with three companions Saturday toWin- Lee Libby, one of our young men, lost his
with this bank ?
churoh Friday evening. The new officers terville to hunt deer, and was shot Sunday life Sunday night, Nov. 19, while trying to
Head scout, Frank Anderson; vice- afternoon by one of his companions, being brave the storm alone in his thirty-six
an:
bsad scout, Wendell Osgood; secretary, mistaken for a deer. Ernest McLean, foot gasoline boat. He was seen in his
Kenneth Jordan; treasurer, Carlton Royal. who fired the fatal shot, was arrested and boat Sunday afternoon. Monday mornMrs.
The chain of ohaplain, guard and vice- taken to Houiton for a hearing.
ing, after the storm subsided, his boat
guard will be filled by appointment. Re- Lake and Charles Lake left Monday noon and dory were found wrecked oil Flint
for Milo Jnnction. Mr. Cosgrove was Island narrows, near Mllbridge. He was
freshments will be served.
thirty-one years of age. He married Eva moving bis traps and bait eastward, preON
Jeremiah Hurley is laid up by injuries
B. Lake, of this place, in October, 1887.
paring to take his family for the winter.
received yseterday forenoon by a fall from
Productive
Real Estate; on
lapreved,
four
small
chila
wile
and
He leaves
He was riding out to bis farm
a wagon.
'Cotter Androscoggin on Duty.
Collateral a ad Commercial Paper
dren, a mother, sister and brother. A
on the Stabawl road, his son Charles drivCollector-of-Customs O. W. Tapley, ol crew from Wass Island life station have
ing and he sitting on the side-board. A
has received official announce- been on the watch, but qo trace of the
ALSO DEALERS IN
sudden Jump of the horse thnw Mr. Hur- Ellsworth,
ment of the designation of the revenue body has been found.
and
he
fell
on
the
from
heavily
wagon,
ley
and Other Boads
Municipal
cutter Androecoggih to cruise from'Dec. 1
Mr. Libby was an excellent young man,
Tbe ligaments of the
his shoulder.
to April 1 next between Eaatport, Me., and willlbeigreatly missed by his family of approved legality and ascertained
abouldar wen badly stnlned.
and Ckps Ann, Mass.
and friends.
strength.
The public la nmlnded of and cordially
Particular attention will be given to
16 STATE STREET,
ELLSWORTH, MB
invited to attend the Thanksgiving sale outside waters, with a view to extending
Deer.
For Dogging
of
the
club
and
the
Willard
and
pariah
in
L.
Thursday
distress
and
J.
vessels
by
relief to
Walter Sargent,
Fogg
destroying
Congregational churoh, which is to be derelicts, wreckage, ete.
Fogg, all of Eden, and Wallace Tibbetts,
held next Tuesday afternoon at tbe vestry
of
the
vessel
will
be
were
The headquarters
of Otis,
arraigned in the Ellsworth
from 3 to • o’clock. Patrons will And a Portland, and Information concerning dis- municipal court last Friday, charged with
variety of cooked|food-minoe piss, plum tressed vessels, wrecks, etc., should be hunting deer with dogs in Otis. The compuddings, doughnuts, etc., home-made transmitted promptly to the collector ol plaint was,made by Game Warden Michael
candies and aprons of all kinds.
customs at that port.
Shea, who, with Warden W. B. Butler, ol
Whether It's a range or a furCalls will also be made at the following Bluehlll, rounded np the men.
Blanquefort eommandery, K. T., bad an
it is a “Clarion”, it la
nace—if
and
Hall
of
receive
information
vessels
In
to
Judge
All four pleaded!guilty,
enjoyable conclave Monday. In the after- ports
need of assistance: Qloucester, Kittery, imposed a fine ol f40 each, with costa disure to meet every requirement.
noon the Order of the Red Cross was conferred on one candidate. This v.aa fol- Portland, Booth bay, Rockland, destine, vided. In the case of Mr. Tibbetts, whe
Made by the Wood Blahop Co*
was not one of the hunting party, but aclowed by a banquet and an informal smoke- Southwest Harbor and Eaatport.
Bangor. Sold by
ol
execution
companied them by request,
talk. In tbe evening the Orders of Temple
susof
fine
was
and Malta were conferred upon three canSpeculating ip stocks makes about ai sentence as to payment
didates. Next Monday tbe ^nights will rich hauls as fishing in a barrel of kero- pended. The fines and coats against th<
Ellsworth.
Main Street,
three others—1129.81 in all—were paid.
when candidates sene oil.
have a similar

H. C.

Austin,

Hancock Co. Savings
Bank

petition

days
ability

Bead,

the old Heie aland

M-tetecteMwahetaeaMhciesedeatckeap Opsa

Wething dun#,

■;

T. Harriman

rooms

The nnion Thanksgiving service will be
held at the Baptist chnrch at 7.30 o’clock
on the evening of
Thanksgiving day—
Thursday, Nov. 30. Rev. Edwin D. Kizer,
pastor of the Methodist chnrch, will deliver the sermon. PaBtors of the other
churches will assist in the services.

C. W. QRINDAL,

EUR

;;

KEARN5’

at

off a few floor timbers. Some damage was
has opened done
by smoke. The prompt discovery
on Oak
of the fire by Night-Ofllcer Arthur Mitchell
*
street.
and quick and effective work by the fire
Mrs. Greenly Smith has gone to Carmel, department
prevented a serious Are. The
where she will spend the winter with her loss was covered
by insurance.
granddaughter, Mrs. Corinne Smith
Capt. Adelbert L. Bellatty, of this city,
Andrews.
has been awarded damages in the sura of
Mrs. H. W. Dunn, of this city, an- $3,100 in the United States district court
nounces the engagement other daughter,
in Boston, lor injuries received last April,
Mias Ruby J. Uurney, to Alexander L. when he was struck
by a heavy barrel
of
Boston.
Livingston,
which rolled trom a truck on the wharf to
E. J. Walsh was called to Massachusetts the deck of his vessel. Two suits were
last week by the death of his mother, Mrs. Drougm, one against tne Barrett ManuLucy Walsh, who died Nov. 13 at the home facturing Co., who were the shippers, and
the other against C, J. Myers & *Son, the
of her daughter in Randolph.
At the Methodist church the pastor will truckmen who were handling the barrels.
The decision of the court in the two cases
preach at both services Sunday. Mornthe liability on the truckmen, with
ing topic: “Priority of the Will.” Even- placet
as
above stated.
Harry L.
ing: “la Religion a Failure in Ellsworth!” judgment
Crabtree, of Ellsworth, and Coggan &
Question box in the evening.
Coggan, of Boston, were attorneys for
The second men's banquet at the MethoCapt. Bellatty. The case will probably be
dist church parlors will be given this
appealed.
evening at 7 o’clock. Rev. Royal W.
At a regular meeting of the Ellsw'orth
Brown, LL. B., of Southwest Harbor, will
Merchants’association last evening, Secrebe the principal speaker of the evening.
tary Haines submitted a report on the East
Harry M. Bellatty has sold his printing Maine Conference
seminary proposition,
business and stock to Walter J. Clark, jr.,
and the action of the seminary trustees on
who will combine it with his present plant.
Ellsworth’s proposition, as reported in
Mr. Bellatty expects to go to Boston,
The American last week. Letters from
where his family .propose to spend the
many members of the East Maine conwinter.
ference were read. These communications
The Literature clnb met with Mrs. E. J. were in reply to a letter asking for an exCollins last Monday evening.
The meet- pression of opinion in regard to taking the
ing was a “geography drill”, conducted proposition before the conference at its
by Mrs. Collins, and proved highly enter- meeting in Rockland next April. A great
taining and instructive. The next meet- majority of the writers favored such acing will be held on Monday, Dec. 4.
tion. The matter was referred back to the
fhe degree team of Nokomls Rebekah association’s committee on the seminary
lodge will go to Bar Harbor to-morrow matter, to take such action as is necafternoon, where they will be the guests essary to bring the matter before the
of Unison lodge, and work the degree in conference. Rev. Edwin D. Kizer was
the evening. Several Ellsworth Kebekabs added to the committee. Percey E. Higoutside the degree team will also go to Bar gins was elected a member of the associaHarbor.
tion.
Mrs. James

dressmaking

Eugene Bale

We invite you to become a depositor with The Union Trust Company of BUsworth. You bavfe only to Rltnce over the list of oar officers and directors to
know that your money is safe under their supervision. The managers of this
institution are w*ll known for their probity and business success You need
have no hesitation in entrusting your business or your savings to their care.
We take pleasure in offering you all the facilities of our institution and we
trust that you will avail yourself of them, and will favor us with your banking
business.

at 4.20 p m.
Postoffice open

west

Salaries Go Further

No. 47.

(tom Bar Harbor will receive the orders
Work will begin at 5 o'clock, followed bj
• banquet at 6.30, and work in the evening

ability
Cipher.

_

Why

ability by

rfenirg

C. C. Burrill & Son
Money to Loan

THE——

CLARION.

J. P. ELD RIDGE,

eonolave,

Among tip

gtatual Bnu6t dolsmn.

CHRtSTUK EWEMOB.

MHTBD

IT

WOMEN

“»»«T

"BIpToiaoi Uopofw.”

fU Motto:

Tbs parpoM ot «*u •«»>

«•

••oetnc.ij

MMttllDkketlUiABdBotto-UlitortlinuiMi
Far the WmI
benefit, and aim* t»* n* helpful end h®P** *•
Baginning Nav. 26. 1911.
cu ■
t*r
Being for the eaa «^a |a*l. w !•
Topic Echoes of puce and blessing.
* purvey or of u
I Thus. v. 14-24. (Thanksgiving meeting. | moo uss-a public
formation eel •aggeatloa, a no odium for loi 'i
Edited by Kev.Gherman H. Doyle. D. D.
lerchange of ideas. li ill* eiptefcy H »Uclu
The recurrence of each nationa
communications, and its success dapeads 1m«ij
Thanksgiving day recalls to our mind 1 on toe support ctve* » lu title roepeet. C * a
one reason for gratitude and thanks
muntcatton* must be stinted, but the aa»r »i
giving to God. not only for nationa 1 writer will a >tb» p-MUted except by peratl**U
blessings, but for all the blessings o: Communications trill be subject to approval ji
tbi rejection by the editor of the column, ha*- none
Individual
Tfe—the
blessings,
Address
blessings of home and the blessings o! will be rejected without good reason.

Ftayar Muting Ttfifl

blessings are enjoyed
many
No
through the form of government:
other land offers greater individual
e attaches more im
opportunities,
sacredness and the
portance to t
of the .iome. and none to the
bow

security

extent gives freedom of religious
faith and worship. The echoes of peace
in
and blessing In the nation resound
life, and we
every other relation of
Paul.
should follow the injunction of
for this
“In everything give thanks,
con
Is the will of God In Christ Jesus
same

"

all communications

TUB RASKR OF THI DAT.

joy, however email,
verily befall
scarcely hold them all.

can

well as individuals.
Gratitude should be expressed. It
Is not enough to feel thankful in our
The thankful heart should
hearts
By
give expression to its feelings.
voice and deed as well as by thought
we should render unto God thanksgiving and praise for all His benefits toward us. In the courts of the Lord's
house, in the presence of all His people. we sbonld praise the Lord for His
goodness. A great and prosperous nation at worship in the true spirit of
gratitude L« an inspiring sight and
that is not only acceptable to
one
God and beneficial to Itself, bnt one
that leads other nations to seek the
same blessings In the same way and to
be thankful when they are received
Blessed ourselves, we should seek to
We thank
be a blessing to others.
God best when we do the most frk
others. The nation itself very well illustrates this form of thanksgiving.
At a great sacrifice It gave to Cubs
the freedom which It possesses, and
at a still greater cost in men and
money it is working out the destiny
of the Filipinos toward civil and
religious liberty. At present this can
only be attained through connection
with our own country. The people are
Incapable of self government. Generations of education and development
may be needed to make them so. The
cost will be tremendous, but In giving
to others the blessings which we enjoy
we will be expressing our appreciation
to God and the question of reward
may be left to Him.
But in everything shall we give
thinks Everything? In trouble, in
sorrow, in bereavement, in adversity?
Tea; the apostle says To everything."
God's hand is in everything, and for
good, not evil. “No good thing will He
withhold from them that walk uprightly.” What He knows to be good may
seem to us to be evil, but His knowledge Is perfect, while ours Is narrow
and limited. Therefore “In everything
give thanks." and “the very God of
peace sanctify you wholly."
BIBLE READINGS.
Gen. ill. 1-4; Cbron. rrt. 8-98;
Pa. lx. 1. 2: xxxiii. 8-12: xxxIt.
1-8; Ixvll. 1-7; icil. 1-3: c; clB.
1-5; crll. 1-8: oxvL 12-19; cl: Isa.
L 1-3: Lake xrll. 11-19; Phil. It.
6; Bex. ell. 9-17.

Speak Out.
It ws» at a meet I dr of tfee atate *s■ocladoa of cbnrcbes. and a pastor
wboae Society of Cbrtatlan Endear or
had been • fallnre opened ap on the
whole movement In a vicious criticism.
He waa followed by apteral other* In
• more or lean critical eptrlt. and It began to look as If the “knocker*" were
to stand aa tbs rnpraat atari res of the
sentiment of the whole body and
Christian Endeator be reported a fail-

Ut
ysician treated
ine for seven months
i without much relief
| and at last sent me
;S to Ann Arbor for
» an operation. I was
S there four weeksand
long

that moment a layman
lamped to his 'feet and with some
warmth told what the training In the
society bad meant to him In the detelopment of hia Christian life and
what he bad obeerred of good work
done In societies with which be waa
acquainted. He challenged the broad
statements and Implications of the
previous speakers, which were baaed
on their own fnllnres. and demanded
that the movement be jndited by what
it bad accomplished aa well aa by
what It has failed to accomplish.
After the meeting the luyman waa
surrounded by pastors who thanked
him for bis spirited defense of the society. Some of them said. “We didn't
think It was worth while to reply to
thane who were parading their own
Inch of success, bat believe yon tfere
wine in doing so."
Just

at

time.

before.
My mother advised

E Ptnkham’s Vegetable Compound,
and I did. Today 1 am well and strong
BAT VIRW, 387, 8AU8BCBY COVE.
and do all my own housework. I owe i
my health to Lydia E. Pinkham’s [ Grange was held Wednesday bight,
Vegetable Compound and ad rise my I with s Urge attendance. S. X. Rich was
friends who are afflicted with any elected and installed as steward for the re|
female complaint to try it.”—Mrs. 1
maindcr of the year. Brother Arthur MorOrville Rock, R. R. Xo.6. Paw Paw,
| gsn having gone to England. It was
Michigan.
If you are ill do n6t drag along until voted to entertain Pomona on the second
At the next
an operation is necessary, but at once j Wednesday in January.
take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable regular meeting, Nov. 22, the drat degree

making good shortenby Ann, it should read two
ng,
pounds suet, two pounds Lard and one
pound butter.
for

_

WiwT FK4!«£Ui, Not. 15, 1911.
Dear Friend* of the M. B. C.:
Ja«t afew line* this morning by way of re«
(lave thought of you many
membrance.
For
yean it has been the stantime*, especially those who have been ill. Am
for women’s ills, and has
dard
so glad that all are better. Should have sent
restored the health of thoua card to B., but did not know her address.
don’t yon
of
women.
it?
sands
Had a nice letter from Sadie, and it|aeemed
good to hear from her again and that she U
able to be out.
grow under rood cultivation, without water
1 most tell you I bad a short visit from Q. except rains in their season, here, I think, and
not long ago, and I enjoyed it so much. She is would be of rood shipping quality, because
very anxious to hare all who can meet at her ! they would be firm, and therefore keep well.
home some time next spring. Would it not Grapes grown by irriration are not as sweet,
be nice? Of coarse some of us are more or and wtll not keep well, although they may be
less selfish, as I, for one. can*get there very larger In size and clusters.
easily, and it would seem nice to meet twice n
I see plenty of cattle on the desert lands,
but how they subsist is a mystery to me, for X
year if we can.
Susan, we shall en]oy taking the trip with see no grass. Their noses are to the ground,
you, and it almost seems as if we are one of however. I am told that there are little tufts
the party. Hope you can go every year, so as of grass, not visible from the train, that they
to tell us all about it.
! get. They are too far away for me to aee
I wonder if any oJ the clan have made any whether they are fat or lean.
tomato pies this season. They are very nice.
I notice there are patches of alkali in the
Do yon realize that Christmas is so near at soil here. In Nevada, this early morning, the
hand? I was very touch interested in what soil was reddish; now, here. In Utah, it is
Aunt Madge said about presents. 1 can agree sandy-like in places, and good, rich loam in
with her all right. “It is not the gift but the other localities. We are rolling through a
giver.” I well remember some yean ago 1 pretty valley, just this minute, one that ia exabout some of mine. One little girl who ; tensive and surrounded with barren hills.
usually gave me something brought me a There mast be plenty of water here for Irrinice holder and said, “Now, iftiot Emma, this gation purposes from somewhere.
is not moch of a present, but it show* that 1
As I sit in the observation car, getting side
remembered you.*’ I have it now. It is sweet and rear views of what seems to be passing
to be remembered. My only regret is that I ; scenes. I find it to be a very pleasant army of
cannot do more.
passing the lioe. Jnst at this time we are
1
Dell. I hope you are all right by tbia time, rolling through country that seems to be
and can enjoy your nice home fo* many years. ! worth fencing off into farms. We come to
How nice of you to invite the M. B.’s there cottonwood trees, and here is plenty of water
when you were so poorly, but hope it did not standing in ditches beside the railroad tracks;
make you any worse.
[ which goes to show that rain falls here, and
Now. I must not be too lengthy this time, : there are dark cloods in the sky now. Battlebut Aunt Madge knows Just what to do in meats are coming to be more numerous, and
such a case, so will bid you all good morning, there are many church spires ia them. It
with love and best wishes from
would not surprise me to find plenty of wellAwt Emma.
water here, perhaps artesian. I see no windmills or other evidence of water sourhae, yet I
Dear Ammt Nasoe mmd M. B. giatere:
know these settlements could not thrive la
Where are we all! Only a (aw reports aioo*
da without water. Hence water la hare,
they
Uw reunion. Now. did I sot 1*11 70a I would
and the people are making good us# of it.
•poll that picture if I stood la with the otheu!
•tna.
The work U dour wall, aad only (or my face
Aujtt Madob.
then, it would look Baa. It ia all right, anyway. but raally I wont spoiljsnotbsr fyoup of
our dear friends.
The Inevitable Trouble.
To All-dona and HalNdoaa I want to aay I
I cannot run the old care
triad poor recipe to-day. aad it ia food, aa allI ran tone years ago;
done aad haU-dona make once aad a halfFor they an so old-faahioaad now.
done. I Bad the cake aery light, aad good
And they’ra^o awful alow.
enough (or anybody.
I caat keep op to thia year’s peon.
Ann. I areas to try yonr compound ahortenThey wouldn’t stand the attain:
iagaary soon, (or I think It must be worth the
I cannot taa the old oars.
trial. Am aery much Interacted la Suren's
Or taka thent oat afnia.
trip, aad was ao la hopes to mast her at tha
I cannot ran the old cars.
V
reunion.
They anal built Jnat right;
Dali I have not seen, although I promised
The aspiration pi pea'ret loose.
her 1 would ha around with my basket; but
The carbureter tight;
•he knows why I base not come.
The steelar-cear declines to work.
I do sot remember hall tha aaaaea of the
The Jaaap-epark will not play;
people I met at the reunion, aad I would like
I cannot ran the old ears.
to tend each a greeting, but I don’t area reThey will;not do.to-day.
member tha pea-aaataa at bet a lew. Are’s
cake I like eery much bananas it is so easily
I cannot run the>ld ears.
made by stirring all tha ingredients la at
They haven't any epeed;
once, bnt I only net half of the butter called
And all the fun is, nowadays,
lor, aad Bad I Ilka It batter. Ills eery light
The Halt to exceed:
aad spongy.
And so I have to stay at hoMI did leal eery sorry lor the
It sankas m* awful bine;
party that waat
away ao early that ha could not be glees a
1 cannot run the old ears.
luncheon when there waa food galore lett
And seat afford the hew.
orer.
Tse, that was a spread snob as ws
■osretlmss dream of, hat ia dreams ws asrsr
get a tests at. To Os oaa who wrote up that
Philadelphia sotsbllshsil the tot public
dla*r I west to say. writs again Oaa who
manual training school la the United
eaa entertain ao snail7 with the
should
pos
Btntea la IMS', now then ere sock schools
not bury tbs taloat.

Compound.
thirty
remedy
positively

Why

try

|

j

j

Do you suppose I will eror
Oh. I trust you are well
may ass a latter (rare pan
_

Intss Mollt.

878, AMHXngr.
Good Will grange held its regular meeting Saturday, Nov. 18 with the usual attendance. The brothers furnished u fine
literary program. Next Saturday the
ladies will entertain.

suffering

sent

we

_

GOOD WILU,

< came home
f- worse than

cyjerection.

recipe

■craw's

ure.

Chester Stratton, on behalf of the members of Pamola grange, presented Worthy
Master Augustus I. Foss and his bride
with a chafing dish and trey.
The program tor the next meeting is being arranged by Kens Springer and Myra
Moon.

liuv ur wu UII iWh iui

So shall each day be brave and fair.
Holding of joy its happy share.
And finding blessings everwbere.
Select* i by Aunt Km mi.

In the

I

will be

conferred

on

three candidates.

ABBUTCS. 450, SUKKY.
At tke meeting of Arbutus grange Friday
evening only twenty-eight members were
present, sod but little business was transacted. Those at work on the new horse

report the work as progressing
favorably. It was voted to buy a piano
for the halt. Worthy Master Stetson and
Worthy Lecturer McKern, of the State
i grange, are expected to be present Dec. 1.
| There was no program, the lecturer being
absent.
sheds

_

IUIVBT BOMB.

408, WBBT KUAWOBTB.

Harvest Home grange met in regular
Nov. 18, Worthy Master George M.
Cunningham in the chair. There was but
a small attendance as the travelling was
bad. Four were elected for membership
to the order, and two applications were
received.
The literary
eras
program
omitted.
eeesiou

__

skdowick, 244.

regular meeting of Sedgwick
grange Nov. 17, a class of four was instructed in the third and foorth degrees.
One was elected to membership and two
applications were received. Fifty members were present and three visitors from
At

a

Hainbow grange. Dec. 1 officers will bn
elected. No program was taken up.
XASBAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUBHIIA.
At the last meeting four candidates were
instructed in the first and second degrees.
Visitors from Sedgwick and Brookiin
were
present. Next Thursday evening
will be Flora night, devoted to flowers. A
harvest feast will be served.
uunomx, 40
Alamooaook pup mat Hot. 11, with •
good attendance. A program of reading!
and conundrum! waa given by the ieotoreryre (eat., Orace Qtbbe. Than ami no
meeting Nor. 18, on account of the atorm.
UTBDI,

Add mo of woIooim.J W Bowdea
Beepoaee.Cloie A Voloollnr
Business
Topic Bow on Ih* poople to roots Mm
control of the republic?
J B Grose, Jets Dorlty
Beccoc
Coll to ordor; staging
Conferring fifth degree
Topic: How coo the fonaer reduce his
groin hill without reducing the eoloc
of hie stock?
Edwsrd Bowden, Hr. tforgroge
ProrBo of host gmage

Baa«or

BtaaUy Lawrle baa Monad to Balliran
•Itor epeadta* a law daya at home.
MM

Curie Hooper la at borne (roni
where aha baa baea teaching.

Macwahoe,

School U Mamed tbla araak. Those
perfect la atteadanoe laat term were:
Marie
Merle
Ooaatua,
Oonalne, Let ha Woodworth,
Hatal Woodworth. Rowoaa
Woodworth
Utitla Will lama, Samoer Abbott, Cecil
Abbott.
Not. SO.
T.

will be worked on eix candidate!
ein I

A her-

260.
Oaatina grange met Noe.
caimxx,

think
to aar

well1of

Address of weleomo.Homer Wilbur
Bespoauu...Btbelyne Bemlck
Be ports of worthy master, oeomeer. Iso.
turer. secretory sad treasurer
Be ports of stood I ng committees
Reports of spscisl committees
Election of oflee re
Unfinished business; bow business
Besot n lions
InoteUatloo of ofloen

Closing song

A common mistake of local advertisers
is to estimate the value of

advertising

space of one newspaper bp the amount
asked bp seme other publication.
It is „
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a
reputable newspaper with a good circulation
bp that of some other publication which
will accept business at anp price and be

pleased

get it.—Leavenworth (Kansas)

to

Times.

_

UCHOODIC, 4At. FBAXKUX.
Sc hoodie grange. No. 430, held Ita regular meeting Thoredev evening, Nor. 18,
with an atlendance of twenty-glz members and five visitors from Greenwood
grange. After business, the masting was
left In tbs bands of the lecturer, who Introduced MUtqn 8. Beckwith, wbo gave
an intefealing hod instructive lecture on
matters pretaibtng to tbs grange end ite
origin. At tie next regular meeting, Dec.
7, officers will be elected. Members are
requested to come if possible.

Cotmpansmn.
ood«k, vrun. No*. u, mu.
To the £1/4itorlk American:
Herewith enclosed pieces and my per*
sonsl check lor
which pieces psss to
my credit.
If my recollection doss not play ms a
trick, It was shoot sixty trusty winters
sko that you entered my horns when yon
were a baby and I was s baby, too, at
Yon were than my
North Penobscot.
honored lather’s political inspiration and
his evening's solace when the strenuous
day among the rough rocks and stubborn
glebe was done, and side by .side you and I
have grown into manhood and paperbood.
Though mady miles bare separated us, ws
bare loved esch other all the time, and
your weekly visits, lor you never get lost
on the way, bring to my nostrils the gratelul odor ol seaweed, though this may seem
strange to eom«, sad to the nerve-centre
ol npemory the prettiest pictures ever on
canvas, ol voices now hushed lorever, ol
familiar lorms now fallen to dust, ol the
hills of spring and their garniture of blade
and bud and the wild rose in its earliest
pride ol freshness—all these and more you
bring to me in your visits.
But there is a difference, s rpt difference, in our vicissitudes and final destiny.
I see the shadows and know that the
autumn is nigh, but you go on getting
brighter usd stronger and younger every
day. For ms tbs leaves are falling, but
these are woven for you into graen garlands of perennial youth; the older you
grow the years give you but added
strength fur the future buttles of lifs.,
May yo« go on and on, a growing power
in your locality, eyes tor tbs blind, voles
for tbs dumb and a brain tor tbs foolish,
so long an there is strength In tbs loins of
Yours truly,
tbs American republic.
A. 8. COKDOX.

KL.LS WORTH

MAKKK1S.

The quotation. below five the r»n»e of
retell price* In EUeworth:
Oonntry

Creamery per B.3?w*0
UeiO.
*915
*«*».
F>c»h laid, per dot.
„
l*oalirj.
Chicken*

.....

.ig^jj

Vo"'.153!»
**•»
Bret

loose, per Ion.i2gu
Bnled.is<jjo

Looie...
Baled.

■...10«!1
15

Potatoes, pit

Lettuce, head

Celery, bench.

Cat mts. h.

Parentpe. fc,

Citron, B

Oranges. doe

Veget shies,
3ft On tone, B

10 cabbage, t>
» Berts, a
•S Bepotitoei.t.
Oft Turnips, ft
00 Sqaaaii.B
bruit.

40g0©

0430a
03
03

(8^004
cr»

01** a 03

Lemons, dox

Cranberries, qt,

Coffee—per B

06 gw
Rice, per B
»#20 Vinegar. gal
20 8 25
a® Cracktd wheat,
05
Oatmeal, per ft
04

Bio.
Mocha.
Jate.

Tea—per B—
Japan.
Oolong.

»
Buckwheat, pkg
gIM
mtt Graham,
9O9OS R>e nirsl.
OittOft
~

h

Sugar—per

Yellow. C

Powdered,
gal.

Beef.B:
Steak.

—

Gran meal, B

Granulated.

Molasses,

ssgw

07*n Oil—per
©74

jjnl—

It
Keroeet e.
as goo
Men a and i*r«ri*isn«.
Pork, ft:
IS 040
Chop,
Ham. per B
lftglft
CO glS
Shoulder.

Steak,

1ft

lftglO.

Boasts,
Lamb:

Salt.

Lard.

03
1ft
10 312
1

16 «18
j25
13 & 15
35*18
Wil*

22

13

Lamb,
13010
Tongues, each
Freeh wish.
50 Cod.
00 8melts, B.

Oysters. Qt,
Haddock.

w

15
26
n
Oral* and
«
Oats, bn
Floor—per bbl—
I •DOOM Shorts—bag 146*156
Corn, I00B bag
17ft Mix feed, bag 1 ftftsil «fl
Corn meal.bag
ITS Middlinge,bg 1 MSi»
Cracked corn.

Halibut.

13430 Clams, qt,

Law aaoaaniaro wet oars

ana muss trass.

A boahal of Liverpool salt shall weigh *0
pounds, and a bashel of Turk's Island mil
•hall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and At for shipping. 1* 60
pounds; of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bashel of bean* in
good order sad fit for shfppteg. is 00 pounds,
of wheat, basts, rata-bags tnrnipe and pea*,
to pounds; of 00m, S4 pounds; of onions. 52
of carrots, ltngfish turnips, rye snd
pounds;
Indian moal,00pounds;of parsnips. 4ft pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 40 pounds; of oats,
M pounds, or area maasare as by agreement

mill.
Mias Lowena Ward well baa returned
from Charleston, where she baa bean a
few weeks on account of ill health.

18;
There sms a social danos at the town
forty-three patrona wan praaant. The
firat and aeoond degree! wen conferred hall Saturday evening, Noe. U. All pres*
ent report an enjoyable evening. Atherupon three candidate!, and one applicaton’s orehsstrd.
tion waa pneanted.
At the meeting Nov. U, it waa voted to
have a brown-tail moth contact, the defeated aide to give a eopper to the wlnnem.
It ia hoped by the membere of Uaetlne
grange that Hanoock Pomona will vote a
prim to the grange that gathen and deatroya the great eat number of brown-tail

MOO. U.

WOODLOCKd.

ronra noocmui.

love of • ec■ahortv.
bear to aaa anybody
-have

DR.TRUE’S
ELIXIR

Uapt. William Be Here returned Friday
from a trip to Bookland, bringings cargo
ofooaL
Mrs. A. E. Varnum want to Togas Saturday fog a weak’s visit with her son, B. K.
Vara am.

nataraow, aa,

Bain bow grange metThuaday, Nov. 18,
In nearly 7,000 eitiea of man than MOO the worthy oveneer in the ehalr in the
abeanee of the maater. After the

■fit.

Beading of minutes of last mooting

470, ILUWOBI.

I m—0 —0 Worm MtdtcM
will make them strong again.
Believes indigestion, consti-

Ibo
i

L

potion. biliousness,

^

acaa,Irritability.
up

a

rundown

nervous-

It builds
system, j

B. F. Leach spent last weak on a trip
throngh Aroostook county. Be reports a
heavy fall of snow last weak in that
inlion
The regular union service was held at'
the Methodist church Sunday evened,
Bov. It, with a large nambar present Mam

things.

Cyras K. Bridges has returned krone
Bangor, wham Be went to receive treatment for his eyes. His many friends ate
pleased to know that they am gaining,
though slowly.
Owing to the severe storm Saturday

Ws are not yst through with Jaaa hand still
ia the ssouatalas, aad strange as it stay seem,
wa are rolling
along where tha land stems to
be eery level, aad foothills sari ssouatalas
rise above as. og ia ths distunes, not very tar
distant, hut oa our right 1
la ths blue distance, whteh
are a great way off.
Much of this country has beau iaksa ap sad
occupied lor -dry (arming", aad I ass BOW ■
lew teams oat plowing. I think this
may be •
good grape-growing taction. Grapes would

J. B. Parker, ton No. Mtb 8k, Ft. Smith
Ark., says that be had.taksa many kinds 01
Sidney nmdicioe, but did not (St better uati
he took _Wl«tt*r
bon
Foley Kidney Pills. No
long you hare had'kidney troubls, you wll
find quick and parmaaeat beastt by tha us
Of Foley Kidney Pills.
Mart taking C
aow.
rot sals by all druggists.

Singing.i.Choir

to

PENOBSCOT.
Bayaide grange met Wed nee day leanKin Nn Clement ud nephew have
ing, Nov. IS, with twenty-fin membere
praaant. The Ant and aeoond degnee returned from e visit in Springfield, Maas.
Next
wen worked on two candidate!.
B. C. Perkins baa a large crew in the
Wednaaday the third and fourth degnee woods, cutting logs lor manufacture in his

ratr.

“I do not bolls ye there is aay othsi
medicine so good lor whooping ooogfa ai
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy.” writer
Mrs. Frances Turpin, Junction City, Ore.
This remedy is unsurpassed for colds and
eroup. For sate by aU dealers.

Op«li| wtrclio

NORTH PRAM KLIN.
Wsltar Mdaeh baa gooa
•l)W ha baa employ onnt.

master.

Within the basket of thy day
find its wsy.
And let no frets and worries stay.

Lei nothing evil

ceming you
No iieople have greater reason for Dear M. B. Frie+da:
This idea—of what we are gathering
thanksgiving than the American peo
We have International and do each day-is something worth rememberpie.
mestic pence, and one of the great his
What are*we saving and acting upon.
torie events of the past year was the ing that will be useful, helpful or worth
mighty progress made toward perma preserving in “mind or matter'* each day?
of
nent peace through the signing
I am grateful for the good letters^ with
the arbitration treaties by England. which you are favored this week.
France and America. The daathknell
of war has not yet been sounded, but
when three great nations agree to sub
niif question* conceruiHg uiwi uuuv.
and possessions to arbitration certainly a very (Treat stride toward continued pence has been taken. With peace
We have
we
hare bad prosperity.
been free from unusual calamities and
devastating pestilence. For such blessings we may well be filled with gratitude and thanksgiving to God. who
controls the destinies of nations as

■am nmoh, &

roilosrtog is the program tor the meetlag of Hwiort Pomona |tu|i with Chetin* grange Saturday, Doe. •:

_

And it shall

Thy day

—

p.

Th« following letter from Ifn.
Maim adoaritsers forget that adverlisFAMOUS, 385. HANCOCK.
Orville Bock will prove how unwise
in§ tpoca 4a a aewepaper ia valued atPsnaola grange held its regtaiar meeting Closing
it to for women to submit to the
cording to tha idraafaMaa of that paper.
dangers of a surgical operation when Saturday evening. Nor. 18, with forty-two
Advertising space ia a journal without
OUU MOCBTA1K POMOXO. H.
it may be avoided by taking Lydia members and two visitors peasant. After
The annual meeting of Orson Mountain circulation ia door at may pries the pubE. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. business, thrse candidates wars introWithout circulation
She was f our weeks in the hospital duced and ioatrncted in tbs third and Pomona grange will bo held with Lamoine lisher map demand.
there saw be ns remits, and without
and came home suffering worse fourth
followed by a harvest sap- grange Tuesday, Dee. 5. The program foldegrees,
results the mouse whisk the advertiser
than before.
lows:
per. Toasts ware given by several of tbs
invests is lost -Leavenworth
Here is her own statement.
(Kansas)
V
members. Bans Springer acting as toast opening song
Paw Paw. Mich.—"Two years ago
Boll coll of oBeers

I Priscilla Leonard.]
Inti the basket of the day
Pat e ich thing good and each thing^gay
That thou emit Bad along thy'wiy.
no

reason.

Meeting of Green
Tuesday, Dec. 5
Mountain Pomona with Lamoina grange.
Saturday, Dee. •—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with destine gr*ng ?.

By taking Lydia E. Piokham’s
Vegetable Compound

to

Tbs AmictM,
K Us worth. Me.

Neglect

rood

OPERATIONS

1

the church. It could not be otherwise
for the reason that the character ol
the nation in which we live has so
much to do with every phase of bu
our«
man life, and in a nation like

nil Mira es IwiHl
peetally to tbs greagaa af lini »■*>•
The columa la opn to all IMaaira for tbs
discussion of topics af faaarml Intarsst, sad
tor reports of grunge meetings. Maks Isttars
short ssd concise. All soauaoalaatloaa anas*
be slgaed, bat »u»es will sot ha printed Sleep! bp permission of the writer. All comma mentions will bo ssbject to approval bp
the editor, bat Bone will be rejected without

MAY AVOID

—

»sf the niHn,

•rangers.

chapter, O. E. S. At the next regular
meeting, which will be on Dee. X, the annual election of offloers will be bald. It is
hoped that tfrers will be a large number

fo
'to

iwUlmali

A IKW 8EXUE8
Aana, U mm*; wxmiklp pap

Uf
VAT

__

■ben iron ooa borrow

ea

your

■■d rheumatism, both in

men and women,
trouble. Do not allow it to proareoa beyond the reach of medioio*. but stop
It promptly with Foley Kidney Pills. They
regulate the action of tbs urinary organs.
Tonic in action, qulok in results.
For eatis y
all dragfista.
neeaa

UIPTON'S TEA

kidney

Ilohl
Itch!
Scratch!
The
tbs itch. Try

pssSl'sri&ras

thou you or* bow paying lor
nut. tod la about too yean you

OWW TODS own BOMB.
Itchl

Scratch!
Scratch!
more yon scratch the worse
Doan's Ointment.
It cures
piles, scums, any akin tubing. All drucgtsts cell lt.-4S«t.
—

Fur partMuian Inquire ol
O. W. Ttri.uT.8eoT.
Flnt NoFI Bank BW».
F. Kara. FruaMeut.

THE ORANGE.

Stops
Neuralgia

SUNSHINE

Pains

Scott's Emulsion
are

the

Two Great Creator*
of
Energy

Energy

means

to

power—
to

think,

throw off and

keep

power to

work,

off disease.
Get all the sunshine
you can, and take

Scott’s Emulsion

SLOANS
LINIMENT

regularly. It will give
you strength, flash and
vitality.
a<m«i r* SCOTT'S—
S‘m (JU Tfnnrfmrf mm4 mkmmjm
tk* kmirn
AiA Dmooonrrt

j|
|

ii-tf

Stop TW EwhsUnc Ml

At* m tarfmd ud bald oaptl.a by
kink* la tha JolnU," brake., •pralna,
l.imam aad nlu In Um conk ud mu*U>*T*laoof Tuttk'i
cImT If
runilr Buka* thousand, of other* know
It—If ton could only talk with thoae who
hare b*aailed by It. um In the put Hit*
rear*—you would get a bottle at onee If It
aoat four Umea the prioa

•

TononSya**

Tuttle’s
Family. Elixir

Absolutely tellOTM polo

__

and rtmoTea tha etum.-^“—
Prevent* Iho bomIm
from •tiffenlng. wards
off chills, produces m
quick .speed y aad permanent relief from rheumatism. colds, sore throat,
sprains, lernsnsss, soreness, pains, chilblains,
toothache, lumbago and
many other similar drawbacks
you
of good bealt

that'dBgrive

Guarantied under the
Pars fwd Laws.
Composed of fums.nils
and vegetable extracts.
That's why It la perfectly harmless and can be taken Internally as well ss used externally.

Doa't mfW mqUmt smmm. Owt boule iMarof
Jf S* canno< sopvlr 7°* •«<* »• **•

pur SvufiM.

mumM. ■ »«nr* •*»•* boitu. Your
do who! ww claim.
if h Sms» hot
m

r,

j^Tiittjle^*«|c607JewrfyJt^aMteiiJII«^

Can’t Cure Catarrh.
Stomach Dosing, Sprays and Douchea
Have All Failed.
There in only one way to cure ca-

tarrh.
Reach the raw,, tender, inflamed
membrane that is infested with catarrh germs, and

destroy

the germs.

Yon can’t reach the uooks and crevices with liquid preparations—there

is

only

way—breathe

one

the

antisep-

tic germ killing air of IlYOMEI (pronounce it Higb-o-me) directly over the
infested parts.
UYOMEI contains no opium, cocaine or other harmful drugs, it is
made
Australian
of
eucalyptus,
thymol and other Listerian antiseptics. It is guaranteed to end the misery of catarrh, asthma, croup and

bronchitis,

or

money back.

Ask G. A. I'srcher about the 11YOMEI outfit to-day.
He sells it for
only $1.00, and guarantees it.

Glorious Hair
For Rvcrf Woman Who Want*
Any woman who neglects her
cannot expect to hare as lovely
as the woman who doesn’t
Wash the hair once a week,

PAKlglAN

It.
hair

hair
use

SAGE daily—keep your

hair brush clean, and in

a few days
will give to your hair a beautiful
lustre that you will be proud of.
PARISIAN SAGE is a most reliable hair tonic; so reliable that G. A.
Parcher guarantees it to eradicate
you

dandruff, stop falling hair and itching
scalps or money back.
It should be used as a dressing by
every member of the family because it
keeps the scalp clean, prevents hair
from turning gray,' and baldness.
Large bottle BO cents. You will have
no use for ordinary preparations after
once siving delightful
PARISIAN
SAGE

a

of MalneT Ft rat, we ton the commercially oonaidered, toad* Ibe vchlof Us
organisation. Second, we ham Um mem- color traffic at* either post taada lor which power la being attached ww
vitalised by an abiding aanaa of transporting the mail* or road* lor tmna- tally an:
ITS POWER IN THE DEVELOP- bership,
raaponatbility and a kaan desire to stake portlnf produce from and to th* farm to
“Feed-grinders, root-rattan, fodderUm organisation a leader in Mg construc- tha naaraat railroad shipping point or cutters, hodtij mill a, grindstones, drMENT OF MAINE.
tive work. Third, Um grange ia a farmers’ □earoot market.
calar an, oorn-abc liars, drill psoases, enSHOULD WOBK FOB BOAD BBTTBBMBBY organisation. The members are man and
“A itudy of the present road ottnation, silage rattan ud elevators, hona clipwomen who are the promoters of the I am oohvlnced, will show that wo ban pan, milking machine*, grain., separators,
AHD 1» 8AVB
WATBB POWBBS
basic and also the greatest industry in our been drifting away from tbla aonnd thrashing machines, oraara separators,
FBOM MONOPOLY CONTROL.
State. Given these conditions, the grange theory, bat it is time that the farmera churns, vacuum daanars, ioe-craam freas[L. O. Batsmen. In Lewlatou Journal.)
may become a mighty factor in develop- were alive to the oeceeeity of enforcing ara, dough mixers, chicken hatchen and
road oonatrnotlon solely from the com- numerous other machines and lmpieIn the development ot oar netarel re- ing Maine resources.
“Agriculture is Maine’s greatest Indus- merce atandpoint. If we do tbia we will manta.
eoaroee the grange ie bound to
en
impier
Sloan’s Liniment has a
In the area controlled, amount in- find that the railroada, the trolley oom“Any ot than machines can be operated
portant pert. In round numbers this try.
effect on the
vested, people employed, value of pro- paniea, and even the antomobiliate who by small motor*. Some idea ot the
soothing
order now haa 80,000 members in
Maine,
nerves.
It stops neural*
and ia still Browing. What its ultimate ducts, intelligence and quality of citisen- are reeident off the main llnea of tnnl amount ot work a email motor can do is
and the number of leader^ it fur- between large citiea, ban intereata com- gained from the following:
destiny is to be we hardly dare to predict, ahlp
gia and sciatica pains in*
“Six horsepower will drive a grain sepabat we know that it has already assumed nishes to the other walks of life, the mon with the farmera, and the automobile
stantly.
farmers
rank
in
all
rator
and
oats
other classes. We feel manufacture re, who am looking to the
thrash 2,800 bushelagof
proportions that make It a mighty power.
■ «-«_
It is therefore of the highest importance the need of better homes, more service- farmera aa future cuetomera, moat aee ten hoar*.
nm S ITOOI
able
that
the eommeroe theory of road con“Throe horsepower tarnish** all power
roads, more efficient schools a more
that its members should be
actively
Mm.c. If. Onhio( lohaonMtmm,
needed to make 6,000 pound* ot milk Into
aroased to do their (all duty and use their helpful community spirit and a warmer struction will beat earn their intereata.
Mich., writes l—“ Sloan's Liniment Ti
It has
cheese In one day.
the bass madtdaa fat the world.
Better
Influence in a united manner. Individu- seal for life at its best estate.
OUb WATER POWEBS.
relieved me ad Neuralgia. Those pains
methods in agriculture will contribute
Six horsepower will rdn a teed mill
ham all anas and I can truly any your
ally their influence would be small, bat
“Maine ia third in the liat of atatee with
to giving us these blessings.
iaiment did Mopthem.”
atop them."
grinding twenty bushels of corn an hoar.
collectively will become a power before largely
Mr. Aodrsn Txaarcl MGar Stnat,
“In developing agriculture in Maine, water power poaaibilitiea. New York and
“Five horsepower grinds twenty-five tA
which the strongest politicians end parties
Cumberland. Md., wrilps:~''I ham
naed Sloan's I lament far Naamkia
the same keen business foresight and California alone aorpaaa oar own State in forty bushels ot teed, or ten to twelve
mast bow.
and 1 certainly do pmiee h mry mac£”
methods ere necessary as are employed in tbia respect. Bat Maine ia Jaet on the bushels ot ear corn an hoar.
That the members of this great order
threehold of the development of ite water
“Seven horse poorer drives an eighteen- 1
other trade or
successfully
developing
any
are progressive there is no longer
any rea- business.
and the important'qaeation for aa inch
When we know where we are power,
separator, burr mill and eorn cob
son to doubt.
Already many laws have
when we make the most of our condi- to consider la whether the denlopment crusher and oorn shelter, grinding from
been placed in oar national statutes at,
shall be in the Interest of all the people, or twelve
when we employ a know-so Instead
to fifteen bushel* of fine meal.
through Its Influence, and its foroes are tion*,
“Six horsepower I ran* a heavy apple
of a guese-so method, when, by business whether the God-given bounty of vast
now working for others that are
shall
be
greatly
and
power
monopolised
exploited
grater, grinding and pressing 200 to 260
principles, we find that we are in business
needed.
for the profit and not for the fun of it, we by the “big business interests”.
bushels of apples in ten hours.
In Maine this order is stronger in pro“To save to the people of oar State the
is die best remedy for rheu“Five horsepower will drive a thirtybe absolutely certain that we can
benefits of the water power, we most be
portion to the population than in any may
matism, backache, sore
inch circular saw, sawing from fifty to
and
our
inbusiness
amplify
develop
other state, and this is indeed fortunate
apand doing. We must unite with all
throat and sprains.
oorda of stove wood and from
and
with
the
clear
seventy-five
assurance
definitely
for our people. Aa oar undeveloped repnblic-spirited citizens in repelling the hard oak in ten hoars.
that the earnings will keep pace with the
At all dealers.
sources are greater here than elsewhere, it
uiuuupuij uiniun-ior huh is vui iney
“Six horsepower saws all the wood four
development.
is well that the grange inflnenoe should
■re, pare and eimple. II we stand idly by
Mm
Uc.^Oe.and
$1.00
are at un oeginnmg ot our
posslDll- now, instead of reaping the benefits ol oar men call pile in cords.
be brought to bear upon the politicians of
“Twelve horsepower will run a sixteen
ities (or agricultural development. Maine own
all parties that this publio wealth should
splendid water power, ordained by inch cutter and blower and elevate the enU great In area, and ita agricultural renature lor oar
not be bartered away for a mess of potprosperity,, we shall see silage into a silo thirty feet high at the
aourcsee, properly developed, will place na that
tage.
power, through high tension electric rate of seven tons
in the forefront agriculturally. To do
per hoar.
We do not forget the loee of oar wild
transmission, sent oat ol the State, while
“One horsepower will pnmp water from
thia we mnat buy leaa and produoe more oar
own
industrial development lanlende. Bad the grange at that time been
a well of
In order to make our farms profitable.
ordinary depth in aaSclent
guishes and decays lor lack ol it.
the power that It ia to-day, the giving
to supply sn ordinary farmhouse
We muet diversify our crops and crop no
“The magnitude ol the prize at stake can quantity
awe; of oar great northern forests would
and all the buildings with water for all
more than we cultivate. We must be able
be realised when we note that conservahave been impoeeible. The pa bile conthe ordinary uses.
to eystematixe our work and to calculate tive
estimates place the power easily
ecience at that time woe dormant and
“Every consideration, moral and maon
possibilities. Ws must available, without storage, at 900,000
benoe thie gigantic epollation woe made Intelligently
terial, the prosperity ot our State, the
discountenance the credit system and horse
power, and with storage the possi- welfare of our
easy for tbe few men wbo controlled the
people, demand that all
every system tending toward prodigality bilities
Irom a million and a half to two
aituatioo. Tbe lamentable feature of thia
must unite in developing the resources of
and waste, and the grange may become a million
whole matter haa been the fact that the
horsepower. At flO per horse
Maine, and the grange may be and is to be
leader in directing this work.
power a year, the returns to the State a
men who were reeponeible for that public
felt force in forwarding this develop“The net profits derived from promot- would be Irom six
to twenty million
robbery have ainee been the most honored
ment.”
ing business, spell success to the promoter dollars a year.
by tbe people’e ballots. Thia fact haa and
encourage the further development of
“This rich prize is now being sought,
been urged aa the moat powerfal arguKIT I KK V TO CARIBOU
that enterprise. The chasm between the and to secure
it, every stratagem and
ment that tbe common people ere unfit to
of farm products and the conproducer
every secret resource of politics are being
to govern tbemaelvea, and it must be conAn eel seven and one-half feet long and
sumer, is too broad, and must be bridged employed by eminent financiers back of
fessed that it ia tbe hardeat to answerl
weighing sixty pounds was caught in
by intelligent, business-like co-operation the project.
The paaaing years have brought a great
Muddy river near Winnegance recently
in selling and buying.
“Who are the master minds behind this
change, and to-day tbe grange standa aa a
“Intelligent co-operative buying and colossal grab? This is not easy to deter- by William Merry and H. C. Williams.
forum
where
our
common
interests
public
The Maine pomological society, at ‘its
selling is a fundamental principle in our mine, but it is now generally well undercan be discuoaed and the people educated
annual
meeting in Augusta, elected
grange work. It is a term applied to a stood that the scheme is
being
The
pushed
economic
tinea.
of
by
along
importance
officers as follows: President, H. L. Keysystem of united effort for commercial and great special interests working
j
through
this school cannot be overestimated. In
industrial purposes. It is the association intermediaries.
ser,Greene; vice-presidents, W.H. Conant,
conjunction with the press it may and of
and
A.
K.
for
the
of
commerBuckfleld,
Gardiner, Rockland;
people
management
“Our purpose and our determined effort
must be tbe means of saving our great
E. L.
cial interests and for the benefit of those must be to
keep for Maine the water secretary, Ellis L. White, Bowdoinham;
water powers
a<} public property. Already so associated. The advantages of active
Lincoln, Wayne.
powers of Maine, free from monopoly con- treasurer,
the tentacles of a gigantic monopoly are
co-operation come in the lower prices paid trol. And where they have already
The new steam sawmill of the Hume &
being wound around our State and many for articles used in the home and on the
passed into monopoly control, we must re- Newhall Co., at Fairfield, which had been
of tbe leaders of all political parties are
farm and for the increased price received cover
them, if possible, or, failing in this, in o'peration less than a week, was burned
hastening to croolr the pregnant tinges of by selling the
of
the
farm di- we must
products
place proper restrictions on the Thursday evening, entailing a loss of
tbe knee that thrift may follow fawning!
to
the
consumer.
This is an age of transmission of electrical
rectly
power and ex- about |75,000, which is covered by insurThe grange will stand aa s solid wall to
great things.
ercise the taxing power so as to recover to ance. The mill had just been completed,
protect the interests of the people. In
“The'magnitude of the agricultural in- the people a revenue justly proportional having been built to take the place of the
order that we may all know its exact positerests of this State has become a house- to the revenues that should
■iH
rightly be re- old mill which was destroyed by fire
tion on these matters the writer has asked
hold word. Agriculture proves an un- ceived
l/m
by the State from this natural re- April 28 last. About sixty men were emits State master for an interview covering
Hawfll
failing resource to its promoters. If the source.
ployed.
the questions at issue, and Mr. Stetson has
a
have
chasm between the producer and consay yon
'‘The aiater powers of the State are ■
gladly answered the coll.
sumer can be bridged, the results derived
good dinner if you serve
great heritage. Properly utilized they
Yesterday.
a piece of flaky-crusted pie
STATE MASTER ST ETHOS.
therefrom will greatly enhance the at- will make Maine a
I meant, each brimming hoar, to send
great industrial State,
for dessert.
Mo man in Maine ia better posted re- tractiveness of farm life. Intelligent and cover the State with a net work of
That
letter
to
friend;
my
promised
cheap
With William Tell Flour your
garding the feelings of tbe grange than C. profitable co-operative work in the grange trolley roads, and increase farm values by
The^noments flashed and broke like spray.
pastry will be a marvel of deliS. Stetson. He is of them and among is practicable. Even in Maine we find untold millions.
And I forgot that all things end.
our
water
Bightly used,
cacy—yourmuffins, rolls and bread
That golden hour was yesterday—
them and understands all the undercur- many instances proving the truth of this power is the talent of the
light, tender and wholesome.
parable that
1
cannot
reach
friend
my
to-day.
rents of thought now running through statement. And the grange may be a shall
It is also an economy—William
bring forth an hundred fold, enrichthe order. Be has handled the subject factor in promoting more intelligent co- ing and blessing every individual and
The sunlight burns, an April whim,
Tell Flour goes farthest.
with statesmanlike ability and hia ideaa operation.
In shadow I remember him;
Order today.
every interest of the State. Exploited by
(12)
The busy world hums merrily*
will come to many as a revelation. It anyROAD IMPROVEMENT.
monopoly, it becomes a menace, blocking
But
as
I
work
are
dim—
my eyes
thing, he is a bit too conservative.
industrial
farm
"roe transportation question is ot vital
development, arresting
He could have heard me yesterday,
For example, he places Maine third in
Importance to the farmer, and so far as prosperity, and turning the State backHe cannot answer me to-day!
the list of water-power states. This is
in
wark
the
march
of
progress.
the getting of the products of the farm to
He may have thought I did not care,
true of the developed water power, but
in
“No
state
the
Union
is
more
the consumer is concerned, it begins at the
vitally
My friend so sensitive, so rare—
when we come to the undeveloped power farmer’s front
better interested in this great question of congate.
Therefore,
I failed him, I who loved him well!
it will easily stand first. As a matter of roads are
of
our
servation
national
resources
than
necessary in the developing of
Dear God, how do Thy children dare
fact, 2^00,000 horsepower can be de- Maine’s undeveloped resaprces.
The our own, and 1 urge every grange throughTo trifle with Thy gift, To-day—
veloped in Maine, which would place it grange has an important part to play in out the State to take it op, study it and
That fades, so soon, to Yesterday!
WHITCOMB, HAYNES A CO.,
ahead of Mew York and California. A the work of
Ellsworth Folia,
demand
that
the
—New York Time*.
take
legislature
positive
improving our roads.
action
to
the
large part of tbe water power in New
interests
of
the
safeguard
“The purpose for which roads are built
York is concentrated at Niagara Falls, is
Potted Lamb Breast.
commerce, not pleasure, and the sole people.
Notice.
Pauper
while ours is scattered in a thousand
“mere are lew mailers or more pressing
Two poundB lamb breast. Reason with
considerations that should have weight in
contracted with the City of Elladifferent places, which is vastly better and
worth
and
care for those who
to
than
the
conservation
HAVING
ot
our
support
salt, paprika, one bay leaf, one onion.
using the people’s money through federal, importance
heed assistance during the next fire
counts (or much in our favor. Instead of state or local
native material wealth. The grange ot Put in kettle, cover with tight lid so steam may and are legal residents
llsworth, I
government
appropriations
years
one huge city, we can have a thousand
for road improvement, are commercial. Maine can engage in no work that will does not escape. Let simmer from one to forbid all persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomsmall but prosperous communities.
more
fruitful
in
lasting results than one and a half hours. ServeSwith minced odations to care for them at the City Farm
The commerce of the nation begins at the prove
This is to be the future wealth of Uaine,
M. J. Dbummsy
house.
farm, and the people as a whole, not the to lend the weight of its influence to pro- parsely on top.
and it is this that we must guard with farmer
our
forests
from
ignorant or rapaare
concerned in tecting
alone,
vitally
Jealous eye. Once in the possession of a transporting the produce of.the farm from cious greed and ruthless devastation, thus
private corporation, the electricity gener- the farm to the consumer at the least pos- helping in safeguarding the rights of the
ated from these water powers would be sible coast. The
people are also vitally people. There are duties to be performed
sent over wires to build other states and interested in the
secondary problems of and work to be done that lie outside our
other communities. And it must not be
the transportation of individ- immediate environment, and these interfacilitating
forgotten that electricity is destined to uals and the mails necessary to that com- ests are quite as sacred as our own perturn the future wheels of the world I
merce. This is the true basis of the peo- sonal duties and more important than onr
In the matter of public roads, Ur.' Stetprivate holdings.*
common interest in road improveple’s
son also shows himself to be progressive,
The grange is an organization and Its
ment.
are
his
in
a
bit
expression.
guarded
although
“The social betterment of the farmer is members aa individuals must be felt
durable
We cannot escape the trend of the times, his own
in
forces
protecting the common i%ht in
concern, and the pleasure of ,the
however hard we may try. The pleasure- automobilist is his concern; neither is eu onr public lands from destruction, while
—ecorun
to
easy
seeker must be considered, and if we con- titled to government aid. But to
improve the State and national government should
he
and
rightly,
him
sider
intelligently
nomical.
the roads that are part of the highway for endeavor to foster and promote all efforts
will bring (100,000,000 into our State an- the nation’s commeroe is the concern of seeking to give the people their lawful
under
warm
over dusty
do
this
not
will
He
nually.
the whole people, and in these days of heritage. All schemes which, have for
and rocky roads. The country road must
is
advance in the cost of living, how their purpoae the serving of personal ends
rapid
be macadamized or we must loae his trade. to reduce the cost of
transporting farm at the expense of the general good should
need.
what
resources
of
the
undeveloped
This is one
produce to the city consumer is of even be met with power sufficient to insure
of Uaine, and one of its most highly im- more vital importance to the city con- their control and limit their activities to
A CLARION
with
this
cannot
grapple
legitimate channels.
portant. We
sumer than it is to the farm producer.
ii to you.
question too quickly, as already the sumThe obtaining of intelligent and com“The right theory of road improvement
give
automer tourist ia beginning to turn his
is to connect the farmer with the final petent belp upon the farm is a problem
oiled
and
macadam
mobile towarda the
markets by the cheapest and most direct which most be solved. Electrical power
Co., Bangor, Maine.
roe da of New Hampshire, Massachusetts
way. Roads—in this country at least— must be made the servant of the farmer in
•
•
of
this.
J.
P.
Ellsworth
and Connecticut. But enough
Eldridge,
were built solely tor this purpose,and that
performing the work, formerly delegated Sold by
WHAT Ut 9THTS0N SAYS.
alone should be the determining factor in to and performed by hand labor. I quote
In giving expression to the 60,000 mem- their improvement at the public expense. from an item recently appearing in a
bers of the Maine State grange, Ur. Stet- It also determines what portion of the Maine paper, aa follows:
roads should be most highly improved,
son says:
electricity rob fabmebs.
“What can the grange do to develop the and how the improvements should be
“Farmers, who are aitnated where they
for it is manifest that parts of the
graded,
can tap a power plant for electricity,
Saved Child rtewi Death.
roads that are used most by farmers genwhether it ia generated by steam, water or
“After our child bad suffered from severe
T.
in
their
wrote
O.
a
for
trouble
erally
year.”
transporting
produoe gasolene, are rapidly
bronchial
awakening to the
Richardson, of Richard ton's Mills, Ala., “we should be most highly improved.
It had a bad
fact that electricity is their coming hired
feared it bad consumption.
I
of
remedies
“The
road
We
tried
true
time.
the
theory
improvement
conah all
many
without avail, and doctor's medicine seemed | is
to reoognise that the railroads and
Finally we tried Dr. King’s New
If The World Orowng Better?
as useless.
to
the main commercial highare
and
say that one canals are
pleased
Discovery,
Many things go to prove that It is. The
thud
bottle effected » complete care, and oar
thousands
are trying to help others is
roads
an
way
that
the
trolley
perform
For oougha. ways;
is swain strong Tnd healthy.'1
proof. Among them is Mrs. W. W. Gould, of
colds, hoarseness, la grippe, asthma, croup important secondary function; and tha^
Pittsfield, N. H. Finding good health by taknaoonw

trial.

Miserable"
Dyspeptics.
All the world looks gloomy to the
He
man with the upset stomach.
sees the world through smoked glasses
and never tries to rub off the smoke.

Cheer up, Mr. Dyspeptic, there’s
days ahead of you. Go to G.
archer this very day and say “I
want a bos of MI-O-N A tablets ’.
Take them as directed, and if the misery doesn’t leave your stomach and
bring a sunny smile to your gloomy
countenaoca, go and get your 60 cents
btek,
will
stomach tablets
omptly end the distress of indigesm, wifi stop nervousness; dizziness,
biliousness, sick headache and sleeplessness. Fifty cents buys a large box
at G. A. Parcher’s and druggists

Mt

8MI-0-NA

everywhere.

Subscribe for Thb Amuucaf

William
Tell Flour

| Clarions for Home

Heating

unsurpassed-

powerful

—

—

Pure,

air,
absolute control,
you

i ir

I

will

WOOD^TbISHOP

>

and sore lungs. Its the most infallible remedy
that’s made. Price Me and 61.00. Trial bottle
free. Guaranteed by all druggists.

For pains in the side or chest dampen a
of flannel with Chamberlain’s Lininent and bind It on over the seat of pain,
fhere ia nothing better. For sale by all
ueee

“1 am pleased to recommend Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy as the beet thing I
know of and safest remedy for coughs,
colds and bronchial trouble,’’ writes Mrs.
L B. Arnold, of Denver, Colo. “We have
used it repeatedly, and it has never failed
to give relief.” For sale by all dealers.

ing Blectrio Bittern, she now advises other
sufferer* everywhere to take them. “For
years I suffered with etomach and kidney
trouble,” she writes. “Every medielne I need
failed nil I took Electric Bitters. But this
remedy helped me wonderfully.”
bey’ll help any woman. They’re the best
toafe and finest liver and kidney remedy
that’s made. Try them. Ton’ll see. SOoat all
druggists.
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haps,

all, It would be well to
special session of the legisla-

ture called if for no other porpoee
than to determine whether it wishes
Maine to be represented in the senate
by Mr- Gardner.

a yoar; *1.00 for Mi
Months; 90 oents for throe month*; If raid
•trtotly In advance. *1 00. 75 aad *8 cent*
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This week’s edition of The
American is 2380 copies. ,

Average

for the year of 19X0,

2,375

Railroad to D*nlop Rack Nmt Cher-

brim of Font Year** Work oa Urn

ryflald.

Bl« DUoh.

TIm Main* Central Railroad Oo^ through
Mgr. Snlej, of tha industrial buna ol
the allied Uoaa of tha New York, New
Haven A Hartford, tha Baetoa A Maine
and the Maine Central, baa encored ac
option on a valuable tract of 3S,000 acre*
of timber and farmint land in the vicinity
of Cherrjrfleld, and ie planning the estsbliahment of an arte naive
experimental
farm there, the development of tha propmoat
erty along the
approved agricultural
linee and, later, ita colonisation. Mgr.
Seeley was at Cherryfleld Wednaaday looking over the property.
Although tha land la to be acquired by
the Maine Central, the experimental farm
and the work of development will probably be done under the eupervialan of tbe
induatrial bureau of tha allied lines. Tbe
land la said be be unusually rich and
fertile, and moat of it is already cleared
and in a state for immediate cultivation.
It la expected that the farm will oondurt
experiments with potatoes, grain and
many other crape with a view to deciding
upon tha beat method for development.
When this baa been determined upon, tbe
tract will be colonised after tha manner
adopted by many of tbe wastern railroads
in colonising land which Is owned by them
along their routes. It la believed that tbe
opportunities which will be chared email
farmers in Washington oouaty, however,
will be far greater than ia tha ease in
many of the western proposition#.
Details of tbe plan will be worked out
by tbe industrial bureau of tha allied lines

The law court of Maine has rendered a decision that the State printing contract with the Watervllle Sentinel

PAH AHA OAK AL.

■

ELLSWORTH, MAH'S.
HANCOCK comm PUBLISHING QO
t. W.*KolLr»». Editor mod Hiuuat.
W. H. TlTua. AmocMm Editor.

FARM OOLOKY

after

have a

Publishing Oo.,

illegal

is

and

void because of the faot that Secre-

tary-of-State Cyrus

W.

Davis is

a

stockholder in the Sentinel company.
In concluding its report, the court
sayw: “It is a satisfaction to observe
that there is nothing in the statement
of facts accompanying the question
before us to warrant the inference
that any wrong was intended in this
instance, and it may be true that the
was to the adcontract in

question

vantage of the State;

but it is tne

opinion of the undersigned Justices
that it fairly falls within the prohibi-

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 22, 1911. tion of the statute.”

STATE OF MAINE.

CO 17STY UOSSIl*.
Several granges of the county are already organising for brown-tail moth
contests. And now the excellent suggestion is made that the Pomona granges
offer prises for the granges gathering and
destroying the greatest number of browntail moth nests.

Capt. George H. Tepley, of West Brooksville, writes: “Sixty years ago it was a
sight in the late fall to see ten or
dozen sailing vessels —brigs and schooners—lumber-loaded, bound for Boston,
New York and the West Indies, at anchor
in Negro Island cove waiting lor a westerly gale to blow out and give them a
chance to proceed. To-day, la looking off
in the cove, you will see only one small
barge, lumber-loaded, waiting for a tug
to tow it to Portland. Not a spar of a
sailing vessel in sight on the river or in
the bay. The sight is sad to ua old seacaptains, and we, too, feel that something
should be done to revive American ship-

as

common

eoopas

possible.

a

accordance with a good and ancient cuetom, originating with oar New England ancestor!, and hallowed by joyful rites and observance for more than two hundred and
eighty years, I, Frederick W. Plaiated, Governor, by and with the advice and consent of
the Connell, do hereby appoint and net apart
In

Tlnrsday, Nat 30th,

a.

11911,

day of of public thanksgiving and praise
to onr God, the giver of every good and perfect gift. And I do recommend tbe good
people of our favored State to gather around
their hearths and altars and keep this glad
New England festivel in due and ancient
as a

‘-Enter into His Gates with thanksgiving and into His Courts with praise,** and
“to do good and to distribute, forget not, for
with such sacrifices God is well pleased*’.
“If thou bast much, give plenteousiy; if
thou hast little, do thy diligence gladly to
give of that little, for so gatherewt thou thyself a good reward.”
form.

Given at the Council Chamber at Angusta,
this sixth day of November, in the year of
onr Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eleven, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred
and thirty-sixth.
F&kdekick W. Plajstwd.

By the Governor.
Cvncs W. Davis.
Secretary of State.

Senator Gardner on the Election.
Senator Gardner attended the annual meeting of the national grange recently held at Columbus, Ohio. The
State Journal of that city in ite issue
Of Nov. 16 quotes the recently-

appointed

senator ss

saying:

•The wet and dry question, so far as Maine
Is concerned, ie a mlanomer. U the recent
election hadn't carried for the retention of the
eonetitntional prohibition amendment, the
Btate-etill would hare had prohibitory lawa
that would hare been eren better than organic
law acainat the aaloona.
“Sane and thinking temperance people
didn’t take part in the campaign. The hoodlama and thoae who wanted to eee liquor sold
in epite of law favored retention of the conatitotional amendment. Why! Because, under
the eonetitntional regime, keepers of blind
tigers, which were to he counted by thouaanda,
had only to pay occaslonal£flaes, which .in a
year amounted to mighty'low license.
“With the amendment out of the way, the
legislature would grace been free to pass
strong lawa to enforce prohibitory legislation
the books. The amendment was declared
retained after some dirty political work, and
Mains stands in worse condition on (the temperance queation than many States with little
on

liquor legislation. Most professional
temperenos workers in Maine are dishonest.”
or no

“Sane snd thinking temperance
people didn’t take part in the campaign,” says the senator; in other
words, the 60,000 at so, who voted
“no”, were insane and unthinkingall exoept the hoodlums and those
who wanted to see liquor illegally

■old.
Thi* U

rather serious indictment
against
majority of the voters of
Maine, and important, if true. Does
the senator include among this army
a

ping”

_

V. 1.

SOCIKTY.

Officers and Com in It toes Elected tor
Ensuing Year.
The annual meeting of the Village imi prorement society eras held Monday after*
| noon at the home of Mrs. Frank M. Gay[ nor. Plans for work for the ooming year
were discussed, and
officers and committees were chosen as follows:
President, Mrs. Frank M. Gaynor; vioepresideuts, Mrs. Arthur I. Saunders and
Miss Elizabeth True; secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Edward K. Hopkins.
Executive committee—Mrs. John A.
Peters, Mrs. I- A. Emery, Mrs. J. F. Whitcomb, Mrs. H. M. Hall, Mrs. H. E. Davis,
Mias Mary A. Stockbridge.
Sanitary committee-Mias M. A. Greely,
Mrs. W. H. Titus, O. W. Tapley, Hoy C.
Haines.
Finance committee—W. H. Titus, C. L.
Morang, Mrs. L. A. Emery, Mrs., J. A.
Peters.
School committee—Mrs. F. W. Rollins,
Mrs. C. I. Welch, W. H. Titus, A. W. King.
Committee on trees John A. Peters.
Chairmen of committee tor mouths ot
winter: Miss Emilie Young, December;
Mrs. H. E. Davis, January; full society tor
cooked food sale in February; Mrs. F. W.
Rollins, March; Mrs. H. M. Hall, April.
The chairmen are to complete their own
committees by appointment, and plan entertainment.
The December committee, ot which
Miss Young is chairman, with Mr. and
Mrs. Fullerton Merrill and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry L. Crabtree aa members, is planning
for a dancing party to be given
during the
Christmas vacation weak.
The society voted to have a cookedfood booth throughout the entire week of
the food fair, with two ladies in charge
each day.
Tea Consumption Increases.
“The manager of probably the largest
tea and coffee house in America stated to
the writer within a tew dayi,” says The
New York Journal of Commerce and
Commercial Bulletin, “that his bouse
had experienced a most remarkable and
unexplainable boom in tea within six or
Sevan months,
‘We always have relied
on a normal increase, doe to the extension
ot our advertising and ;the growth of the
country, but this normal ratio of Increase
has been more than^doubled in six months.
ii

nnmi ic is an*

to tbe high price of coffee sad the tact that
peopto an leninf it for tea. Take a
pound of our sixty-cant tea and it will
eaeily make 100 eupe of deUetonatn, while
of the insane and intemperate and sixty cents’ worth of good coffee will make
boodlnms the democrats who voted only eighty cape. That ia worth earing
with the average family.
“no”?
>
“
‘It ia all well enough to say thft the
“With the amendment oat of the
a range family dose not
Agon as closely
way,” oontlnnes the eenator, “the fee
that, bat 1 hare looked into it and I
would
have
been
free
to
legislature
and that they do. It isn't so serious a
pass strong laws to enforce prohibi- question in real; economy, bat when the
tory legislation on the books.” housewife finds ooffee boosted almost
Aren’t there strong enforcement laws twenty-five per cent., with no appannt
“on the books” already, senator? res son, her dander, aa well as her economic
And, by the way, what is yonr party spirit, is roused, and she makes s few exdoing just now in the way of enforce- periments with something that is cheaper.
‘America never was a tea-drinking
ment? If stronger enforcement laws
but is fast getting so, with the
than are now “on (be books” are oonntry,
improved grades that an Doming into
does
the
constitutional
needed, how
favor, and, onoe 1st the taste be acquire^,
amendment prevent the legislature
they’re pretty likely to stick to tea. It
strikes me the ooffee people ate taking
from passing them?
but it all helpe us owt.”
Parlber on the senator says that chances,
a

“the amendment was declared reA man tries to educate the children by
tained after some dirty political
belnj^CTOseandejeomanJ^feertlij^them.
work”. It would be interesting to
Ono, Orrr or Touuto, (_
lean bp whom this dirty week was tins ft l«ces
Comm,
I
Prank i. Cheney makes oath that he
senior partner of the firm of P. J. Cheney
Co- dotes business in the City of Toledo,
Toled
and Mate aforesaid, and that sef'
’* firm
workers In Maine are dishonest," oon- County
will pay tbe sen of ONB HUNDBBD DOLeal
of Catarrh that
dtadas the senator. Whatis a “pro- UIU for snoh and every ease
d by tbr see_of
fessional” temperance worker, any- Oare.
HaJl^Caterrh
IlfBY.
Sworn to before me and eabaorlbed la my
this Ml day of December,
a. a.
in
iuienii e.
d. isat.
A W. OUIDOS.
Notact Punuc.
(snob)

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken inleraally and'
nets directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
Scad for testiaeonlals
P. J. CHBNB,Y A CO<
O.
Sold by all Drugefate, Bk
Take Han’s Pady Pills

Congregational Committees.
masting of tbs ladies of the Congregational parish, bald yesterday afternoon at tha home of Mrs. J. F. Knowlton,
the social committees of the society for
winter and spring ware appointed as folAt

a

lows:
Notkmbxb—The men of the pariah.
Dscutaxa-Miaa Elisa hath True, chairman; Meedsmea J. H. Brimmer, L. A.
Emery, A. H. Joy, H. J. Joy, A. W. -King,
J. F. Whitcomb, E. F. Robineon, C. P.
Dorr, F. H. McFarland, A. P. Wiswell,
Miss A. F. Higbt.
Jakuaut—Mrs. P. J. Phillips, chatyman;
Meads mea Howard F. Whitcomb, H. H.
Higgins, H. L. Crabtree, Allon P. Royal,
W. E. Whiting. C. R. Burrill, H. W.
Haynes, Miasm Hannah Holmes, Eva
I Aiken, J. A. Thompson, Alice Scott, Mary
Stuart.
I
Febbcabt—Mrs. O. W. Tapiey, chair! man; Meads mea Henry E. Davis, C. C.
Burrill, Sidney A. Goodwin, Fred H. Osgood, W. R. Parker, J. A. Cunningham, 1.
C. King, J. T. Giles, Elbridge Milllken,
Misses Helen B. Bonaey, A. May Eonsey,
Mary E. Holmes.
MetBCH—Mrs. A. 1. Saunders, chairman;
Meads mea J. E. Webster, Henry Gould, Q.
F. Newman, Boy J. Goodwin, L.D. Foster,
Emily L. Smith, Alice M. Hooper, 8. A.
Goodwin, Ella Hale, C. E. Alexander,
Miasm Belle Alexander, Agnes A. Lord,
M. A. Clark, Evelyn A. Atkina.
Afbii.—The Thursday club.
<

j

Col. Joseph B. Pyll Dead.
Ool. Joseph B. Pnlu, of Dover, one ol
the leading republican* of Maine end
chairman ol the State board of railroad
oommieaionera from 1M until iaat year,
died at a hoepital in Portland Monday
night. The oauee of death wee chronic

nephritia.
Ool. Peak* wae born in Chart cot on, Maine,
seventy-two yean ago. He aerved in the
Civil war until 18M, after which he returned to Maine and atudled law at Dover,
being admitted to the bar In 18<0. He
waa a member of the atatf of Gov. Selden
Connor for three yearn with the rank of
oolonei; aerved in both brunehea of the
State legialatuie and waa inanrance conmiaaioner from MBO until MM. He waa an
elector on the presidential ticket in ISM.

Tbo imt mecbar.ieal problems 'ooaaeetod with tie construction of He Pueme oenai. which is to bo opened to the
government in January, ISIS, pese la review in the eennsl report of the Isthmian
renal eommlaeloa Just made public. The
record of the rear’s aeheeeemente in the
liiutie task that la being worked oat by

Washington government, under congressional appropriations that so far aggregate IMHl.fn, includes:
completion of el moat, three-quartere of
the

Culebra out. Total exoarstion of material from Cnlebra daring the year,
l(C2Zi,#7J cubic yards at leverage; coat of
58.8 cents par yard.
Big plans laid for canal terminals, including storage of foal, fresh water and
other supplies, repair faculties, etc. Pacific terminal to hare dry dock, St oreboa aaa and coaling stations.
Practical completion of plans of aU
locks.
Elaborate scheme for lighting the canal.
Safeguarding of the canal against big
landslides.
The mport treats the physical aspects of
tbs big waterssy with minute detail.
Questions of toilet form of government
and character and extent of pope Is lion to
be permitted in the oanal none hare been
reported upon In advmaoe sheets of the report already made pa Min.
The locks bars bean a great problem.
Designs lor the approach walls of >11
locks, except one, here boon fewepsmd.
Contracts in fane at the beginning of the
fiscal year wen practically oompitted and
new con tracts entered
into ifor a mat
smoant of fie mss, raises, gates sad other
paraphernalia needed to pat the oanal
into operation. Mora than 964 tone of
castings wore made on the isthmus.
Building of the greet lock gates, each leaf
8t which is fifty-four bat, sight inches
high—eras expedited. At each lock entrance strong fender chains attached to
powerful springe aril I be installed to prevent ships from battering down the looks.
A floating caisson gate is being installed
for nee In closing a lock to as to enable
workmen to repair the permanent locks
»
and the bottom sluices.
Oanal Ulnmination wiU be provided by
range lights lor eetnbliahing the direction
of reesels on the longer tangents, and by
side lights a mile apart marking each aide
of the channel. Booya and lighted beacons, built of reinforced concrete, will
abound.
ruinous luleora cut is ton mUn

loos
end deep enough to receive the United
Steles Capitol, done end ell. From this
cut, despite the enormous exoevetion during the year, on July 1, last, there remained 23,828,140 cubic yards to be removed.
Estimates of excavation necessary in this cut have been largely increased to allow lor the great earth slidesLast year these slides that bad to be removed from the canal cuttlpg after it bad
been practically complete was 4,878,378
yards or over >0 per oent. of all the material removed from the cut.
These slides have occurred where the
material excavated was left on a slope
steeper than the permanent incline will
be, and the trouble Is expected to cease
when the natural elope of the canal banks
is restored.
Breaks have occurred on both sides of
the cut where the underlying rook is of
poor quality and is broken ap from the
aides, interrupting the drainage and covering up the railroad tracks. To meat
this condition. Intermediate branches
have been cat along the slope to distribute the top
weight and reduce the
amount .of material to ba removed. It Is
delated that when the bottom grade of the
canal is reached no further trouble need be
anticipated, as greater stability will be
given by the water. “With both slides
and breaks,” the oommission says, “the
question is one of ultimate amount of
excavation, and whatever the feeling elsewhere, there Is no apprehension on the
isthmus as to the final outcome among
those acquainted with the facts.” The
commission thus answers predictions thht
the canal would be overwhelmed by
gigantic land slides preventing the execution of the project.

Schooner Mentor Waa Abandoned.
The derelict echooner Mentor, picked up
Nov. 10 in the vicinity of Mt Desert Bock
and towed to Stonington, waa abandoned
Nov. S.
The Mentor waa bound from Milbridge
for Boat on with lumber, when ebe sprang
aleak and
became
waterlogged. She
drifted to the vicinity of Rich's cove.
rne oommieeion contends uat It would
Outer Long bland, where the crew left her bo uneconomical to tomoo the banka
after letting go the anchors, which did everywhere in advance ol the cutting of
not roach bottom.
the canal beoauae a largo gait of that exThe schooner afterward drifted to aea. pensive work might prove wholly unThis is doubtleaa the same wreck reported necessary.
Deepening of the out and
aa sighted Nov. S, and which the revenue
widening of the lower raanhaa baa procutter Woodbury sailed in search of last
grssud satisfactorily with lsea interrupweak.
tion or intarleranae on account of slides
than at any time since trouble with them
Bufir’i New Poatofllee.
have caused no inBuior1! oew |WIIW federal building began, lhe alidea
VriU be erected in Untie perk. Telegrang crease in the total eetimatad eoot of Culereceived yuaterday from Mart* MlUlen bracut. The Cueaiaoba sUde covered 47.1
end Hon. C. F. Bnn, who were in Wu- acres and the Culebcetd.a acres.
Aepecial board has reeouuneodsd and
ington, announced thet Deoicttry MecVeegh had rendered hia deciakm ae accept- planned facllitiee for the storage and furing the prepoaltion of the dtp of Bangor nishing of ocal and other tool for nae boU
to call to the United Btatee government aa afloat and ashore; the furnishing of Irish
much of Centre park aa amp be required water to ahlpping; the famiahing of adefor the federal building tor (100,000 in eaah quate and convenient facllitiee for the
and the old poatpfSce eite, between State repair of all vessels, aa wail as of all rolling
and Central atreeta—including the ruina of stock, equipment and machinery ashore;
and' of atari houses tor materials and
the old building.
supplies other than foal attar the compleMaeoae to Meet at Caatlae.
tion of the canal.
The maaonlc diatrict convention will be
The terminal dooks will be so arranged
held at Emaraoa hall,' Uaatine, Friday, as to admit of easy enlargement to meet
*
Nov. 3M, at * p. m.
developments in business and Bias of
la the afternoon theta will be work in ships. To bsgin with, the dry dooks will
the Brat degree bp Bagadnaa lodge, of conform to lbs dimensions of the -*"*1
Brookaville, and In the aecoad degree by and the wharves will be l^OOO feet long.
Hancock lodge, of Chatloe. Sapper wUl
The total appropriations made by Oenbe aarved at • O’clock. In the evening greas leave pifl»,MI of the estimated cost
there will be work in the third degree bp of the aaaal yet to be appropriated.
Biiiiim
of iHimilgtim.
Vat the flint time, no contract laborers
here brought to the isthmus during the
Verona Child Scalded to Death.
year. Them was a decided falling ofl in
Walter, the two-pear-old aon of. Albina
immigration, while many Wait Indian
Saarper and wile, of Verona died Batar- laborers have gone into the bush and can
day front ecalda received Friday.
no longer be relied upon for steed v work.
Hia father waagrepariag to kill hie pig,
and had the ecaldlag kattle ready. The
liltil boj IM to look into t|M kflttlo, loot
An electric flat iron with aa automatic
hia hale nee and faU head letemati into the eut-ofl so that the current is used only
bciliag water. Be died at nooa Satardap. when the iron is In opeiutioa has been
patented by two Californians.
The aaaat charming people in the world
The largest gas-holder la the world for
do act keep the "beat lor company”. the
storage of aatoial gar will be erected
They give the tamiip circle the beet, and at
Pittsburg; Pa., at a coat of |MO,000 and
thoee who are near and dear. The crowd
with a capacity of t,«M)00 cubic feet.
aaaat take the iaaviaga.
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Over an area of about
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Probability
flood

MOO

tbM

squam aikt
hijor of
Id tbe nib; o< Mexico, iron Taxooeo to Ifltac aodoraMU the ooeond
■«*
<»
poroinoat, constructed
Tlalnepantia, tkm in bundled! ol oiey
f
■■kMAn mm
And ‘hi* tarn.
piU tram which tbe malarial lor tbe adobe
oloo taro
micU
constructed
iv
native firobricka and illaa bate been maQa
owftte » sink,ns of
since the conquest, and from which have
been oonatructed meet of tbe edifices in.
tbe city of Mexico and adjacent toamaand e-" t045j*° okJoo* “>** botwwn
llooro. TBs trarof snd ooad on
thV
villages. Tbeaa pita bare enabled tbe
thi*
writer, without expensive excavation a, to
make a com pre be naive exploration for art*
Tbo pottoryand Agons
flirnrco were
wen found at ik.
eral yeara past of tbe archaeological tieaa
lowest depth, oftentimes flftorn fnt at ta.
in trove which ilea buried below the aar- the
is
it
aarfM*,ead
reesonsble to
thet .e people of aucb culture
Cace of tbe entile valley of Maxioo. #
Becently my (Sorts have been rewarded
by eome remarkable and startling diacovariee that may open up a new Held tar
archaeological raaearch on thla continent.
My operatlona bare been chiefly oonflned
to a legion of eome hundred square nil-*, much evidence
dlaoorend which
where I have found two or three concrete eventually prove tbat Mexico.
floor* or
in depth
ranging
pevementa,
from tbe ear lane from taro to flea mat are.
On the flrat
floayr pavement then ia a
Jot Aalc.
depcait of pebbles, aaad and email bowldan, covered with a rich eoil of tbe valley
from two to throe meters, la which I
found every when innumerable fragment!
of broken pottary and nngaalonallj email
AT—About t tone of Hon*arlan ha, ij.
drere “A", sen Ambr»
clay figures, dlorite beetle aplndla whirls,
etc. The aeeoad concrete pavamant ia
from three- fourths to one meter beneath
CflErt.
tbe flrat, but in tbe intervening apace 1
failed to fled a (ingle piece of pottary or
rrtBNBMIKT—Dovn-aUiia tmmentolfln
anything to indicate that a people bad X MO«a. Mftljr farufahed. If deni red; with
Apply ilo Mm. J. A. Bowdm, HtS
dwelt then.
oock at.
Underneath thla aeeoad pavamant than
la a wall-deflaad layer of aabaa and charrnCBa ever Moore*a dru« atore, ]ul> n
1 o»Ud bv B.
T. Sow let hot’water heat
coal, from three centlmetan to one meter
faquirs of a. Q. Mooaa. i:iiwn"
thick, and Juet below tbaae aabaa I found,
a few week* ago, an opening or doorway
pdpOUnUfl.
the aidaa of which appeared to have been
of wood, but now completely changed to
1
clay, tbe oellolar atructun giving evidence
oftbia nmarkable attention. Examples
of thla paeudomarpbooa material ban
been aubmitted to the geological' InaMtute
BOOK—Ne. UN, iaaued by Hancock
Ca aevlupbeuB. tender pic... relsll
of Mexico, and Director Jose J. Aguilera
to asld hash. On as. O. Bceau.L, It. trmtmr,
ia making a cental examination, which
It ia hoped will explain
the at range
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phenomenon.
Tbe doorway ia about two meten deep,
and at thla lent, four meten from the
opening, I found what appeared to be a
complete goldamitb’a outfit, conaiating of
a email chimney of tern cotta fifty centimeters m height, lying on a round-shaped
furnace, thirty Centimeten in diameter,
around which wen scattered over two
hundred curiously shaped models of tern
cotta many of them being being similar to
tbe ornaments that appear on the headgear of the clay figures found at the same

locality.
boom

EBantrti.

in the market for
white birch* yellow birch toil rock
HARDWOOD—W#
mople, to be delivered at
factory the
art

our

would like

to have call at the factory office at
oa poeslble and atate the amount yoa
could furnish, and consult with us in regard
to our reqotreineota for Bise and quality of
wood to be furoUhed at these prices Ellswoara Ha an wood Co.

Mrtf

AND GIRLS— Earn

BOY8
money ae’ling
mturns.
Write

iDNi

moaeii

were

leee thee

millimeter in thickness in] may bevi
been need lor molds in the manufacture ol
the gold, silver or copper drees and hair ornaments which
they bare worn. Th<
models mere thickly coated with iroi
oxide, bright rad and yellow, probably U
prevent the molten metal adhering to Uu
terra ootta. Two weeks ago 1 found at thi
same level, three meters from the surface
what appears to have been tbs contents ol
a prehistoric
sepulchre, lying under
mortuary stalls or giavsstons, eoosistiui
of eeventy-flre objects of moat curious design. The most striking and wonderful
of these la a tana ootta figure of a homer
being in a sitting posture with a movebli
bead, the type being unlike Artec, Toltec
Zapoteca, Tarescan, Totonaca or any ol
the features of Mexican ethnological objects aver found, tbs hanging lip, with I
hois for the besots, or labial ornament,
and the sets bored for the ear or names ti
one

being singularly Interesting.
Another figure seems to hear no relation
to the former, being strikingly Egyptian
In type. A number of decorative dlahsi
of strange forms wars found, the most remarkable being a doable dish with a perfect fitting lid, both being perforated on

Boa

our

tour Christmas
cash or pre-

goods,

Dombstic
Maas.

us.

or

com-

lei winter. We have decided to pay for No. l
wood*. IMO per cord. For No. 2.‘ Koo per
eord. For No. A hftJO per cord, delivered la
the yard at oar factor). All who wish to far*
aieh ae with a quantity or these woods, *«

114, Quincy.

Supply Co-

laailroabs anb iSUamboats.

Eastern SteaistiiD Cow
Reduced Winter Fares.
Bar Bnrbor end Boston >><3.50.
Bluehtll and Boa ton $3.50.
Maan Booth bay lam Bar Harbor iota
had Tharoday for Baal Harbor. North
aaat Harbor, Maaaat, Southwest Harbor. But
Harbor, Btoalatfoa. North Harm and Hoot,
load, aonaoeltai with ataararr for ltciton.

Moaday

Btaaujti

Mlaaala laaaao BloehiM Baa
Tbaraday for South Hiuchttl,
BrookBa, Sodgtrtak, Door foie, Sarrrntrlllo,
Sooth Brookartlla, Dark Harbor and HocUtad,
oobbooObk with rbaair for Boa ton.

Moadar

aad

UTUBXINU
Tarblao Stool

Sloamahlpo Balfon and

Laara Boatoa t p m Tooadaya atul KrbUji
for Boeklaod ooaSoctiof with ateatnor tearla*
each side to that the cover could be tied tc Book la
art, 5.11 a a, ok ob arrlral ol tteaaor
the dish. All the ollas and dishes wen front Boalos, Wodaooday aad Satnrdar, for Bar
filled with ashes, mud and charcoal, and Harbor, BlnoblU aad lalonaadlata landlnjt.
at the bottom were small scales of mica—
B. L. SWTS. A Boat, Bar Harbor.
meteorite—which may have been prised
A. M. UaaaiOK. Agent, ItlueblU.
by this strange race on account of lu rarity
in this region, but mors probably on acSMatumnaiu.
count of its infusibilitv.
Pliny ud Agricola ipnt of the decepLIKE FINDING MONEY.
tive character of this rilvery ud golden
duet, aa til eery ud golden mien In eonlae G. A.
Ratektr Offer* Popular >1edlwee declared the eat’a ell ter ud eat gold
clno it Half Price.
of medieval Europe. So It la not eurpriaG. A. Pnroher, the popular druggist, 11
Ing when qitce wee looked upon ae eomean oBer that la Jut like finding
tbing pteeione In mediaral tlmce that ihit making
money, tor ha la aaUtng a regular 50-cent
prehiatorie people ahonldaleo have priced bottle of Dr.
Howard's eelabraied specific
the mineral aa being rare ud valuable.
lor the our* ol countipatIon and dyspepsia
One of the largcat d tehee baa a bone
at half prion.
In addition to this Urge
etinking oat of the aehee and charcoal diaoooat ha
agraa* to rat ora the money to
which la preeerred intact. Eight rape
whom tha specific does not
with handler, three lnehee high and two any purehaaer
one*.
incbae in diameter, are moat eymmetrtcal
It la quit* annual to ba able to buy fifty
In form and compare favorably with modcant pi ecu for a quarter, but that is wh*1
ern pottery.
tbla oSsa really moans, for It la only relore tbu 8 re kilometera from the locently through tha solicitation of i >rugcality Jaet deecribed I found an ancient
giat Pa rebar that thin medicine could be
river bed, in the gravel ud band of which
He
tar lam than fifty cents.
there were typee of terra ootta, many of bought
urged the proprletora to allow him to sell
them being rounded like pebblea, re
pre- it at thia reduced
price a little *b>le.
venting typee of all the recce of eouthern
to call a curtain amount. The
Ada from Arabia to China, the peculiar agreeing
mult ha* JuatiUed hia good judgment, for
bead-dram of the Hindu ud the- oblique
tha aale kti bean aometbing remarkable.
eyee of the Chinamen being among the
Any on* who sugar* with headache,
moat prominent feat area.
sour stomach, specks
When 1 ehowed thia interacting locality dyspepsia, dlmlnam,
baton tha eyas, or any liver trouble,
a few mootba ago to Dr. E.
Baler, one of should taka advantage of thia opport unity,
the wocld'a moat famoua
aeehaeologiata, for Or. Howard's specific will cure all
he exclaimed:
“Mr. Niven, thia river
troubles. But If by any chance it
flowed agee before the exMence of the them
should not, Mr. Batcher will return your
lakee of the Maxima valley." He
may be
able to make eome calculation ae to when
tbaae people lived and the canaee that led
to their total deetruotiu.
Four week* ago I Invited two of Bar*
vard’a noted aoiantiolo to
i>t an examination of eome of the more
iapoctant ex-

vatione; they made careful notea and
meacureoemta, taking eampiae of the eoqpevemeata and aehee, and in a few
hour*’ digging, eecaied may
Intereating
objeole.
es

arete

From the work I have done and the examlnatiooe I have made of hundreda of
oUy pita for eeveral yaare peat, it appear*
to me that million* of people dwelt hare
tana of thouaaada of yearn
ago, whea
of the

A “Present For
Emmerett
The

Proved VeriBuilt
In a
table
China Shop

Buyprt

B, CLARISSA MACKIR
Copyright bT American

Pnta Asso-

clatlon. mi.

blurted bis startling an*
and dodged oat of the
buuk house. His threecomrades stared
at one another until
tpeu mouthed
Pepper broke the alienee.
"Married!" he ottered daaedly. "Did

Raymond

gonm ement

ge Ray
Tony
be raid
be said

thatf*
Uofl solemnly nodded.

"And

her name In Emmerett Hodge,”
In on ewad tone.
"Emmerett Hodge7" repeated Prole
Utterly. "A girl with a name like
that always has a tony wadding,
trhnt did Raymond say about It? I
gldn't sense It all. 1 was so flabber-

gasted.”

•

"As near as I eon r'collect he said
there was to be a fancy time at her
boose and we was Invited. Tony here
'has got to stand ap with the bride-

groom.”

jink Prole nnjotnted hie long legs
and stood erect, towering above the
sther two. "What about a weddln'
present T he demanded.
That's easy. We’ll all chip In and
git Mrs. Carwood to buy It down to
Penfield. Wlntmea always know what
to git.”
Ton; uoir nooi ms neao. "mi on
that. Pepper. Why. Raymond's been
«ar mate tor throo year*—over since
I feel
I come to tho Twin Star.
mighty friendly to him. 1 reckon all
of o» do. and we moat pick oat the
present ourselves. Whet ss-syr
The other* nodded a seen t. and as It
happened that the morrow was the
monthly pay day they decided to ride
over to Penlleld the next afternoon
and select a wedding gift for Ray-

«Cfc Wd 111 on tbs ibelf. The
girl
took it reluctantly.
“I told Ur. rapBom ho had the shelves too
crowded
to bo safe,” aha raid. "You've
paid for
theae things. Would they do
you any
good If 1 waa to mend 'em for yon?
You could uaa ’em for ornaments.’'
"Nary, miaa; they ain’t any good to
ua.
We're looking for—what are we
looking for. Prole?” demanded Goff lm-

W»rr fa.L»WORTH.
F»nol« I. Higgins,
visiting relatives boa.

Av

—

with hla parent#, John H. Carter and wife.
A. W. Burrell was the guest of Frank
Bargent and mother Sunday, at Ellsworth.

“A

wedding present.” drawled Mr.
! Prole,
gingerly withdrawing from the
Mra. Florence Severanoe haa returned
perilous rldnlty of breakables. "We from Bar
Haroor, where she haa been for
thought of a pink glass lamp, but It medical treatment.
She is much imdon't coat enough. Bare you got a
proved in health.
real expensive 'lumlnator, miss?”
Mra. Bowena Carter haa returned from a
The girl smiled and led tbe way to a
Visit to her daughter, Mrs. George. M.
shelf laden with a flower bed of colI ored lamps. She glanced at tbe price Cunningham
H. W. Cunningham and wife have re: tags and then aald: "This one for $12
turned to Bluehill, after visiting their
la the moat expensive one.
It's
very
I
daughter, Mrs. R. T. Carlisle.
! pretty.”
The three surveyed the lamp doubtfully. It was a small lamp of brass,
NORTH KL.L.SWORTH.
with an elaborate shade set with pink
George Maddocks is ill of pleurisy.
opalescent glass.
"It don’t cost enough.” said Prole
W. M. Higgins has recently purchased a
with regret "It’s mighty pretty, miss, yoke of oxen from Hoeea Phillips.
but we couldn't band out no measly
Mias Bertha Floyd, of Belfast, la the
present Ilka that to Emmerett Bbow guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Daniel
ua something better.”
Richardson.
The girl stifled an exclamation and
Mrs. Cora Karst and little daughter) of
took them to a case full of silverware.
Bar Harbor, are guests of her sister, Mrs.
As they gravely examined knives and
H. F. Maddocks.
forks tbe girl watched them uneasily.
Harold Maddocks and wife are at horns
At last flushing deeply, she spoke,
from Fort Fairfleld, where they have spent
"Most any girl would think that lamp
the past two months.
was a nice present”
Alphonao Naaon and wife, who have
They shook their heads negatively.
"It’s got to be something pretty nice been employed at the Insane hospital at
and tasty.” said Tony Goff; "you see. Bangor, are at home for the winter.
her name's Emmerett and a girl that
has that handle to bar is used to good
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
! living.”
L T. Moore will close hla studio Deo. 1.
“We couldn't gat anything poor lookL. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, was in
! tng,” added Pepper, and Jink Prole
town Friday.
nodded asaent
"It'S a nice lamp,” peralited the girt
The Sunday mails have Men discontin“We might git fonr or Ore lampe— ued for the winter.
enough tor the hull bonne. Let'n look
T. N. Graves la putting an kddition on
at them again.”
Jink Prole turned his barn.
to

lead the way back to the

Mrs. D. Q. Hsll spent the week-end at
lampe; bla sharp elbow dug Into Tony West Eden.
Goff’s ribs, and that stout gentleman
R. F. Lurvey will soon begin work upon
leaped backward to fall bearlly
the new Baptist church at Seal Core.
against one of the china laden tables.
When the clattering crash bad died
Mrs. Eugene Murphy visited relatives
Into silence Mr. Goff picked himself here last week.
mond's brldu
of a debris of broken dinner sets
Rev, N. B. Rogers was the speaker at the
With pockets well lined and bronzed .out
to confront an Irate little man who Bar Harbor Y. M. C. A. Sunday afternoon.
faces portentously solemn with the danced
wildly before them and deMisses Qutchen Rot he snd Evelyn ManImport of tbelr mission, tbe three set manded Instant reimbursement for his
chester were in Bar Harbor Saturday.
forth on tbe twenty mile ride from the losses
N Twin Star cattle ranch to the largest
Work upon Robert Moore’s house began
It required the united efforts of Tony
town In the county.
Goff's companions to convince the an- Monday. William Feckham is doing the
They stopped at Red Spider for tbe gry proprietor that the offense was work.
mall, and tbe three wedding invita- not Intentional.
Miss Mildred Wasgatt, who has been
tions that faced them nearly caused a
"You can't fool me!” be sputtered teaching at East Corinth, is spending her
Prole
stared
Jink
unhappi■tanipede.
loudly. “I bad a place shot np oncet vacation at home.
ly at tbe engraved words.
In Dead Eye and they didn't leave ao
The society of Willing Workers met
“It might
“1 dnnno.”' he hesitated.
much as r glass salt cellar—wiped out with Mrs. R. F. Lurvey Thursday afterbe this present business ougbter be did
my hull stock of china and glassware noon.
by an expert. If we should make a and”—
Ocean lodge, I. O. O. F., held a social at
Emmerett—
mistake she—the lady
| "Drop It, confound ye!” growled Jink • its lodge-room Friday evening. A good
might take offense at what we got”
Prole.
"Jest you compose your little
Tony Goff tucked his envelope away bunch of cinnamon sldewblskers and time is reported.
The junior Christian Endeavor society
“There ain’t
and prepared to smoke.
git down and count up your loss. I
nS use losing your nerve.” be said at reckon we can pay fer what we break. held a social at the Neighborhood bouse
length. “Too braced us to the job. and We're a-sboppln' fer cut glass and cut Thursday evening.
we got to carry It through.
Mebbe we ; china, and we’ve paid fer *22 worth aiMrs. Emily Manchester, Mrs. Emily
ain’t got to go clean to Penlleld. What i ready."
Savage and Mrs. Cora Phillips left hfonday
you think of that lamp In Cox’s winThe three ranchmen stood rigidly ! for Florida.
der?" He pointed a lean forefinger at ! In their tracks while Mr. Farnum and
George A. Savage will build a cottage
the dusty, fly spotted merchandise dis- ; the black haired girl took Inventory |I
negr the Harborslde restaurant. William
played by the poetmaater.
! of the shattered crockery. Many of Peckham is the contractor.
Tbe three surveyed It longingly.
X. Y. Z.
| the pieces of various dinner sets wer# Nov. UC.
It wae e tall lamp of pink glass and whole and there were several vases
when fre«d from dust and lighted that were cracked or only slightly broHaganbeck’a Narrowest Escape,
might cast aa added rosy glow over ken. These Mr. Farnum announced
1 am often asked what Is my nartbe future of the newly wedded pair. would be a total loss to him and the rowest
escape. Perhaps the following
i
Ur. Pepper strode to tbe door and ranchmen might as well carry them Is the closest shave I have had. I was
;
bawled an Inquiry.
away.
superintending the dispatch of some
He returned and flung himself on
Six dinner sets and four vasca and ! animals at the
railway station in Hamhis horse. “Three ninety-eight. Includ- ; a glass water pitcher bad gone down i
burg, when a half grown elephanf
1
ing the shade,” be repeated contemp- to destruction, and Mr. Famum dole- which was standing in one of the
tuously, “and ns with a hundred in j fully announced that *90 would barely trucks with its legs chained suddenly
oar pockets to apendr’
I cover the wholesale price.
turned round and tried to pin me to
In silence the *90 was handed over,
With one accord they resumed the
the wall. 1 was at that moment examnear with downstood
the
the
:
while
behind
girl
to
Penlleld, leaving
journey
ining a cage containing monkeys. {
dark shadowing mountains with the ] cast face
When 1 entered the car I knew the
“All these pieces that ain’t broke belast glimmer of the sunset along the
Mr. elephant was cross and should have
remarked
to
when
gentlemen,”
dark
you
long
upper ridges. It wea after
him. Instead of
course kept my face toward
they pounded Into the town. and. hun- Farnum magnanimously. “Of
look at
none doing so I turned round to
me
because
to
no
use
ain’t
their
way j they
gry and thirsty, they made
and at that moment the
to it restaurant and satisfied tbelr apof 'em match anything else I’ve In something,
He tried to pin
brute went for me.
stock. There’s cups and saucers and
petites.
me to the wall, but fortunately for nffe
and”—
rarnatu
ATterwartl tney entered toe
plates
his tusks were too wide apart for him
"I guess wen ue gums uuut.
emporium, a °m« of narrow aisles
to properly grip me. Th^ tusks Just
his
as
thrtlst
he
Prole
slowly
running between a helves and counters tempted
skin on each side of my
laden with glass and china In every share of the remaining $8 back In bis grazed my
of my men rushed to the
“We're spent about all the back. One
The pocket
con-etvable form of fragility.
me down between
aide walla of the store were lined with money we reckoned on In this here rescue and pulled
little the animal’s head and the wall. They
counters upon which were piled house- place. There's a mighty pretty
feet to see if
hold wares, while the rear presented pink lamp up In Bed 8plder fer three then stood me on my
With, the exto do far my back was broken.
a
glnomy barricade of furniture against ninety-eight what will have
ception of torn clothing and a grazed
a background of
Emmerett."
gaudy carpeta.
World.
The girl flashed a glance at the re- skin I was all right—Wide
Jink Prole sidestepped down an
aisle and reached the barricade Just treating form of her employer and
Prole's sleeve.
8ton«watl Jackson's Death.
is a
pretty girl arose from a chair and then laid a hand on Jink
Nothing In the war perhaps, exceptlaid down a place of fancy work.
She was laughing, bnt the tears were
ing the surrender, ever struck Rich"What can 1 do for yon)” aha asked In her eyee.
mond with such stunning force as the
“Don't yon dare buy that pink lamp,
briskly.
JackBefore the tall ranchman could an- ahe whispered. “Ton set out to get announcement of "Stonewall”
of bis
swer there earns a terrific crash and the nicest present you knew how for son’s fall, of the amputation
the sound of splintering glass
and It Isn't your fault that | arm and finally of his death, following
blended that girl,
Even
all ; the battle of Chancellorsvllle.
h startled profanity.
lost
your money. You take
you've
arms was
“That’s the dishes, and I'll mend the glass ; the brilliant victory of our
"Oh I” exclaimed the girt.
this Irreparar*»l cut glass I”
water set and you give ’em to her for | placed In total eclipse by
From the first,, when the
'Tti considerable cut up." agreed the wedding present, and 1 reckon ble loss.
of the Virginia
Prole as they reached the scene of she'll be proud to think what was In shy Puritan professor
matters Military Institute had startled the arwhat
that’s
Golf
and
hearts,
and
Tony
disaster, where Pepper
your
and
She paused breathlessly, mies by his extraordinary daring
stood staring down at the havoc they anyway f
had taken hold
had created. “How’d yon manage to her eyee Uke stars, her cheeks pink military skill, Jackson
of the popular mind as a supreme faclean off the bull shelf r
With excitement
“Old Stonewall.” “Old Jack”
“How d'you know ahe would rather vorite,
Mr. Pepper twisted his long mustache
was by the solthis truck r' Jink Prole swept a or “Old Blue Light”
be because
1

■“

ruefully.

“Of course it can’t
•t’a narrow gauge here. We aquoie
ourselves as well’a we could, but somehow there wan’t no place for elbows.
Now, mine, what’s the damage?" He
dug his hand deep Into a pocket and
brought forth his month’s pay. 940.
The girl knelt upon the floor and

bent bar head above
Piecing then) together

the fragments.
with little dismayed exclamations. At last she tossed
back bar misty black hair and looked
UP at than* with slowly crimsoning

cheeks.

"It’a too bad." she said regretfully,
“bat this Is nsl cat glass, and IPs aw*01 expensive. There was a watar hotand six tumblers—910 tor the battle and
$2 apiece for the tumblers
Hat’s 9at rm awful aorryt”
Without a weed Pepper and Goff

have

long arm over the broken china and
eyed her doubtfully.
“Because I’m Emmerett!” ahe said

triumphantly.

The three stared down at her In deThen three hands
shot out to grasp hers, and Jink Prole

lighted encasement.

"We might a-known Raymond's girl would be Uke this." be
/
said.
“We was afraid of your long name."
grinned Pepper sheepishly.

spoke again.

“We kin shorten It and call her Klee
Raymond.” put In Tony Goff Innocent

ly.

slim brown
Hiss Hodge uplifted
under
Unger, and her cheeks dimpled
a

their friendly admiration.
“Don't you dare call me anything but
Bmmerettr she said severely.

*

Not 10, aoh Aaa O Stuart from

BMnport
Howard Dollard la
boapa from CherryHimMI OoaalfjPwM.
fleld, where he haa had employment.
West Sullivan
Ar Not * 10, soh Charles
Edward Hardiaon ol Sullivan, riaMad Klinek, New York
81d Not SI, seh Seguln, New York
hla alatar, Hra. H. P. Garter, recently.
Iwater H. Carter la spending a few daya
BORN.

I patiently.

suddenly

MARINE LIST.

of Orringtou, It

bestowed
dlera held la the
by Napoleon’s grenadiers upon the
With
person of their sacred emperor.
Lee amMackson to the fore quiet peopie sitting In their homes felt themselves as behind two massive towers
of strength, facing and meeting every
adverse wlnA-Mre. Buxton Harrison
reverence

In Scribner's.

TWtor (waiting an Invitation to
tanch>—Two o’clock! I fear I’m keeping you from your dinner. Hostess—
No, but I fear we are keeping you

yours.—Meggendorf

Mrs William

Maynard^ a son.

PHILLIPS—At Stonington, Nov 11, to Mr and
Mrs Herbert A Phillips, a daughter. I Elizabeth Elaine.]

K

MARKIKD.
DYER—WILSON—At Southwest Harbor, Nov
18, by Rev C W Robinson, Miss Bessie Dyer I
to Leon Wilson, both of Southwest Haibor.
FARLEY-NEW MAN-At Southwest Harbor,
Nov ll, by Rev R W Brown, Miss Mildred
Farley, of Tremont, to Harry E Newman, of
Southwest Harbor.
DO W—SCOTT—At Deer Isle,
H W Collins, Miss Carrie M
L Scott, both of Deer Isle.

Nov 8, by Rev

These ere the two makes of cars for which we are the selling
agentfl. The features of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepar^i to show ever; detail.

Low to Ernest

LOWNEY—KELJ/EY—At Boston,

Nov 1«. by
Rev J Tyson. Pauline Lowney, of St Louis,
Mo, to George R Kelley, of Seal Cove.
M'KAY—JOYCE—At Swan's Island, Nov 11,
James Whitmore, Miss Bessie Moby Rev
Kay to Carleton Joyce, both of Swan's
Island.
MIC HA U D-PHILLIPS—At Lamoi ne, Nov
by Rev W H Rice, Mrs Mabel I Michaud,.
Lewiston, to Fred P Phillipe, of Lamoine.
8TROUT—BUNKER—At MllbriSge. Nov 10,
by Rev J P Simon ton, Mies Axilla Strqut, of
Mil bridge, to Charles Pearl Bunktr, of
Oouldsboro.
j
VAIlNUM—QRINDLE—At Bar Harbor, Nov
20. by Rev Stephen H Green, Mise Georgia
H varnum, of 8eal Harbor, to Nathan T
Grindle, of Bluehill.
WEST-JORDAN-At Bile worth, Noylg, by
Rev P A A Killam, Mise Helen L #eet to,
William F Jordan, both of Franklin.

Blatter.

I

Buick and Cadillac

COMPLILTK LINC OF LIOHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

IS Models--$660 to $1860.

1^

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water Strset, Ellsworth, Mains.

QARAQE

repairhii with aH speed.

and ovory tool needed to do

—

DIRD.
HENDRICK—At Deer Isle, Nov 7, George N
Hendrick, aged 2ft years, 2 months, 29, days.
KNOWLTON—At Rockland, Nov 18, Pdscllla
E, daughter of Capt and Mrs William
Knowlton, of Stonington, aged 0 years, 11
months, 17 days.
MURRAY-At North Brooklin, Nov 9, Mrs
Margaret Murray, aged 81 years.
MAYO—At Brooklin, Nov 8, Isaac Mayo, aged
aged 67 years.'*
NEWTON-At Surry, Nov 19. Mrs LU?ie New
ton, aged 75 years.
SAWYER—At Verona* Nov 18, Walter, son of
Mr and Mrs Albina Sawyer, aged 2 years.
TERRY—At Stonington, Nov 18, Granville
Terry, aged 18 years, 11 months, 6 days.

THE

BRITAN NIC A,

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

NEW

literary production of the age, is using tele*
phone directory advertising to make an extraordinary
announcement to Boston and New England. See insert
the greatest

*

at back of latest directories.

HfrftfTtffffmnrtft
For farther information call at the NEWLY OPENED

BOSTON OFFICES of the publishers of the Encyclo-

CATARRH FOR
TWELVE YEARS

in the Lawrenee

paedia,

Building,

149 Tremont street, or telephone Oxford 506.

Offensive, Nauseating,

Weakening Disease.

mmmmmmmmammmmmm
it is better to be insured; 3
to be sure;

Sufferer Feared It Would Cling
to Him Through Lift.
Cured

bj

a

truly

best to be insured” with

F. L. MASON

INSURANCE AGENTS,

Wonderful

ESTATE DEALERS

Medicine.

and electric

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—“I am very
glad of this opportunity to recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla, as It Is
truly a wonderful medicine.
It has
entirely cured me of catarrh. I suffered from this disagreeable disease
for more than a dozen years, and
often felt that It would cling to me
through life and hasten my death. I
cannot tell how much I suffered, hut
any one who has catarrh knows how
■miserable It makes a person feeL
1 wasted a lot of money on what
proved to be worthless remedies, and
then happening to read an advertisement of Hold’s Sarsaparilla, I concluded to try this medicine. I soon
had confidence In it, because I could
I took
see that It was doing me good.
six bottles, when I was entirely cured.
"I can and do recommend Hood’s
Sarsaparilla to all my friends, and esC.
catarrh.”
James
pecially for
Shimel, 1127 W. Thompson st.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the medicine
that has given perfect satisfaction to
the millions orjntelligent and prudent men and Women who are really
the bone and sinew of the country, but
who "could never afford to be sick” If
always obliged to get physicians’ prescriptions or to have' medicines specially put up for them.
HoOd s Sarsaparilla Is an agreeable,
easily obtainable and comparatively
inexpensive remedy for diseases and
ailments of the blood, stomach, liver
and kidneys, and low or run-down
conditions of the system. It effects its
wonderful cures, not simply because It
contains sarsaparilla, but because It
combines the utmost remedial values
of more than twenty different IngredThere Is no real substitute.
ients.
in
Get Hood's
Sarsaparilla today
usual liquid form or in chocolated
tablets known as Sarsatabs.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.

Twenty Year*' Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

BOVS and GIRL-S
|ivt you a dandy Christmas present

We

for selling 24 packages of our pretty
Christmas and New Year postcards at 10
cts. per package. Each package contains
8 cards, easy to sell. We trust you ; send
You
us your name and address at once.
have, choice of 20 premiums, including
CamSleds, pair of Skates, Dressed Doll,
era, Bracelet, Drum, Tool-chest, Train, on
Track, Flexible Flyer bled, etc.

Telephone s-s.

LUCILLE SILK PETTICOAT SHOP
•B anct 07 value, 00.05.
Taffeta. Messalioe and Jersey top. Uanutao
turer to consumer direct
Hall orders Ailed. Money returned it not satis

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless find them ol value.

|

149 Tremont
Agents wanted.

St., Boston, Mass.
Write for

particulars.

IMffiMfll

BOSTON

,w.

c°ttni5S10N MERCHANT
WANT

APPLES

Boston, Mass.

Poultry

and Eggs

8 Day Watches $5 POTATOES
Dressed Lambs and Calves
Have you

seen

them?

These perfect, accurate and inexpensive
watches are guaranteed to be as represented.
Your money back if they do not prove satisfactory. They will run eight days with one
winding. Open face, nickel c we, with fancy
dial, pride, $5.

Bine Steel, Tela Steel, Damatiiala end
Silver Canes to Salt Purchaser.
Ksctftlnal lias valae ia Holies; Psst Cards, 21 Is

H.

WkhmaT &

k

Springfield,

Co.,

Mass.

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY ECUS.
Top Market Prices.
Prompt Returns.
DEAL WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE.
CHAPIN BROS.,
To Ellsworth

BERRIES

107-109 So. Market St.. Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

quotations

Carles’
Manufacturer of
ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
of every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties

■

Established 1863

Commission

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

WMsf sad Sssplles Chssrfally dirts
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Bstey Building, .state St..
ee

C.

®at6«.

E.

HOLT,
Dentist,

Bangor,

Maine.

OFFICE :
S3 Hammond St

RESIDENCE ;
25 Fourteenth M
Office boors: » to 12.15 ; 1 to 5.

Evenings by appointment

ALICE

H.

Merchants
PRODUCE

APPLE* A SPECIALTY
Boston, Maaa
Markat,
Stencils, etc., furnished«on application.

Faneull Hall

POTATOES
BOOS

APPLES

POULTRY

Ship to

6smmI CMtmtaiM Mrchants

Pol Lines of

DR.

■

P. H. WALL & CO.

ELECTRICAL

^ptofcsstonal

request.

OULTRY, E005. FRUIT,

518 Congress St., Portland, Me.

EsiIimMs

on

LAWRENCE. & CO.
Wholesale

srSCIALTT

i
« Beautiful gold plated collar or beaut)
People seldom Improve when they pins, for women. Latest designs. Sent
have no model bat themselves to copy prepaid for 25c. Guaranteed.
Hooper Co., Ml Bromtteld St., Boston, Maw
after.—goldsmith.

If

Navillus Card Co.,
220 Devonshire St.,

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

Commission fEUrdjants.

FREE! !

factory.

Hint That Palled.

from

18, to Her and Mm
daughter.
MAYNARD-At Dedham, Nov 17, to Mr and

ATKINS—At Bangor, Nor
Charles Fields Atkins, a

SCOTT

Agents Fletcher’s Improved Kgg Case
Clinton and Fulton Sts..
BOSTOfy MASS.
References and Stencils on Request.

Try

us on

your

shipments of

Apples, Potatoes, Live Poultry, etc
IMMEDIATE RETURNS

W. W.

Benjamin,

boston, mass.

Hall &

Cple
Fruit anil Produce Commission Merchants
ftpptos,

PiMtM Mi CruktrriM
our Speotalttes
BOSTON
100-102 Faneull Hall Market,
Send lor Btenclli and weekly market report.

HAPS or

ACCOUNTING AND
Dn It,imu, Auwun,n.v
TYPEWRITING,
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Duton Safe Deposit A Trust Co., oi Portland, for furnlablng Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter, typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over M core’s Druf
Store), Ellsworth. Me.

Subscribe for Th* A motto an

Hay Wanted

NAne YOUR PRICES
W. J. PHELPS, Chamber tt Commerce,
Boston, Mass.
Relerenoe, Beaoon TruM Company-

COUNTY NEWS

tor, who are;aMeadiag kick aehool ta
Ellsworth, spent the week-end at thair
komaa.

FRANKLIN.
Miss Rena Donnell la employed at Southwest Harbor.
W. B. Blaiadell ft Oo.’e qoarry U abut
down lor the seaaon.
Hra. Eunice Blaiadell la 111, much to the
her friends.

regret of

Wtills Qillings la at hta borne lor
days from Seal Harbor.

a

tew

John Preble and George Springer got a
weak.

nice deer toat

gn. George Clark baa returned to .bar
borne in Newton, Maas.
Freeman Sabina, who ia employed in
Bangor, a pent the week-end with hit

family.
Mlae Etta Springer ia apending her vacation with her mother, If re. Carrie

Mrs. F. P. Gott and Mrs. Jennie Dyer

Springer.
Bangor Taeoday.
Ellis Springer ia In Sullivan, where
Mrs. M. Q. Collins and young daughter baa charge of Bradbury Smith’s stable

ware in

are

in Portland lor two weeks.

a

Mrs. F. L. Swan ia visiting relatives in
Portland and Lawrence, Maas.
Bev. H. B. Arey and wife are the happy

parents ot a daughter, born Wednesday.
Mias |Edna Donnell, who closed her
sebool at Harrington recently, is at borne.
Georg? SafTord and wile, of Dexter, who
were guests of George Poes and wile, re*
turned home Monday.
Mrs. Carrie Bragdon and daughter Della
and Miss Julia Maeomber were in Bangor
a few days last week.
F. A. Noyes and wife, of East Sullivan,
here Tuesday,
were guests ol relatives
playing for a dance that evening.
Mies Manas Blaisdell and her nephew,
John Bragdon, returned Tuesday from a
visit with relatives in Bar Harbor.
Mias Charlotte Maeomber ia in a hospital in Portland, where sbe baa had a pin
taken from her foot, which has been a
source of trouble for some time.
B.
Nov. 20.

few weeks.
Nov. SB.
_,

The farmers are killing their porkers,
and bragging about the big ones.
Mrs. George Jordan, of Moose hill, ia
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Willia Salisbury.
Sympathy is extended to Mrs. Herbert
Newman in the death of her father,
Thomas Davis, of
gtter Creek.

Wilbert Dunham is ia a critical condition from injuries received by being kicked
in the abdomen by a horse. He ia the eon
of E. C. Dunham'and wife, and is
sbout nineteen years old. Mr. Dunham,
senior, seems to have bad more than his
share of trouble. His wife has been an
invalid for twelve years, and one daughter
has been an invalid the past year with hip
trouble, and to just getting about on
crutches.
Nov. 30.

F.
_

SABGENTVILLE.

T. C. Stanley returned from Boston
Albert L. Shorey
Wednesday.
Harry Grindle has taken charge of the friends here.
Haven.

Mrs. William H. Freethey,
been very ill, ia better.

has

who

Mrs. Amanda Sellers returned to her
borne at Sunshine Tuesday.

Henry Hooper
on

is

finished
the blacksmith’s

having

the third floor

ol

rooms

shop.
y

oaeruMu,

au

i»b

AirON.

Mrs. Marietta Dority ia visiting ia Binehill.

BROOKLYN.

at

be
for

MARIAVILLE.

_

postoSoe

COUNTY NEWS

wwu

iu

hospital in Boston seven weeks, ill ol
let fever, is oat again.

»u«

scar-

baa

Charles K. Foster has
Boston.

been

visiting

returned home

from

Mrs. Sarah E. Billings has gone to Eaatbrook for the winter.
Miss Hazel Leach, who has been visiting
her sister, baa returned to Bloehill.
Mrs. Lydia Roberts, of Brooksville, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. John F. Gray.
Mrs. Waldo F.. Kingsbury and little
have returned to Med field, Maas.
Bin.
Nov. 13.

daughter

SUNSET.

Kn. Quirk, of East Bottom, la visiting
HmmUnabi retoroed from e visit
km matter, Hn. Adeline Billings.
in Ptaakllp.
Dr. D. A. Robinson, of Bupf, boo bon
fy
B. t. Lorn; and D. O. Hall warn at
Hn. D. J. Noyes.
visiting
Charlea Weymouth, of Brewer, haz come West Tfsmant
nentl; to arrange a proTbo Metbod lit parsonage Is plastered,
to live with W. I. Weymoath and wife.
gram tor the Local union meeting thorn la
*
sod will soon be ready far occupancy.
Mertice Small ie at home, after an ab- February.
C. W. Bass ban sot np .bis msrry-gosence of thirteen month* in Boeton.
Dor. 13.
Mb. Dikobat.
round on oaa of bis rnesnt lots.
Ed. Haynes i* at home, after an ebHnouAL •saournon.
Prod A. Torrsj and wits sn Tlsitlsi In
eence of two yeare.
IPhsreas. It baa pleased our Heavenly
Mr. Roberta is with as again, it Is Father in Hie lnlalta love and wisdom to re- Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. Cbarlas Stanley, of Murk Island
hoped he will remain through the winter. move (torn oar midst our beloved sister, Mary
light, is on a month’s visit st Trsmont.
George Fifield and wife, of Brewer, are H. Ttbbitta, therefore be It
Itssolved, That Aetieoa Bebekah lodes. Ho.
OUror B. Mills, of Portland, is visiting
visiting friends here.
m. of Northeast Harbor, while bowing enhhis sistsr, Mrs. A. Hamblen.
a
lobster
William
Haynes caught
Cept.
miaeively to the Divine decree, does deplore
on his trawl recently thirty-seven inches the loss of as honored and tsithtnl member.
Mrs. Harbsrt Bill ids n, of Boston, Is In
Let us cherish her memory, and ha drawn town with sn architect making plans for s
lonjfaal weighing 19% pounds.
of fraternal summer boms.
\
Annas Annis has returned to Boeton, alooor together la the bonds
and love.
Herbert Phillips and wife are rastitlng
after a visit with Mrs. W. B. Sellers, friendship
Resolved. That we extend to the bereaved
where his wife has been for the past two
congratulations on tbs birth of a daughfamily onr sincere and heartfelt sympathy,
months.
and as a token of respect for our departed sis- ter.
Mrs. J. H. Lufkin, of Sunset, is spendMrs. Charles Thompson and son Percy, ter, drape oar charter in mourning for a
of Deer Isle, spent the past week with period of thirty days.
ing tbs winter with her daughter, Mrs.
a copy of these resolutions
That
asseleed.
Posts Hamblen.
Mrs. Prescott Eaton. While here, Mrs.
be spread npoa oar records, one sent to the
Thompson's dog was ran over by an auto- family, and one to Tan BiAswoura Awaaiosx
The ladles of the Congregations! dub
mobile and killed.
will bold a fair early In December to raise
Hum D. On*vac,
for pabllcatioa.
funds fur repairing the church.
Bnssin Shall,
A turnip raised on Brassy Bill farm by
•vein Jonusis,
E. D. Phillips and wife, of Waldoboro,
Raymond Small, weighing thirteen and
Committee.
one-half pounds, and several weighing
former residents of this town, sre guests
from ten to twelve pounds, are on exhibiof Mrs. John BUUngs.
BABB HARBOR.
Maurice Thurston returned from shanttwo One dear.

Basin.
_

ing trip recently, bringing

OBITUABT.

Mrs. Anna McDonald has dosed
Ospt. Andrew Jackson Small, who died
boom for a time, and is with D. O. Benton
In Rockland last week, was a native of
c
this place, the son of Andrew and Rebecca sad wits.
Mrs. G. W. Billings and Mrs. Benjamin
Snow Small. He was born Feb. 12,1831.
At the age of seventeen years be went to Mnrpby left to-dry tor a short visit in
Rocklanda*clerk for George L. Snow, who Boston.
dealt in corn and flour on the site of the
A government boat baa been para the
present Thorndike hotel. Be then took past weak, surveying tor the proposed
command of the schooner Emerald, owned dredging to deepen the channel at Bam
by Charles Snow. Other vessels be subse- Harbor bar.
quently commanded were the schooners
W. C. Town, wbo baa occupied the BenSarah Elizabeth, Milo, Corinthian, Maria
son stole since May, baa rented Qny Parkand George W. Glover.
er’s store near the Ash-stand, and will
His death, says a Rockland paper, leaves
mors there the drat of January.
Ospt. Mark Ingraham sole survivor of the
Invitations have been received ban for
old-time sea-captains who have been wont
Mias Helen Bnmford’a wedding, which
to gather around the cheery grate at P. C.
will take place Dec. 22 at bar borne In
Hall A Co.’s store, and disease the palmy
Cambridge, Mam. Mies Bnmford bat
days of sea-faring.
summers st the family cottage
Mr. Small was appointed C. 8. commis- spent the
sioner for Rockland by President Bucbenan, serving from 1880 to 1887. After
retiring from that office, he kept a restaurant tor four or five years in New York
city, and ever since had been a resident of

NORTH BROOK!IN.

Not. 13.

Oept. Fred P. Weed Is visiting bis

bar

hero

;
:

_

_

The schools closed here
weeks’ vacation.

II you antler from backache—

Nov. 18.

8.

_

/tom urinary disorders—
From any discs™ ot the kidneys,
Be cured to stay cured.
Doan’e Kidney Pills make lasting curse.
Ellsworth Falls people teetify.
Frank E. Fernald, Ellsworth Falls, Ue.,
aays: “OS and on tor two or three yeara I
was annoyed by attacks ot backache and
dull pains through the loins. In UOt I
had a severe spell and oould not stoop.
Attar 1 aat down, it was bard for me to get
up.
Having read a greet deal about
Doan’s Kidney Pills, I got a supply, ambit
required only one box, obtained at Moose’s
Drug Store, to effect a cure.” (Statement

given February 7, IMS.)
A LATER ENDORSEMENT.
When Mr. Fernald was interviewed on
Augusts, 1911, he said: “Time has not
altered my high opinion ot Doan’e Kidney
Fills, lor the cure they made has proven
perms sent. I willingly confirm my former endorsement ot them and authorise
Ms continued publication.”
For sale by all dealers. Price » cents.
JFoetsr-Mil burn Co., BuEslo, New York,
note agents for the United States.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
John Preble shot

a

deer last week.

Mrs. Lydia Springer, who has been visiting her son Edgar at Sound, has returned home.
Mrs. William Emery has returned from
Bar Harbor, where she has been with her
daughter, Mrs. Joseph Leighton. Her
little granddaughter Margery accompanied her.
Hubbabd.
Nov. 80.

supper
good entertainment and a large attendance.

Lovina Tracy, one'of the oldest women
in town, is snfbring from the res nit of a
shook. Aunt Lovina, as she is known,
when and where to do a
always
been
kindness. Her benevolence baa
greatly missed since she hhs not been able
to knit and sew ’and do tbs many things
that have helped to moke so many comfortable.
!
a
Nov. 20.

R. H.

Friday

for three

SEAL COVE.

The Hist ol a series ot illustrated lecNORTHEAST HARBOR.
tures will be given at the hall Thursday
ISLE AD HAUT.
Mrs. Edith Carlton, of Bast Corinth, is evening, Noe. 22, by Rev. S. H. Jobe. AdLobster fishermen report business dull.
mission is true, but a silver collection will
visiting here.
Samuel Rich Is scalloping in his sloop
Russell Manchester is at horns from taken. The subject is: “Abraham Lin*
Bob White, out of Rockland.
coln.”
Portland.
N.
Nov. 20.
The band boys hold dances about every
Mrs. Emily Manchester is in Bangor for
Friday evening In Revere hail.
a tew days.
The next regular meeting ot the chilC.
Nov. IS.
_B. 8. Staples is enlarging his building dren’s sewing school, organised by Mrs.
on Main street.
NORTH LAMOINE.
Henry 8. Mitchell, will bo held at her
The Baptist services are again being held residence Saturday, Nov. 20, at 1 p. m.
Mrs. Elmer E. Bows and Mrs. J. Q.
Sna
Nov. 21.
Adams, of Ellsworth, were guests at Mrs. at Union church, as the new furnace has
A. H. Coggins’ last week.
It
oocoaiaa at might
Y.
Nov. 80.
Ms*as loss of sleep, which is bad tor every- when the astounding claim! wen Irst made
lor Boeklsa’a Amies Salve, bat forty years ol
on*. Peley’sHoaey sad Ter Oosspcsad stops
wonderful curse have proved them true, and
A lazy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and the ooosh at ones, relieves the I
when it la not knows as the beet salve
weakens the whole system. dryness la the throat sad heals the ladamed every
ooasti patioa
a earth tor Bums.
Buraa. Bolls,
iealda. Sores,
Boils, Scalds,
Bone, <Outs.
brans*. Prevent* a oold developing into on
Dean’s Regulate (* cants per box) correct the bronchitis or
Swell lags, Helena. Cha
in
upped
Keep
IruisesJSprains,
pneumonia.
always
■
lands. Fever Sores and Alas. Only Me stall
liver, tone the atoasach, care conatipaUoa^- the house. Refuse substitutes. For sals by
aU
druggists.
AM.

NQTiaMr

..a.John

Dollp’i Lesson..

uT7

'**•
Wbea Teacher Gets
Oran.grW,
Glorias song..
...
Papils perfect la attendance dnrin* lk.
°™: TLalma Hanna,
Clayton Rob~
eon, Evelyn Leighton.
Wot.

7*'
20._fl

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Boy Hendricks, who haa been employ
at So neat through the
summer, la at bow
Galen

Hatch,

•pant a few days

of Cambridge.
hie old home

at

m,_

recently

School In thte village, taught
by Eni,
Gray, of Deer late, cloead Friday fertbn,
weeki’ vacation.

Mra. Know I ton cloaed her
echool „
North Btonington Friday, and left
tor bn
homo in Palmyra to spend her
vacation.
The sapper riven by the
grange Tan
day evening was well attended, severe
abars have lately Joined
tb.
District Superintendent H. B.
nuktn
hold quarterly conference at tbe
Metbo.
diet eh arch Friday.
Charles Bye, whose house waa
burned
meently, haa moved hie family l0 Oceanwhere
for
the present they
villa,
wm,h„
with Mrs. Bye’s parents,; Hwsn.ie
Groom

and wife.
Nov. 17.

R

Mias Abbto Hanna was home
Sunday
from Sound, whereene is teaching.

John L. O' >&s, of Dorchester, Mam., has
been in town a tew days.

Mrs. Charles Brown is home from Bos-

ton, where she hoe spent the paxt week.
Mrs. P. H. Mills and Mies Myra Mills
The Somesvills sawing circle met
with
left Thursday for MonteUo, Maas..
Mrs. Lester Pray Friday. Fifteen wen
Herman Sargent, who has been on the present. All report a good time.
coast curtsy the past summer, is at home.
Mr. and Mbs. Hollis Smith have been reDistrict Superintendent H. B. Haskell ceiving congratulations on the birth of (
has been in town holding quarterly con- son, born Nov. 2-Daniel Homer Smith.
ference.
Alton Brown, pilot on the steamer Mis.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald, soa-ooaat mis- eaeoit, haa been at home a week while tbe
sionary, has been in Stonington for the steamer was having her engine Bred in
1
Boston.
past week.
Mrs. Agnes Bridges, of
Dearborn Herriman and wife hare the
Cambridge,
| sympathy of the community in the ioaa of Maas.,herwho has been here this summer
with
Mrs.
mother,
their
Mary Hill, left Sat;
one-year-old daughter, Doria.
for Bangor, where they w ill visit
i The eardine canning ahop that haa urday
Mrs. Paul Atherton before going to Camgiven employment to about 100 women
: bridge for the winter.
and men will cloee about December 1.
! Nov. 20.
H.
I Reliance lodge, F. and A. M., haa been
I invited to work the third degree at the
NOKTH DEER ISLE.
diatriot convention at Uaatlne Nov. 24.

The echooner Mary E. Morae ia loading
Portamouth. The achooner William T. Donnell ia chartered to load
atone at Crotch ialand quarrlee for Boat on.
atone for

dipt. Jack Stinson has arrived horns
from yachting.
Mrs. Edward
Hutchinson and tw<
children an visiting Mrs. Arthur Marshall.

The remaine of Prtactile, daughter of
The Willing Workers wilt meet neil
Capt. and Mrr. William Knowlton, were
Thursday at Mn. E.W. Hardy’s to tack t
brought from Knox boapital, and the fuI
quilt for the benefit of the church.
neral waa held Tueaday at the home, by
The Liberty club met Saturday eveniaj
Rev. A. B. McAllister. Burial In the Milla
for the first time this fall. It will have
family lot at Weat Stoningtoh.
sociable Wtdneeday evening at the hall.
In the gale of Tneaday, achooner Samuel
Winaor Toney is home. He has beei
Hubbard, granite laden, and owned by
Ckpt. Bam Goaa, a prang aleak near Mon- Sooth on a trip with bis brother. Capt. G
W. Toney. While there he fell into the
began. The pumps gave out, but they
suoceded in reaching Burnt island. The vessel’s hold, breaking one arm in
I life-aaving crew found aeven feet of water spraining the other. He waa taken o[
in the hold. Tog Somers N. Smith towed unconscious, and remained so for (oiu
the echooner to south railway, where she days. He is now doing well, and all in
! will receive repairs. This makes the fifth glad to welcome him home.
H.
Nov. 10.
vessel of Capt. Goes to be wrecked.

|

Nov. 20.

Nihil.

Young Hopeful—Esther, what is I
traitor In political Veteran Politician-!
EAST SULLIVAN.
traitor la n man who leaves our party and
Hannan E. Joy picked a full-blown dan- goes over to the other one. Young Hopedelion Nov. 12—not of the fall variety, but ful-Well, then, what is a man who lean)
the spring dandelion.
his party and cornea over to yoursf VetMrs. Noyes Haskell and Mias Don Mar- eran Politician—A convert, my ion.
tin are visiting their brother, Lynwood
What do wo Uve lor, II not to make tin
world leea difficult to lech other?
Martin, in Bar Harbor.
Mias Gertrude L. Martin underwent a
critical operation In the Belfast hospital

recently.
Capt. Charles H. Wooster waa obliged to
leave his vessel, tbs Samuel W. Hathaway,
in Savannah, owing to illness. Capt.
Wooster encountered a heavy gale coming
up from Tampa, in which he lost and spilt
•ails, having a very rough trip.
Bev. Mr.

Harrison,

a

student

of

th

Bangor theological ae ml nary, preached in
the church here Sunday morning, Nov. 12.
Those who braved the threatening clouds
tsoeived a spiritual uplift which meant
more than a unshins.
The vocal dnet by

!

Rev. Mr. Brot hereon and Bav. Mr. Harrison was much appreciated.
Nov. 13.
H.

isrerard D. Noyes baa (one to
Bangor,
whore he baa employment.
EIbmt, young ion of George Andrews
and wife, died Friday, after many weary
months of pain.

William Lord and wife hare la ft far

Word* of
Solo— Pnsey sad the

Welcome.Dayton

Thankful.Stephen Oriadle
Thanksgiving Turkey.Agnes Merchant
%

Trio—November,
Bernice Sinclair, Pay Sargent, Vanish Hanna
November Poem...Carrie West
Can yea Believe year SeaseSf
When two of ihem. taste and smell, having
been impaired if no* utterly destroyed, by
—•
Nasal Catarrh, are fully
restored by
*-ored
Crtuu Balm, can von <doubt t.
deaervesall that has been said of it by the
usaods who have need Ut It Is applied
directly to the aHeotdtt sir-passages and be---a. Why not r

Women Need
sympathy and help when they are
attacked by weakness and suffering.

At times when Nature seems cruel
and veiy hard—when depressions
kmd
and derangements come
womanly friends may give sy m pathy.
When ailments occur, the best
natural
and correction is the
—

help

safe and well-tried

“•

S“a^^.1Y,W8r?1“i“i Yorks
bmmv, new

on

family remedy

BEECHAH’S
PIUS
They
and

corrects the

remove

the

result of errors
of suffering.

cause

have tonic, helpful action on
the whole system.
They relieve
nervousness, headache, backache,
dispel depression and suffering.
Beecham’s Pills give the organs

They

strength, improve bodily conditions

and may be relied upon

For
Sure Relief
r«r
Mi

pm-cr-

"TtoZ

“*■
h kM 10c. »»d

PATENTS

Send model. I

Ely's

---

of M cents.

Hfibtrtarrantta

Hall

Cream,
Clarion Robertson
The Gobble-Goo Man.Evelyn Leighton

__

—

■•bbr'1 Opinion.
Tba Ooaaallad Qraaaboppar, Bernice

wife and son ate In

Emery Cousins,

Ayer, Mass., to spend the winter with
TRENTON.
their daughter, Mrs. Ueorge L. Osgood.
Benjamin Jordan, ol Bar Harbor, spent
Stephen Potter, Harold Leighton, Clifthe week-end at home.
ford and Coleman White, Badolph Hatch
and
Charles Robertson hare returned from
School dosed In district No. • Thursday,
alter a soeoeeatol term taught by Miss a hunting trip in Washington county with
four doer to their eredic.
Eunice HuS. AU hope lor her return.
school bntrrxaihmbnt.
Syleia B. Leland, who has been with her
The Ash district sobooi. Hiss Beatrice
grandfather, Thompson Lsland, and attending school here, has returned to her lionion, of North Unlliran, teacher, presented the following interesting program
home in Eden.
on tbs closing day of the term:
Mat.
Nor. 20.

_

dhlniag Dnto|,,

MT. DESERT.

town for the winter.

Cored to Stay Cared.

Noe. 20.

son

Oscar.

_

McKay
Joyce
married on Saturday evening. Bev. J.
Thursday night 9cboodle grange, No.
Whitmore officiated. They will commence 408, worked the fourth degree, after which
tenement.
in
L.
V.
Joyce’s
housekeeping
was served. They had a
a harvest

Nihil.

-•Theism i

UlukCluikHW.-Clayton ■■mTT*'
***

8TONIMOTON.

The ghost party was t great eaeoeee.
Mia. Olive Frazier iz laid ap by Injuries
received
a tall.

tion.
Nov. IS.

IWllMnAm.
the

A., K. Binotair is home bom a visit la

tor several years, and bar many
friends extend heartiest good wishes.
Ronald Davis, the bridegroom-elect, is a
H. D. Dow is somewhat improved in
^ moat estimable young man, formerly of
health.
! Cambridge, bnt now teacher of drawing in
George W. Urindle has moved his family
I the schools of Utica, N. Y., where the
from Sesvilie tor the winter.
will reside.
Joyoe, who has been ill, is much better.
He possessed t generous and sympa- young couple
Miss Anna Dority, of Sedgwick, spent
X. Y. Z.
Nov. 20.
Mrs. Rose Allen, who has been visiting
thetic disposition, ever ready to help the
friends in Boston, Melrose and Dorches- the week-end with Miss Laura Hamilton. needy to the extent of his purse. He eras
BEAL HARBOR.
Work is progressing finely on John J. twice
ter, Mass., will return home Tuesday.
married, his first wife being Adeline
Mn. Annie Dodge is very low.
The high school and the grades will give Sexton’s new house. He expects to move Hall, and hie second wife Mary Barter, of
in eoon.
T. A. Mclotlre Is building an addition
•n entertainment at I. O.O. F. hall MonIsle au Haut. The latter survives, with
School at No. 8, taught by Miss Lena one daughter—Mrs. Lilia Youdray, and on his boose.
day evening. The grades will present the
Mrs. L. J. Butler has gone to Northeast
play “Hiawatha”, and the high school Cousins, closed Friday, with exercises in one son—Harry.
the afternoon. All report a pleasing time.
Badik.
“The Reveries of a Bachelor”.
Nov. 20.
Harbor to spend the winter with her son,
J. A. Butler.
Miss Laura Hamilton, nurse in the
Hon. W. B. Thompson, of Washington,
WINTER HARBOR.
D. C., is having a cottage built at Haven Maine general hospital at Portland, ia
Fred Billings and son Percy, who have
has
an
automoFrazier
bought
Henry
Miss. E. L. visiting her parents, C. 8. Hamilton and
on the steamboat wharf road.
spent a tew weeks In Washington, have
bile.
Tibbetts has had an addition built on the wife.
returned home.
SUB.
T. A. O’Reily and Leonard Anthony
Nov. 20.
“Den”, and Mrs. Merle Sampson and Miaa
Bishop AJaxander McKay Smith, of the
hhve gone to Boston.
Ethel Bancroft, of Lynn, Maas., are havProtestant Episoopal diocese of PennsylWEST
SURRY.
ing a cottage built at Haven.
Wallace Bickford is visiting his sister vania, who had a summer cottage here,
Schools opened in district No. 6, Nov.
Cm Fmmi.
Nov. 20.
died suddenly of heart disease at his home
Agnes, at Madison.
13, taught by Mias Louise Seeds, of EllsMrs. Caroline Quptill has gone to Wis- In Philadelphia Thursday. Bishop Smith
WEST SEDGWICK.
worth.
had been asummer resident here for more
consin to visit her son Roderick.
The Perl isle brokers have moved into
William Benson is at home.
his beautiful
B. L. Gerrish and family have returned then ten years, occupying
for
the
where
their
they
winter,
camp
*
He was a broadMm. Nancy Carter is visiting bar son
'cottage, “Wild CUB.”
from a week’s visit in Houlton.
have a crew chopping wood.
minded, benevolent man, and th^news of
Bert Rand and A. B. Whitebouse reMrs. Susie Willins returned home Frihis death was received witheorrow here.
Schools in this part of the town dosed
East brook recently, with
from
turned
day from Or land, where she has been visFriday.
Nov.»._ R**.
one deer.
iting her mother, Mrs. Lizxie Trundy.
Supt. McGouldrick was here Thursday
has hia house finished,
Bickford
BIRCH HARBOR.
Fred
Mrs. Harry Pio, who with her daughter,
visiting schools.
will move his family into
R. K. Merritt, of West Oouldsboro, was
here by the death of her and Ire Coombs
was ewHe*
Preston Gray has gone to Bangor for
it as soon at he returns from his hunting here
Sunday, calling on old friends, who
mother, Mrs. S. E. Qrindle, returned to
medical treatment.
trip at Lincoln.
were pleased to give him tbs glad hand.
bar home in Ellsworth yesterday.
Loresten Gray has moved to Martin
Cards have been received announcing
L.
Nov. 20.
School dosed Friday after a successful
Fsaalee’s for the winter.
the marriage of our well-known music term of ten weeks. Saturday evening
WE8T BROOKSVILLE.
Mias Grace Stover, teacher In the priteacher, Mias Louisa Tracy, to Millard teacher and pupils, assisted by some outMias B. E. Ellison has installed a fur- Fllmore
Mitchell, of Block bland. side talent, gave an entertainment that
mary school at North Brooksville, visited
UiM Phebe Dor gain’s school Monday.
Friends unite in congratulations.
nace in her residence.
was much enjoyed, after which ice-cream
Friends of Roderick Pendleton are sorry was served. Miss Stinson left Monday for
Curtis Durgain and wife, of Bangor,
Frederick Tmplej Hawes celebrated his
to bear that he will have to spend the re- her home in Deer Isle for a two weeks’ vadrove through hem Tuesday, bound for fourth birthday Nov. 18.
darkneaa. He had cation. Mias Clark, teacher in the BunNorth Sedgwick to visit their daughter,
Rev. Charles F. Atkins and wife an re- mainder of his days in
cataracts on both eyes. One was operated ker Harbor precinct, dosed her school the
Mm. Mildred D. Wessel.
on
the
birth
of
a
congratulations
ceiving
D.
Nov. 20.
upon three years ago, bnt he lost the same day, and will spend the vacation at
daughter.
He went to New York last week, her home in Southwest Harbor.
sight.
The primary school, taught by Mrs.
NORTH HANCOCK.
C.
and the operation was not a success.
Nov. 30.
Arvard Nicholda, closed Friday, Nov. 17,
B.
Lee Joy, Merle Googina and Hazel ButNot. 13.
for (he fall vacation.
LAMOINE.
Mrs. George Wt BSrgent wee in tqyrn
Tomboh.
Nov. 20.
Mil. Grant, at ElUvortti, ii the (mat of
calling on relative* one day last week.
Mr*. McOartney.
ATLANTIC.
H. G. Smallidge had one of hie horeee
Friend* of John Hodgkins extend conDr. J. B. Gage U seriously ill.
■hot thin week, after a few day*’ illgratulations on hie marriage to Min HarUn. J. Whitmore is away on bnelnem. ness.
riet Mari hall, ol Bor Harbor.
Mrs. Drew arrived Saturday to spend
George Joyce will more hie family to
The marriage ol Fred P. Phillips, ot
Swan’a Island (or the winter.
th*winter with her son. Rev. E. 8. Drew.
North Lamolne, to Mrs. Mabel L Michaud,
James Bprague and wife are receiving
Mrs. Everett Gnptill, of Gouldsboro, or Lewiston, took place at the personage
How on Ellsworth Citizen Found congratulations on the birth of a son.
spent a. tew daps last week with bar Wednesday, Noe. 16.
Stock bridge, Jr., who has been daughter, Mrs. J. 8> Bragg.
Benjamin
W. F. Hatchings came last week to close
Complete Freedom From
Friends of Joaapb L. Smallidge are glad
employed on the steamer Machiggonne
op his home here tor the winter. Mrs.
the past season, is at home.
to see Mm home again from the Bar Har- Hatchings will accompany him to Goal daKidney Troubles.
in health.
and Bessie
were bor hospital, much improved
Carlton
boro this week.
H. 3. Kane and wife have gone to Addison for a month. Mrs. Martha Gray is
keeping boose for them.
Hattie Joyce will leave to-day for Revere, Mass., to spend several weeks. Mrs.

COUNTY NEWS.

been Installed. The Sunday evening mrTtOM an aow haid at 7 o’clook.

receipt

Perooughlag,dryness and tickling laths
throat, hoarseness and all eoagha and colds,
take Foley's- Honey and Tar Oompound.
Por sals by all dreg*

Mon. Mot. Boot on and Edward William*
baa* eharge ot staging Urn play.
Not. SO.
h.
•_

roUXTY NEWS.
blcehiix.
hu returned bom

H. Otfood
(gnu,
"
trip to Boston.
• lew days
P. Merrill U (pending
on bualneu.
hu left lor Boeton,
M»y p Ober
the eornmer at Ideal lodge.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Or. O. F. Candace'* wife and children
are viaitinc in Penobeoot.

’wok
^jtoD
"■IK

UkU Gray baa pnrehaaed (he Nettie Oay
place, and expects to wove there aoon.

W

Omar Eaton and family, of Bar ialand,
spent last week at Capt. M. A. Baton’s.

JJItpending Partridge
I.

f.pent

a

lew

and Mrt. A. M.
daye lut week in

"^Elira
*

nd

A Chau haC gone to Bethel
the Winter with her daughter,

uTaTe. Herrick.
8.

McKay and daughter
Helen
here Saturday,
their summer home
for New York,
Mioeola hu changed the
n, steamer
.ailing, nowluvlng tor Rockland
and Thnreday at 9 a. m.
u-

JJJrtlt

JJ^dajs

members of the qunrryman’s union
fa mi lea held a banquet in Odd
hall Nov. 18. All report a fine

Jt^eir

Jyo,,

h,G. Stover and
wday« bunting

Jgveek.

eon

Raymond spent

a

'THE DftKK

Btnlneu Principles Mast be Applied
to Farmlag.
[0. 8. SteUon, Matter of State Orange, In Portland Board of Trade Journal. |

,By comparing

tbe

agricultural

con-

ditions of twenty-five years ago, with
those of to-day we find that Maine has
made great strides in the march of agricultural progress. This is evidenced by

Colby Hooper, of North Sedgwick, spent
Sunday at M. H. Henderson’s.
improved conditions everywhere. Modern,
Hallie Henderson and Eatelle Henrikaon neat,
attractive farm homes in which are
Tiaited friends at North Blnehill Not. 20.
Fred Sylvester and wife returned from a
hunting trip to Baboiee lake with one nice
deer.
Mrs. Ruby Henderson spent last week
with her daughter, Mr*. D. E. Allen, at
“Mlllbrook farm".
Mrs. W. C. Conarj add tbd, of Bucksport, spent the past week at Mrs. S. C.
Eaton’s.
Mis* Alice Eaton haa returned from s
visit of several. weeks In Boston and

vicinity.
near Moouhud lake
Lieut. Frank W. Smith has returned
Mr. Stover brought home one

Bettal ia borne from StongiK Mildred
she hu bun teaching, and
Kllan, where
her parents, J. B. Bet tel
hthe guest of
ml eife.
from Boston Nov.
gsx Abram returned
H, was accompanied by Mrs. Abram,
in Boston for medical treatlk0 jy,, been
friends are glad tb welgpd. Her many

AGRICULTURE! IN MAINE,

to

his home in Hyd^Park, Mass. He bad
been at Allen Henderson’s twenty-one
weeks.
Nov. 20.
H.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Morris Carter is home after
of several weeks.

an

absence

Several carloads of Christmas trees

are

contained all of those things which make
life attractive and worth the living. Better educational privileges for the boys and
girls, modern farm machinery, and an intelligent conception of its use.
A knowledge of soils and soil conditions, the abitily to produce more, and at
less cost, and a general air of thrift and
prosperity are sore indications of Maine’s
agricultural progress. With onr great
area
yet undeveloped, by making the
most of conditions, by eliminating the
factors which do not pay, and amplifying
and developing those which do pay we
may be sure that the earnings will keep
With the
pace with the development.
best markets of the world within twentyfour hours’ haul of any part of the State
it would seem that in tbe future, full development of our agriculture might be assured.
Ten years ago Maine produced but 5,000900 bushels *of potatoes; in 1910 35,000,000,
bushels.
A few years ago we shipped
only 700,000 b-rrels of apples; now we

produce 3,500,000. A decade ago 10,000,000
being hauled to Bucksport for shipment.
gotber home.
will give a
The schools,.with one exception, closed cans of sweet corn was our limit; to-day
71* Bluihlll Are company
hall Thanksgiving eve, Nov. 10. Lida Perkins, of South Penob- 28,000,000 cans are produced, and the end
1,11 in the town
not yet in sight. Great has been the de29, Music will be furnished by the scot, baa taught the school here two terms
velopment and progress in ten years, and
gtun's orchestra of five pieces. Grand with success, and is engaged for the win- encouraging is the outlook for the future.
ter term.
-ICh st» o’clock.
Still there are a few fundamental princi'lepiis in the primary school perfect in Sabin Hutchins shot a fine buck recent- ples that must be observed and worked
the
term were ly, weighing more than 200 pounds.
He
daring
past
ggsdanet'
out.
iKb M. liobertson, Hilda F. Merrill, came upon the'deer unexpectedly while on
Farming is a business and in its develW.
Uerald
to
Penobscot
in
a
little
his
B.
Itutler,
Smith,
village,
Harry
way
laaiK
opment business principles must be aproadside.
Sabin
did
not
Maurice
the
H.
clearing
Phillips.
by
Butler.
A hap-hazard policy will no more
fare so well In a real hunt a few days later. plied.
Tbestmientaof the academy will present
win in farming than in any other business
He
Irom
home
about
3
o’clock
m.
started
p.
in the
or
m play, “Ellen's Elopemeut.
occupation. There are two factors
The for the “bog”. Not showing up that night, which
pas ball Friday evening, Nov. 24.
help agricultural prosperity more
and
a
bis
folks
became
worried
party than
ial appears to be an unuanally strong
any others. First, is a business-like
search
for
him
in
the
started
in
morning.
I*,Slid the play ia well adapted toamatenr
system of building and maintaining our
found him on his way home. He
nrk. The procuds will be used to de- They
roads. Second, is a sound co-operative
shelter
from
had
bis
and
lost
sought
way,
method of disposing of the farm products,
Mf tbe expenses of tbe athletic aasociahe
where
built
rain
under
a
the
large tree,
which at all times shall make the supply
a lire and made himself as comfortable as
only equal the demand, and eliminating,
AbtorrttMmrata.
possible in the rain, which continued all so far aa
possible, the middleman. Agrinight.
culture is the basic industry of our State;
H.
Nov. 13.
seventy-five per cent, of the transportation question begina at the farmer's gate.
m.i tiin.i. r AJUL0.
Every pound of the tremendous tonnage
Are Being Cured by Vinol
Mr». Ross Hall, who bu been very ill, ii shipped out of Maine from the farm, and
New Haven, Conn.—“I was troubled better.
•
every ton UBed upon the farm, must be
ifth a moat persistent chronic cough
W. Q. Canary apent Sunday with hia hauled over some kind of an earth road,
fer a long time and bad tried no many !
and by a team-propelled conveyance.
medics and prescriptions without parents.
Any observing man must admit that onr
home
arrived
R.
A.
Saturday
Conary
haeflt that I was discouraged. I was
roads are a menace to future development.
Kent.
Kurt
fruiu
prmaded by my friends to try VITo the large amount of farm products al■oL After taking the second bottle,
Mary Leighton ia with her brother ready mentioned, add the amount of lumW cough left me, and I must say I Frank at North Penobscot.
ber shipped and fertilizer used and we
leer felt better In my life. I can alMrs. N. A. Candage ia spending a few have an amazing total. It has been estiktscommend Vinol to any one In a days with Mary A. Candage.
mated that (250,000,000 is the useless tribnadown condition as the best posslAnnouncements have been received here ute annually levied upon the people of the
Ik remedy.”
United States by its bad roads. It has
of the marriage of P. K. Candage on Nov.
It Is the combined action of the
He baa the beat wishes of friends here. also been estimated that fifty per cent, of
4.
Mflclnal elements of the cods’ livthe cost of transporation on our country
Mrs. Qeorge Crockett left for Castine
and
m, aided by the blood-making
roads might be saved by business methods
to 7isit her sister, Lizzie Conary.
Nov.
17
awoe h-creating properties of tonic
in maintenance and building.
to her home in
will

HOW CHRONIC COUGHS

fat which makes Vinol so efficient in
colds
and
arte.;- chronic coughs,
batch it Is—at the same time building
gthe weakened, run-down system.
Try a bottle of Vinol with the unbntanding that your money will be
Mimed If it doon not help yon.

From there she
Portland.
Nov. 20.

go

Cbukbs.

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Orrin Green baa gone to Haven to work
for Rodney Smith.

Q. A. Parcher,
Willis Johnson and W. B. Sherwo'xl
Ellsworth, Me. have moved their families to isles boro.
Alton Gray and wife, of New York, were
A II \I,D-HK.\DKD WOMAN
guests of I. J. Cousins and wife last weekRev. J. N. Palmer and wife spent two
fern of Her Crown ol Beauty, Lom« weeks in Milo and Fozcroft, visiting rela*
lu Love nod H»rrl*»e.
tives.
Stir in certainly moat Decenary to woMrs. W. N. Perkins and daughters Berfee. Wbooonld lore and marry a bald*
nice and Hope have returned to Cornville.
laded woman? Whal charma could one
Mildred Lord accompanied them.
anj to offset anch a disttgurement?
William Cain has returned from Dark
isomau'a goal is usually love and marMrs. Osin, who has been very
fet Her crowning glory is her bail. Harbor.
no better.
Ho loss of ber bair mars ber beauty, bap- ill all summer, is
Hattie Saunders is home from Naskeag,
fees sod success. Yet, right here in
Bbwortb, there are tbOusanda ol women where she has been teaching, for a vaca*b>ore neglecting or injuring, their bair tion of three weeks.
C.
Nov.®.
biech an extant that it 1s only a matter
dtime when it will be utterly ruined.
EAST BLUEH1LL.
Many women destroy the beauty ol
ber hair through thoughtlessness or
Mr*. John Taft* hu gone to Waltham,
tomnee ol certain tacts. They use curl* Man.
feirons ovar-heatad, or toSxoess, which
A. B. Leacfi la home from Booth Shook*felroya the natural oil ol tbe hair, Tille.
•wing it to split, break, and oome out.
Mr*. John Chnrnley b*» gone to North
do not shampoo their hair often
Mu*., tor * few week*.
Dighton,
or
uee
or
soaps
•••th, too. often. They
A. B. Leach end ion Earle are
Mr*.
a
fepsraiiona which contain ingredient
liftfP* from Providence, H. I.
feilively harmful to the eoalp and hair.
Asa result of such treatment, dandruff
Mr*. Nor* Wight ha* gone to Waltham,
b mated, the hair loosens, loess color, Man., for the winter.
bib out, and baldness commences, unless
D. R. Morrow, of Minneapolis, who hu
fee and prompt precautions are taken been at W. M. WordweU'* ten days, left
btlme. Then amain, microbes and cer- tor the West Nov. 11.
b* diseases
being about unhealthy eoalp
E. C. Long * Son’* *tore was entered
M hair conditions.
night by catting out .p.ne of
Saturday
Almost any woman may rid herself of llf— ud About |26 worth of ctrtriagM
bferuff and dlaeam scalp and hair it she taken.
K
bat use the right remedy. We have
Nov. 1«.
™*t
remedy, and we will positively
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mautee that It will althee ears dandruff
Mrs. E. H. Smith and daughter Mildred
■Its Id ness or it will not coat the user
Portland for the winter.
_

_

have gone to
and Mr*. Barbour were in Boston
*bat’s a pretty broad statement, but we a Chpt.
few day* lut week on business.
*®backit and prose It with our own
L. E. Rich ho* been confined to the
bfe- We will return your money If houn two wnk* with blood poisoning in
arm.
his
do not find that
“gj” Hair
and Carlton Joyce
Min Beule
"**• l* «n
entirely satisfactory remedy were married atMcKay
the home of the bride’s
** will promote hats
growth and oveg- parents, Jamn McKay and wife.
*■■ scalp and hair
Btroubles; that it will
Nov. 17.
fee hair even on bald
heads, unless all
“* In
WEST BTONINGTON.
the hair roots has been extinMrs. Qieely Small is visiting in Bangor
the follicles closed, and the scalp
* thaed
Mr*. Tilden Fifleld returned recently
and shiny. It gets its name
where she
the fact that it grew hair In 93 ont ol from Knox county hospital,
underwent a serious operation. She i*
where U received a thoroughly
in
health.
greatly improved
impartial, and practical test,
Nov. 12.
yon to try Hexsll “93” Heir
”*'c »t our risk. Yon
sorely cannot lose
CARRIER’* LOAD

■ruing.

{■

It would seem that we have had a wrong
theory of road building; commerce and
not pleasure should be the true theory,
and the right theory in road improvement
is to connect the farmer with the final
markets by the cheapest and most direct
way. Roads in this country at least, were
built for this purpose, and that alone
should be the determining factor. In road
improvement, we should recognize that
the railroads and canals are the main commercial highways and that, commercially
considered, roads for vehicular traffic are
either post-roads for transporting the
mails or to convey produce to and from
the farm and the nearest railroad shipping
point or market.
A it nay oi

present roaa situation
will show that we have been drifting
away from tbia sound theory, bat it is
time that tbe farmers were alive to the
necessity of enforcing road construction
from' tbe commerce standpoint. A chain
is no stronger tban its weakest link. A
road for transporting purposes is no better
tban its poorest part.
If tbere are any two words that mean
more than any others they are tbe words:
Get together. In developing Maine agriculture, tbe farmer, the man wbo lives in tbe
city and buys farm products, tbe railroads
and tbe steamboat lines should get together for a better understanding of conditions in which all are mutually and
equally interested. There is no phase of
life, social, moral or economic that is not
affected by the agriculture of our State.
There is a direct relation between the
agricultural prosperity and the value of
land, the attendance of children at school,
tha people at church, the health of the
community, and everything else which
makes life efficient.
This problem of developing agriculture
in Maine is one in which every person in
the State is interested, no matter where he
live or what his occupation may be.
The Origin ot “Booze”.
The Turks make a liquor from barley
which is called “booaa”, and which, although fermented, it not prohibited like
wine, because it gives heat and strength
to the body of Moslem warriors and goei
for hunger. Excess in drinking it bringi
on

gout and dropsy.
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE

_

Jbhsd,

^bswant
ybing

A HAIL

by doing bo, while you have Seems heavier when be hu s week back and
Mail Carrier
to gain.
You had better kidney trouble. Fred Uuehren,I have been
It Atchison, Kas.. says:
this
trouble
in end see

"■rthing

T>k
ovsr, and then come
fetbout this offer. You will be

well rewid lor your
visit to our store. Remem**>I9U can gyt Uexall Remedies In this
only at our store—The Rexali
***' £• G.
lloou, cor. opp. poetofflee

^munity

bladder
bothered with kidney
back.
and had a severe pain across my
mv
mail, —-t
carried a heavy load of..-Whenever I cum™
1
time
kidney
since
taking Foley Kidney Pills, and
rid of ail
entirely
have
1
gotten
them
takins
am as sound now as
my kldnev trouble and
ever.” For sale by all druggists.
and

»

*v"m

lurtSt troubleJncreajed.^Soum

Wfo

tne

stops coughs quickly aud cures colds li
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound. Mrs
That

Anna Pelter, 26SS JeBerson Bt.. Bo. Omaha
s
Neb., says: "I can recommend Foley Hooey
and Tar Compound as a sure cure for coughi
It cured my daughter of a bad
and colds.
cured
cold and my neighbor, Mrs. Benson,
herself and her whole family with Foley
in oui
Honey am Tar Compound. Everyone
For sale
speaks highly of it.

neighborhood
by all druggists.

gfrfrfTtfgfffytttf,

ANTLERS.

Eqpl Xttita.
Vo oil pereons lateraatad in either of the mtales nereiaafter M.
At » probate court bald at Kile worth, ta aai
for the ooonty of Haooech, on the eeTenth
day of November, a. d. Ml.
rpH*
following fatten baring been ore*
JL Mated for the action thereupon heroin*
indicated, it ia hereby ordered that noafter
tice thereof be given to all perrons interacted
by caoaini a copy of thia order to be pablished three wee ha successively ia tha,illaworth American, a newapaper published at
Jtllaworth, in aald county, that they may appear at a probateoonrt tiTbe held at Jttlbwortb, in aald county, oh,the fifth day
of December, a. d. l«n, at ten of the does
in thr forenoon, and be heads thereon if they

Mystery

at Their
Disappearance
When Cast Off.
TM growth sod development of the
antlers of a deer is one of the marvels of
the woods, says a naturaliet. The deer’s
horn differs materially in its composition
from that of all other horned animals. It
is characterized by both animal and vegetable growth.
It sprouts from the brain without any
And you would like
prolongation of the frontal bones. It
rises and breaks through the sinews, takes
hair?
hair?
root on the bone and grows the same as
luxuriant hair?
a vegetable.
It is nourished by and secretes albumen upon the surface and disThat is
poses of the fibrin the sauy as an animal.
we are here to
you.
The age of a buck is always indicated by
Hair
is a
the prongs on bis horns. He is two years
old before he has any horns at all. In the
aid to nature in
spring of his second year the skin on the
kind of hair you detop of his head over the frontal bone besire. Do not be
to
gins to swell. The hornt of the deer are
use it No
of its colsprouting. The swellings are the footstalks
from which they will spring. As the horns
your hair. The
grow the skin stretches over them, and
dients are all
on each
continues to do so until they have come to
thus
the natural size of their annua^growth.
your
The skin at this first stage of the horn’s
doctor to
advise you
no
matter
whether
the
horns
are
growth,
its use.
the apikes of the two-year-old or the
him
He knows.
spreading antlers of the-matured buck, is
a soft, velvety covering, while all beneath
it la as yet but a great tissue of blood vessels. The deer’s horns in all the prelimiA FAIR OFFER.
nary or cartilaginous stages are part of
the animal’s nervous and velnooB structure. Your
Money Back If You’re not SatWhile the horns are in the soft condition
laded.
the arteries which run up from the head
We pay (or all the medicine used during
them
make
in
the
furrows
throngb
yield- the trial, if our remedy faila to completely
ing substance. It is tfaeBe furrows that relieve you of conatipation. We take all
give the buck’s horns the roufth, corrugat- the risk. You are not obligated to ua in
ed appearance they present after they are
any way whatever, if you accept our offer.
hardened.
That’a a mighty broad statement, but we
jluib
in
ui
h
ueer u
me gruwia
Binge
mean every word of it.
Could anything
horns is known in the woodsman’s ver- be more fair for
you?
nacular as in the velvet. As long as the'
A moat scientific, common-sense treathorns are in the velvet they are extremely ment is Rexall
Orderlies, which are eaten
tender and entirely useless to the deer. like
candy. Their active principle is a reThis soft skin must be removed, but not cent scientific
discovery that is ordorleas,
suddenly or harshly, and therefore its re- colorless, and tasteless; very pronounced,
moval is not attempted by the deer until
yet gentle and pleasant in action, and parangther remarkable function in the de- ticularly agreeable in every way. They do
velopment is completed.
not cause diarrhoea, nausea, flatulence,
If the soft skin on the horns were brogriping, or any inconvenience whatever.
ken before the arteries were disconnected Rexall Orderlies are
particularly good for
from their germinating point there would
children, aged and delicate persons.
be an instantaneous turning back of the
If you suffer from ohronic or habitual
blood to the brain, and the deer would die.
constipation, or the associate or dependThis danger is prevented by the formation ent chronic
ailments, we urge you to try
of a rough ring of bone around the base of Rexall Orderlies at our risk.
Remember,
each horn, the roughness of the formayou can get them in Ellsworth only at
tion being caused by the grooves de- our store. 12 tablets 10 cents; 36 tablets
signed for the passage of the arteries 25
80 tablets 50 cents. Sold
at

Want

Long Hair?
long

Rich; heavy
Beautiful,
perfectly natural, and

Emily Smith Cushman, late of Ellsworth, in
coonty. deceased. A certain inatrmmeni
be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
thereof, preeontod by Emily L. Smith*
raid

purporting to

SrobatO

help

Ayer’s

Vigor

ic executrix therein named.
John 8 Aiken, late of Buckeport, in aald
First account of P. L»
county, debeased.
Aiken, administrator, died for settlement.
Charles T. How, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Second aocopnt of Samnel
W. Bates and Frank O/Mflyadministrators
with the will annexed, ftled/for settlement.
Hannah P. Jones, late oMwoakeville. in Mid
connty, deceased., Seoond amprttnt of Lacy H.

great

producing

just the

afraid

danger

oring

ingre-

given

enabling
wisely
Consult
concerning
freely.
label,

througji

cents;

them.

our

These grooves are gradually contracted
as the new bone forms until the arteries
are

compressed

as

by ligatures,

nature.
gpriug

nppiuotucs,

a

uc

n

sen ui

begins to sprout beneath the old
ones, rising from the animal’s head litre a
growing plant from the soil until they
gradually push' tbe preceding season’s
horns from their place. These fall from
tbe buck’s head, and the new ones in due
course proudly crown the deer’s head, anhorns

other
come

five

only

store—1The Rexall Store. E. G. Moore,
opp. postoffice.

Mid pounty, deceased. First account of Holister Lymborner, executor, filed for settlement.
Lacy A. Wescott, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. First scconnt of B. S.
Clark, executor, filed for settlement.
Thomas E. Hale, late of Castine, in Mid
connty. deceased. First and final account of
Thomas E. Hale, Jr., executor, filed for settlement.
Frances M. Parker, late of Sonthwcet Harbor. in said county deceased. Second account
of George R Fuller, and Loere B. Deasy, administrators, filed for settlement.
Alexander R. Piumer, late of Tremont. in
said county, deceased. Fonrtb account of 0.
H. Wentworth, trustee, filed for settlement,
Dorothy M. and Elbridge Crowell, eminors.
of Franklin,
Middlesex, and
county of
commonwealth of MasMchusetts. and Priscilla Crowell, a minor, of South Framingham,
county of Middlesex and commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
First and final account of
Martha A. Howard, guardian, filed for settlement.
John D. Whittaker, an insane person, of
Franklin, in said county. 6ixth account of
George J. Whitaker, guardian, filed for settlement.
Martin O. Cunningham, late of Surry in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Alfred Condon, administrator, for license to
sell certain real estate of taid deceased, as
described in said petition.
Charles C. Brown, late of'Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Sherman
W. Davis, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Charles C. Brown, late of Bucksport, in said
connty deceased. Petiion filed by Cora E.
Brown, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Percy A. Hamor, late of Eden, in said
connty, deceased. Petition filed by Maude L.
Hamor, administratrix, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased-ibe amount remaining in the hands of
said administratrix, upon the settlement of
her first account.
Thomas J. Homes, late of Ellsworth, in said
county deceased. First account Of Lena T.
Holmes, executrix, filed for settlement.
Elisabeth B. Jarvis. late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
First account of
Henry M. Hall, administrator de bonis non,
filed for settlement,
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Coart.
A. traecopy of the original order.
Attest:~T. F. Mabonbt, Register.

and the

circulation of the blood above the rings of
bone is effectually stopped. The velvety
skin thus deprived of its vital source dies
and peels off of the horns, a process of
separation which the buck hastens by
rubbing the horns against the trunks of
rough barked tree6.
This rubbing of the horns against the
trees displaces more or less bark from the
trees and leaves a favorite Bign to the person passing through the woods and wise
in the ways of their wild creatures that
there are deer about. When the velvet is
off the horns they have reached the perfect stage according to the age of the
•
buck.
The buck deer’s first horns do not come
to the dignity of antlers. They are simply
a pair of graceful, sharp-pointed spikelike projections, hence the term, spikehorn among hunters. Each succeeding
year adds a prong to the buck’s horns,
and when he is adorned with his proud
headgear of five branching prongs, all
woodsmen know that he cannot be less
than seven years old. When the ^orns
are thus five-pronged, they are the perfeot and complete antlers of the buck', any
greater number of prongs or points having no significance excepting as freaks of
VT ucu

cor.

Jones, aominlstrntrla, AleArgr-battlement.
Ellen Hayes, Idle of Eden, in said county,
deceased. First account of P. F. Flanagan,
executor, Iliad for settlement.
Mary Lymborner, late of Broofcarille, in

prong added to them If he has not
adult years and the entfre set of

to

if he has.

Nothing about a deer’s horns is of
greater mystery than the disappearance or

NOTICE

horns

Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and may be
A Burglar’s Awful Deed
taken with perfect safety by the most
Dot paralyze a home so completely as a
delicate woman or the youngest child may
illness.
But Dr. King’s New
mother’s
long
a
The old and feeble will also And them
Life Pills are a splendid remedy for women.
most suitable remedy for aiding and
"They gave nre wonderful benefit in constipation and fern ale trouble,’’ wrote Mrs. M. C.
etrengthening their weakened digestion
and regulating the bowels. For sale by 1 Dunlap, of Leadill, Tenn. If ailing, try them
2Ac at all druggists.
all dealers.

F0KECL08DBK.

IT
county
Maine,
by hia mortgage deed dated December, a. d.
1891, recorded in Hancock county. Maine,
of
book
deeds,
262, page 872, conveyed
registry

brane resulting from Catarrh and drive?
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
a
U4ImI Ask your 11
Chl-ekee-ter*o Ilium
Fills in Red and iit
boxes, sealed with B1
Toko bo other. Buy or your v
DrwiM. Ask for Clfl>€'in£8«TER 8
DIAMOND BRAND FILLS, for 9ft
fears known as Best, Safest,Always Reliable
_

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS FVERYHWRf

Itgal Not ins.
NOTICK or FORECLOSURE.
XTTHEREA8, Cadwell C. Gray, of PenobYY scot. Hancock county, State of Maine,
by nis mortgage deed dated October 28, 1904,
recorded la Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 414. page 19, conveyed to Mary E. Warren, of Castine, said county and State, the
following lots of land situated in Penobscot,
and described as follows:
Being the same
fully described in said mortgage deed to
made.
And
which reference is hereby
whereas Mary E. Warren bv her deed of as*
signment dated Aug. 11,1905, recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 466, page
481, assigned to me, Celia Alexander, of Castine, in said county and State, said mortgage deed, and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken and still remains
so, now therefore, I claim a foreclosure and
give this notice for that purpose.
Cbua Albxandbb.
Castine, Me., Not.

17%19U.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
HEREAS Cora B. Hanna, of Sullivan
county of Hancock, State of Maine, by
her mortgage deed dated the first day of Novembers a. a. 1909, and recorded in Hancock
registrjrof deeds in hook 466, Dage 900, conveyed to Rachel K. Dyer Smith two lots or
parcels of land situated in said town of Sullivan, and fully described in said mortgage
deed, to which reference is hereby made, and
whereas said Rachel E. Dyer Smith by her
deed of assignment dated the serenth day of
December, a. d. 1909, and recorded in said
Hancock county registry of deeds in book 464,
page 611, conveyed tome, the undersigned, the
above described mortgage, the notes and
claim therby secured, ana whereas the condition of said mortgage is broken and still re
mains unperformed, now therefore, by reason
of the breach of the condition thereof, the undersigned claims a foreclosure of said mortgage deed, and gives this notice for that par*
Wm. W. Bbaudon.
see.
Franklin, Me.. Nov. 19,1911.

from the woods of the buck’s
after shedding. Almost absolutely
indestructible, wbat becomes of the sets
of antlers that are cast off by bock deer
every yearf And not only by buck deer,
but by bull elk and moose and by the
-males of the entire deer family—for the
great pal mated spreading branches of the
adnlt bull moose as well as’ the modest
lint spikes of the two-year-old buck deer
have but a season’s span of life.
This absence of castoff deer horns is a
mystery of the woods that has puzzled
woodsmen for time out of mind. 1 have
myself roamed tbe wilds in and out of
season for many years, and I have never
found tbe castoff horns of a buck, nor
subscriber hereby gives notice that
have I ever met a native of those woods
he has been duly appointed executor
who bed.
There is a theory that these horns are of the last will and testament of
MARK 8. MOON, late of ELLSWORTH,
made away with by wood mice and porcuno bonds
pines, which find food in them greatly to In the oounty of Hancock, deceased,
deer
so
scour
the
haunts
required by the terms of said will. All
and
beihg
their liking,
the estate of
for them and eat them, but as there are persons having demands against
said deceased are desired to present the same
woods and woods where deer are abundant for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
and not a porcupine anywhere to be found requested to make payment immediately.
and where, if there are wood mice, they
Hakby L. Obabtbbb.
Nov. 10,1911.
have a way of disappearing quite as mysteriously as that of the deer horns they are
alleged to devour, I have grave doubts of
subscriber hereby gives notice that
that theory, aDd am pausing yet for a sathe has been duly appointed executor
isfactory reply to the long-time query: of the last will and testament of *
“Wbat becomes of the castoff deer hornsT”
NANCY E. JOY, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All perbonds as the law directs.
There is little danger from a oold or given
sons having demands against the estate of
from an attack of the grip except when said deceased
are desired to present the same
and
this
never
followed by pneumonia,
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
happen; when Chamberlain’s Cough requested to make paymentimmediately.
Hobacb D. Joy.
Remedy is used. This remedy has won its
Bar Harbor, Maine. September 6,1941.
great reputation and extensive sale by its
remarkable cures of colds and grip, and
subscriber hereby gives notice thdt
can be relied upon with implicit confihe has been duly appointed executor
dence. For sale by all dealers.
absence

or

R. Rich, of Tremont^
■y¥THEREAS,ofMaurice
Hancuck and State of

W

to Amanda M. Rich, of said Tremont. a certain lot or parcel of land situated in Tremont
aforesaid, and at the head of Bass Haroor, socalled, bounded and described as follows, to
wit: Beginning at Fred J. Rich’s southwest
corner, near the pump, thence following the
county road to the land of Qeo. M. Wallace;
thence by said Wallace’s east, north and west
lines to said county road, thence by said road
westerly to land of Lottie B. Rich, thence following said-Lottie B. Rich's east line to the
old Beech Hill road or Benson lot, thence following said Benson lot, John B. Mitchell’s lot
and Juhn M. Rich’s lot northerly and easterly
to Fred J. Rich’s northwest corner, thence by
Fred J. Rich's land to the place of beginning,
near the aforesaid pump and containing fifty
acres more or less, meaning and intending to
convey all my homestead as at present constituted and the buildings thereon.
Also one other lot known as my Wallrlot,
situated in Tremont aforesaid and is a part or
lot No. 83, on a plan made by Salem Town, jr.,
in 1808, and is the same as conveyed to me by
warranty deed from Andrew Walls, dated
January 24. 1855, and recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, book 99, page 402, to which
deed reference is hereby given, said lot containing twenty-four acres, more or less.
And whereas the condition of said mortvage has been and now is broken, now therefore 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
and give this notice for that purpose.
November 4, a. d. 1911.
Amanda M. Rich,
By her attorney Qeo. R. Fuller.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock bs.
November 11,1911.
this eleventh day of November, a.
d. 1911, on execution dated October 28, a.
d. 1911, issued on a judgment rendered by the
supreme judicial court for the county of Hancock. at a term thereof begun and held on the
second Tuesday of October, a. d. 1911, to wit,
on the twenty-first day of said October, in
favor of Howard F. Qilley, of Bncksport, Hancock county, Maine, against Noah Lord, of
said Bncksport, for one hundred and eightytwo dollars and eighty-four cents, debt or
damage, and eleven dollars and twenty-three
cents costs of suit, together with fifteen cents
for writ of execution, and will be sold at pith*
lie auction at the office of O. P. Cunningham
in said Bucksport, to the highest bidder, on
Saturday the twenty-third day of December
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following
described real estate and all the right, title
and interest which the said Noah Lord has or
had in and to the same on the twenty-third
day of September, a. d. 1911 at 2.30 o’clock in
the afternoon, the time when the same waa
attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
a certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings standing thereon situate in Bucksport,
Hancock county, Maine, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of the lot
on which John Lord lived March 28, 1882;.
^thence running easterly eight rods to stake and.
stones; thence at right angles southerly ten
rods; thence at right angles westerly eight
rods; thence northerly at right angles ten
rods to place of beginning, same being a part
of the homestead lot of said John Lora.
Chablbs A. Abby,
Deputy Sheriff.
County

TAKEN

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
"ITTHERE AS. Andrew Qinn, of Orland, in
yY the county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, by his deed dated December 10, 1904,
and duly recorded in registry of deeds for
said county, book 417, page 199, conveyed tome, Celia A. Bnck, bis homestead on the Castine road in said Orland and lots No. 11 and
08 according to Jacob Sherborne’s survey of
said town in mortgage and in fee and wbereaa
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken and continues broken, now therefore
I claim to foreclose said mortgage and publish
this notice for the purpose of such foreclosure.
Neosho, Mo., November 8,1911.
Oblia A. Buck.

TIHB

subsetIber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
FABNHAM, late of PENOBSCOT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonde
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the es
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLizzie E. Clements.
mediately.
Penobscot, Nov. 7, 1911.

THE

THE

LUCY'D.

THE
of the last will and testament of

KING, late of LAMOINE.
Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will..«All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same

GEORGE E.
in the county of

for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Nathan D. Kino.
Lamoine, Nov. 14,1911.

of

:

{

rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
ISAAC S. CUNNINGHAM, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonda
tbe
terms of said will. All
being required by
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make paymei-t immediately^
Belle P. Buck.
Bucksport, Nov. 10,1911.

SMnticmuat.

ROYAL

Louts
the

Mnsic...Orchestra
Song, “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp".By School
Recitation, Welcome.Marian Wardwell
Recitation.Blvin Latty

and Lamoine.

1

entertained the
sew ing circle at a picnic dinner Thursday
of last week. A “boiled dinner** was the
hostess’ part of the menu, while the array
of sweets and goodies was brought by the
members. A most enjoyable banquet was
the result.

Dialogue, Friday Afternoon Compositions
bong.Ruth and Henry Condon
Recitation.. Harriet Condon
Orchestra
Tableau. The First Letter to Papa, Hilda Bates
Recitation.Carrie Hutchinson

]

j

Augustus Clark

Mrs.

Orchestra

1

boose few the winter.

home, after a ten-weeks* visit with retslives and friends in Ellsworth, Bluehill

Gladys Chatto
Reading.Madelene Harvey
| Recitation.Joe Bates
Recitation .....a...Mildred Harvey

Many mixtures are offered as
substitutes for Royal. No other
baking powder is the same in
composition or effectiveness, or

own

Billy Morphy has vacated the bouse be
has
has occupied for seine time, and
moved into the George Harmon tenement, j
Norwood has returned
Mrs. Aljava

| Orchestra
j Tableau—Putting Dolly to Sleep,

Absolutely Pure
Absolutely boo no substitute

Duo bar baa moved bis family Into
in tba Freeman Lorvey store,

rooms

and will rent his

Laura Orieder
| Recitation.
Recitation.Shirley Condon

BAKING POWDER

SUNSET.

Fred Bobbins cottage b»« been
leased to Wilbur Reed and is being (minted and papered for early occupancy.
The

There vu an entertainment at Foresters' hall Thursday evening, Nov. 16, given
by the pupils of the grammar and primary
schools. The program:

:

Mrs. Mary Lorvey will spend Thanks-

Recitation.Allen Gray

giving

Orchestra

with

her

daughter,

Mrs. Herbert

! Stanley, at Northeast Harbor, and a little
Topsey Tunrey Song.By Six Girls later will close her home
here, spending a
Recitation.Georgia Smith ;
and
Recitation..Grace Mason part of the winter with her daughter
the remainder with her brother, Howard
Orchestra
Dialogue, Where’s My Cake?
Gilley, in Rockland.
Recitation.....*..Clifton Kenney | Nov. 20.
Spray.
After the entertainment, refreshments
SEAWALL.
of the
were served and the remainder

wholesome and economical,
nor will make such fine food.

00

j

Royal is the only Baking Powder made
from Royal Qrape Cream of Tartar

George Dodge has gone as assistant
evening w as given to playing games. The
proceeds, |17, are to be used in erecting a | keeper at Seguin light. His wife will go
soon.
belfry on the school house.
The grammar and primary schools closed
Charles Hill, wrbo has been here (tome
an interesting sermon here at ths MethoJ
; Nov. 17, after profliaole terms taught by
time with bis family, has returned to Masdist church Thursday evening. O^ing
Lois
Condon.
Mills
and
Alice
Misses
sachusetts. His family will go later.

NEWS.

COUNTY

weather, few

to the bad

GOULD6BORO.
H. J. Hovey and

wife have gone South

Mrs.

Quptill

Lorina
for

a

is

in

attend-

at

employed

few weeks.

go with him.

Edith Hovey is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Helen Mitfcbell, in Homewood,
111.
Mrs.

young ladies of this place gave a
drama at K. of P. hall Wednesday, Nov. 15,
is visiting her entitled “Gertrude Mason, M. D.” They
Mrs. Jemima Tracy
brother, William G. Hovey, in Wood mere, deserve much praise. M *ssrs. Heath and
L. I.
Young, of Seal Cove, with Master Reed,
furnished music during the play and for a
Alvah Dyer and w'ife will leave this
Proceeds. |23,
week for New Bedford, Mass., for a short social dance after the play.
toward the salary of the Methodist pastor.
visit.
Mrs.
her

The

Corea, is

Noyes,

William

Mrs.

Nov. 9. It
Nov. 20.

in

at home.

gave him

people

The

Etta Young, who has been visiting

daughter,

was

a

enjoyed by

donation

party

all.

Thelma.

Rev. E. S. Drew, of Winter Harbor, |
INDIAN POINT.
preached in the Methodist church here
Mrs. C. H. Norris, with D. 8. Norris and
Sunday, in exchange with Miss Hunt.
wife, of Bar Harbor, called on 'Mrs. W.
C. Higgins Sunday.
SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT.
T, C. Higgins and Eugene Mitchell, of
Schools here closed Friday for a two Bar
Harbor, spent Sunday at “Uncle Tom’s

weeks’ vacation.

Both Misses Nicholls and

Cabin”.

Knowlton will return for the winter term.

Friday evening
pleasing entertainment

the schools
in the

joined

in

a

grange hall,

The program
Song...School
Welcome.Audrey Campbell
A Rogue.Doris Tracy
The first Thanksgiving day
Marguerite Bartlett
Thanksgiving exercise.Twelve children
When Father carves a duett.Colon Perry
Eight girls
Hoop Drill.
Nettie Rolfe
Song.
The Puritan Maid.Edna Joy
Farmer John's Thanksgiving-Gladys Rolfe
Harold
The day
after Thanksgiving,
Handy, Harry Foss and Nettie Rolfe.
Why...Fred Foss
The Watermill ion.Jerry Bartlett
Pie Song.Ten children
Thanksgiving Past and Present
Making Jack o' Lanterns, Arno Johnson,
Jerry Bartlett
was as

follows:

j

Mrs. Arthur Higgins and little son Robert, who have spent several weeks with
Mrs. F. L. Higgins, have returned to Bar

j

Higgins.
j Owing

palm.
Jen.

Mrs. L.

bad storm

to the

Saturday,

M. B. Richardson and wife
,

day

I.

here the

Lord,

past

of

week

C. H. Stover

was

WEDDING BELLE.

[From the Portland Argu*.\
In this city Thursday. Not. 9, 1911, William
Converse Tspley and Miss Mary Alice Bobbins, both of Portland, were united in marriage by Abiel H. Wright, pastor emeritus of
8t. Lawrence Congregational church.
Mr. Tapley is well known in the city as
keeper of Ram Island light, which position he
has held since the light was established. Previously he served at Saddle Back. Mark Island
and Goose Rock lights.
He is the second son of the late Capt. William P. and Maria M. Tapley of West Brooksville.
Tbe bride, a native of Woburn, Mass., is a
daughter of William Robbins, of Franklin,
N. H. After graduating from the Woburn
high school, she was a student at the Boston
school of languages and Radcliff college,
and was a most successiul teacher in the high
schools at Madison and Vinalhaven, Me., and
also in Connecticut. Since making her home
In Portland she has been employed as stenographer in the office of Richard Webb.
As Miss Robbins she is known as a teacher
of languages, including
Esperanto, was
among the members of the Portland Esperanto society who attended the international
congress held in Washington, O.
C., in
August, 1910.
Congratulations are extended from a large
circle of friends of the bride and groom.
Mr. and Mrs. Tapley left Thursday noon for
a visit in Woburn with her sister. Mrs. William Dealer, and relatives. They will be at
home alfeor January I at 13 Eastern Promenade.

WEST TREMONT.
Calvin Gordins has moved into pert of
Mrs. 1. B. Sprague's boaee.
Calvin Qordine baa bad a telephone pat
In the boaee where be livea.
All are glad
again, after his

to aee
severe

Isaac Morphy oat
illneaa.

Misa Rena Lent left to-day for Medway,
Mase., where she will be employed for the
winter.

Dennis Norwood, who haa been suffering from blood poisoning in the band, is
doing well.
The past week has been a bard
The
all kinds of sailing craft.
boats have been idle.

one

!

been

in

Bar Harbor

one

Pupils perfect in attendance: Vivian
Ward well, Prudence Saunders, Katherine
Sanborn, Florence, Evelyn. George and
Walter Sanborn, Teat Orcutt and Fred
Jones.
Nov. 20.
A.

the

_

Mrs. C. B. Young was
relatives at Bar Harbor.

Bangor,

a

recent

were

recent visitors in town.

Mrs. Frank Abbott and Mra. Ernest Abbott were in Bangor a few days last week.

day

Henry W. Johnson spent the week-end
Machine, the guest of his parents,
Frank Johnson apd wile.
Mra. J. E. Bowden ia spending a few
days in Bangor with her husband, who is
on doty as game
warden at the Maine
Central station in that city.
•
Winfield Stratton, who has been employed as ate «Strd on the schooner Alice
J. Crabtree, came home Saturday to spend
the winter with his family.

H.

in

NORTH LAMOINE.
Newell Tripp was called home from
Waterville last week because of His wife's
injuries received by a fall. Mrs. Tripp is

improving.
quiet wedding was solemnized at the
parsonage by Rev. W. H. Rice on Wednesday, Nov. 15, when Fred P. Phillips, of
this town, and Mrs. Mabel Michaud, of
JLewiston, were married. Saturday evening the neighbors gathered at their home
for a serenade, after which they were invited in and were hospitably received.
Hearty congratulations were extended.
Mrs. William Austin received the sad

|

He had been in delicate health ever
since the sudden death of his brother
Charles in the summer, as he had never
recovered from the shock it gave him. He
is being treated by a specialist in the
hospital, and his many friends here hope

F. P. Maaon U in Boston

on

L. S. and 1. 8. Ray have returned,from
their annual hunting trip each with two
deer.
Mn. Charles Hutchins has returned
from a visit to her father, Oapt. I. B. Foss,
of Winter Harbor.

business.

Miss Clara Allen left Sunday for her
ill, remaina home in Sedgwick, and Min Olive Guahn,
of Union, left Monday for a short vacaMrs. Carrie White ia in Hinghkm, Maaa., tion of two weekj.
the Kneat ol her aon Harry.
W. F. Bruce and wife entertained a dinSchool opened to-day, with Mlaa Grace nerparty Sunday. C. H. Preble, of Sullivan, and the R. D. Ouptills, of QonldaCroeby, of Orland, teacher.
Mrs. Deborah Conner and Mlaa Marla boro, were among the guests.
Rev. E. 8. Drew, of Winter Harbor,
Higgins an guests of Mrs. Aurilla Higgins.
preached in the Methodist church Sunday
Charles Gibbs and wife and Mrs. morning, In exchange with the pastor,
Ephraim Wiley wen in Bar Harbor Min Audrey Hunt Then was a goodslxed congregation to listen to tbs helpful
Monday.
Clarence Qrindle, who
about the aame.

ia

message to all.
School closed Friday, after suoosnful
terms of sloven weeks in both rooms.
The McKinley school 1segue gave an Intense! in* entertainment in Columbus hall
in the evening of the last day of school.
A pleasing program was arranged by the
teachers, Min Alien of the grammar and
Mias Pushes of the primary department.
All the numbers were good, consisting of
a ring drill, music, recitations and an illustrated reading from Jean Ingelow,
‘The Songs of the Seven.” H. F. Ray’s
orchestra kindly rendered two nlections,
which added much to the pleasure of all.
U.
Nov. ».

Miss

Gertrude
Mason
finished her
school at Back’s Mills Friday, and ia at
home for her vacation.
E. L. Marks has a very large cistern lost
completed in his cellar. A. H. Don bar
had charge of it. It is made of oonemte.
The Priscilla club met with Mrs. Della
Wentworth Thursday afternoon.
Although It was a cold, rough afternoon,
there was a large attendance and an en-

joyable

mee

ting.

Nov. 20.

M.
__

NORTH H1.ITBH1I.I.

scallop
a

Walter Ober, of Somerville, Mass., spent
few days
^ast week at W. S. Hinckley’s.

___

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Walter Young and wife and Mis. Austin
Moody, ol Camden, are spending two
weeks at Edgewood.

William Lawton and wife left last week
for a visit to ttoir daughter, Mrs. Jonph
Kelley, at Medfletd, Mam.

The K. P. sisters intend to give their
Miss E. A. Macomber is spending a few
drama, “Not a Man In the House," at Mc- days with Mrs. A. T. Gillie before
A wedding at the parsonage on Saturday
leaving
of
this
week.
Wednesday
evening
Kinley
I evening, Nov. It, when the Rev. C. W.
for her borne ia Waterville.
Rev. C. J. Brown, of Bangor, preached
Robinson united in marriage Mias Bessie
Nov. 20.
D.

|

aev-

A

reception

was

honor of Mrs.

Laos Littlelleld, who baa been in Rockland the pan tew weeks, la home.
Tnere waa a well-allended aoclal dance
at Emerson hall Friday evening.

Frank Hooper and daughter Gartrude
made

buaineaa

a

trip

to

Bangor Monday.

week in

sister, Mrs. West.
William Chamberlain, ot Saxton River,
Vt., is spending several weeks with his

father,

a

brief viail.

Mrs. Sarah Pepper, of Bancor, ia emaa houaelteeper for Tyler Stanley.

ployed

in Boaton.

The Thimble clob held lta first meeting
laat Jane with ite president, Mra.
Walter Uadlock.

aiooe

Mias Fannie Jarvis, who baa been employed at Bar Harbor several months, returned home Saturday for the winter.

Edgar Black and wife, who commenced
housekeeping at Mra. W. E. Hadlock’a, are
now living at Mrs. Black’s former home.
School closed Friday, alter a successful
term taught by Mrs. Flora Parsons.
Mra.
Parsons is now visiting her uncle, Mr. Sargent, at Sutton.
Nov. 3D.

The ladies nf the Book and Thimble dab
served a public sapper at the Congregational vestry Wednesday evening.
Mrs, George U. Crockett, of Portland,
apent several days last wees with her siatv> Mrs. Lizsie Conary, at the home of
George Patterson.
Nov. go.
G.
_

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mias Grace Nichols
week.

was

in Bangor last

Mrs. 1. B. Goodwin is very ill.
Wardwell is caring for her.

8.

SEAL 11 ARBOR.

Aaron Chamberlain.

Mrs. Nora leach, who was injured by
fall on the sidewalk, is improving.

Wilbur Von Cole, of Watervitle, waea
guest of bia father, J. W. Cole.

EAST OREAND.

days

The ladies’ aid society will meet for an
all-day session with Mra. P. E. Walker
Thursday, Nov. 23. Arrangements'hre being made for the annual Christmas sale
early in December.
C.
Nov. 20.

recent

y.

Mrs. E. H. Carpanter is spending
era I

School will begin Nov. *7, with |(ias
Margaret Snow teacher.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

news soon.

Nov. 21.

well

Mra. Crandei is in town lor

CAST1NE.

One candidate will be instructed in tbs
mysteries of the degree of Pocahontas at
the meeting Wednesday evening, Nov. 22.
Refreshments will be served.

man.

for better

her

Joseph Haskell apent several days last
RicklanJ, the guest ot Mrs. Ida
Gray.
Lewis Staples spent several days last
guest of
week in Prospect Ferry, the guest ot his

C. H. Abbott and Master Theodore, of

b*en

intelligence Idaturday of her son, John
Christie, commonly know as Jack, receiving a paralytic shock in Philadelphia,
where he was employed as night watch-

Rev. Edwin J. Klock delivered bis faresermon as
gnat or of the Congregational church Sunday morning.

Hardaugb-

to Bar

some

Aunt Shaw’s Jug, Reading by Walter Sanborn
True 8tory of a Kicker.Ruby Sanborn
Saving Mother.Tena Orcutt
The Quarrel ...**••.Vivian Ward well
Hannah Carter
Country Qirls.
Jane Jones.George Sanborn

recently.

for

Mrs. Mena* Lawson and Mrs. Jennie
Dow left to-day for a short visit in Rockland and Owl’s Head.

has

she

HANCOCK.

Harbor, has
surveying land.

from

Nancy Sawyer has gone
spend the winter with

j

spent Mon-

Bar

Mrs.

jungle

descent upon the unsuspecting traveler.
It is abMilutcly necessary to win tbs
friendship of these savages in order to
traverse their country with a small party.
Insects are enormously trouble none,

to

BUCKS PORT.

given Friday evening in snakes are numerous, vampire bats kill
rtancea Homer, president of cattle and attack human beings at night
the Kebekah assembly of Maine, by Riverwhile “pleasantly sleeping and unaware".
view lodge of Kebekah*. of Bncksport.
Food supplies must be carried In a
The rooms were Riled with guests, delega- country saturated with swamps, where it
her bom in West Sedgwick.
Mrs. Alma Sparling is having her din- tions from Bangor, Brewer, Wioterport, rains heavily most of the time and liessts
I ing-room and parlor newly plastered, Belfast and Ellsworth being present. The of burden cannot go. There is the conSCHOOL KNTEETAIN'MBNT.
and the dining-room
School ia district No. 3 closed Nov. 17 | hardwood floors laid,
grand officers in attendance were: Mra. stant danger of lever and ot malignant
ulcers and suppurations from wounds ut
weeks sheathed in hardwood. Charles Haynes Annie M. Young, of Calais, vice-presiafter a
sa^cesaful term of ten
is doing the work.
dent; Miss Vesta C. Whittier, of Fairfleld, insects, serpents of poisonous thorns and
taught by Mrs. Grace Condon, of Sooth |
Mrs. Walter Newman is still in a criti- warden; Miss Grace Watson, of Belfast, nettles.
Brooksville. In the afternoon the pupils
cal condition, with no hopes held out for secretary; Mrs. Clara T. Archer, Brewer,
furnished a short program of recitations
hu
Nevertheless, “the Ion or the wild
her recovery. Her mother, Mrs. Homer, marshal; Miss Linnie Ward well, Bucksnot I oat its power npoti men o( the tcarleas
as follows:
is still with her; also Mrs. Charles Trus- port, conductor; Mrs. Abbie L. Spear, end resourceful type represented by Major
Hardships of a Boy.Herbert Roberta
sed of Cranberry Isles. Her sister, Mrs. Buckaport, chaplain, and Mrs*. Mary A. Fawcett. He paya hie respects to the “iola School Days.Hannah Carter
credulous folk who ait at home and think
Snowman, who haa been with ber since Burr, Brewer, past president.
; My Brother.Dorothy Fowler
last April, baa returned home with her
they kDow all that ia to be known about
| Deacon Brown’s Wife. Villa Saunders
S Mitten Days..Prudence Saunders son Paul for a short rest.
ISLE8FORD.
the world”. The work ol the explorer was
The Optimist.Evelyn Sanborn
Dolly.
Nov. 20.
not done, by any means,when Stanley liltAlonzo J. Bryant ia ill of a atnn cold.
I Which One.Florence Sanborn

A

WEST BROOKSV1LLE.

home

through

George Doltiver, with his bride, bss
moved into the upper apartments of Mrs.
! K. E. Newman’s house,
tx»r to

y’

1

Eugene Cole and wife have returned
Bartlett’s island, where they have
been employed during the past season.

Edgar

Appendi-

!

i ter, Mrs. Pbebe Rod irk.
i Master Arthur Newman is here visiting
Newman and
his grandparents, Amos
Miss Mary Grindie, who has been emi wife. His father is keeper on Pumpkin
ployed at F. H. Billings’, has returned to island.
[

from
1

ill.

■

time.

Harbor.

in Bar

is very

M. Roberts is at

Sargentviile, where

sewing circle did not hold its regular Saturday evening sociable.

Nov. 20.

tune in your
Nov. 20.

G *orge Campbell
citis is feared.

Eugene Higgins, wife and son Francis
recently visited his mother, Mrs. Nettie B.

Tableaux

Good-bye.Lulu Perry
After the entertainment, cake, coffee
and sandwiches was served, while a gipsy
fortune-teller in her tent read your for-

BKOOKHVILLE.

Harbor.

j

C.

Nov. 20.

Walter 8. Lunt has had a new seven and
one-half horsepower engine put in his
boat, and will start scalloping as soon as
the weather permits. Calvin Gordius will

for the wiDter.

.Libby’s

were

ance.

soma nm«nca Are
Worm
Thao Africa* Jangle.
A protocol signed In behalf 0(
Owlet Annie it ill.
the
and Bolivian grovernments
arJ. R. Jobneon and wife epent a few day* Peruvian
tor
a definite
range*
demarcation
0( the
laet week in Bangor.
and refera any diapute, in
frontier,
matHarold Setlere, wbo bat been ill of
ter* of detail, to a tribunal of the
Hoyai
shingles, ie oat again.
for
geographical society
adjustment.
Little Helen Noyes is with her aunt,
North of Lake Titicaca, in Bolivia, j, %
Mr*. J. R. Johnson, this week.
tract aome 35,000 square miles in eit«nt
D. B. Cole, who' has been visiting rela- known aa the Caupolican.
Major p.
tivee in Brewer, came home lest week.
Pawoett, R. A., who haa lately returned to
London
alter
in
the bound,
Mies Alice Dodge went to Stonlngton
participating
ary surrey between Pern and Bolivia, m_
Saturday to stay with Mrs. D. J. Noyes.
forma the Royal geographical society
that
Mrs. Liaxie Haskell is having extensive
“there still remain something like 10,000
B.
C.
Smith.
made
on
her
barn
repairs
by
miles
ol
the
aquare
Caupolican into which
Several ladies attended the. Rebecca it ia believed that no
white man has ever
lodge meeting at Stonington Tuesday entemd”. When be haa finished his
work
evening.
in connection with the present
survey
Granville Terry, a boy of twelve years, Major Pawoett propoaea to traverse this
>«•
died Monday of septic poisoning from an gion diagonally.
to
the
knee.
The 10,000 square miles to which
injury
Major
Mertioe Small, who has spent her vaca- Fawcett refers, says the Philadelphia
tion with her parents, E. S. Small and Ledger, constitute one of the important
white apaoea remaining upon the
wife, went to Boston last week.
map of
the Americas. The difflcoltiea in the
way
Roy Hendricks has returned to his home
of the explorer in that region am peculiar.
at South Deer Isle. All miss bis genial
There am record! of expeditions of from
him
back
see
countenance, and hope to
twenty to aa many aa 100 men, from which
next year.
a
but one or two hare returned to tell the
Charles A. Beck and wife will occupy
story. And the story was of fever, starvaMrs. Lillian Small’s house for the winter.
tion and the alow torture of thirst.
Mrs. Small will leave for Boston the latter
The savages, who am
temperamentally
part of tbs week.
akin to the Borneo bead-huntors. freMrs. E. P. Haskell has been visiting requently poison the available water supply.
latives in Bar Harbor and Machiasport.
They do not usually stampede a camp or
She will spend the winter with her son, the
proceesion of carriers on the march;
Henry 8. Haskell.
they lie in waif and shoot from ambush,
Nor. 20.
Sadie.
and glide nocturnally
the
serooDi

I»lr.

SOUTH BBOOK8VILLB.

Mrs. Ida

The marriage of Georgia H. Varnnm and
Nathan T. Qrindle took place at Bar Harbor Monday, Nov. 30, at the home of the
officiating clergyman. Rev. Mr. Green.
The bride is the eldest daughter of Mr.
and Mra. James Varnum, of this place,
and is one of our most charming and
popular young ladles. She has tar the
past two yean been night operator in the
telephone office. The bridegroom is a
Bloebill young man, who has been employed here several seasons? and Is very
well and favorably known. They both
have a boat of friends hers and elaewbem
who will Join in wishing them a long Ufe
of wedded happiness.
^
Nov. a.
Kkx.

ol myetery enshrouding the
Dark Continent. We have a Dark Continent in
the western hemisphere, and
Sooth America still awaits her Stanley,
who shall throw light upon the bidden renesses ol
western Brazil, Colombia and
ed the veil

tbs

Oaupolican.

Spanish Omelet.
Chop finely as mnch boiled ham. using
1st and lean, as will fill, a teacup and add
to tbit a tablespoonlul ol minced onion
and one-ball ol a green chili pepper
chopped fine. Cook the ham, onion and
pepper in a cop ol tomatoes lor ten
minutes.
Beat six eggs slightly, add salt lo taste;
try in a buttered pan until delicately
brown; place on an omelet diab garnished
witb parsley; told in the mixture of bam,
oniona, pepper and tomatoaa; serve while
hot.
Sweet Potato Croquettes.
To two cnplnla ol hot riced sweet potatoes add three tablespoonluls ol butter,
one-hall teaapoonlul ol salt, a lew grams
ol pepper and one beaten egg. Shape into
croquettes, dip In crumbs, egg and crumbs
again, fry In deep tat and drain.
To kaep a motorist 'a hands warm tnere
baa been invented a gauntlet heated by
the angina exhaust.

SbtottfiCBUlUS.

a

Mrs. Emma Drake has returned to her
home in Belfast, after spending two weeks
with relatives here.
q
Mias Josie Snow has returned to her
home in Bloehill after spending two weeks
with her aunt, Mrs. Sarah Uain.
Mias Lida Perkins is at home with her

parents, Abram Perkins and wife, for two
weeks’ vacation. Mias Perkins teaches
the North Penobeoot school.
G.
Nov. 2D.
M’KJNLEY.

Ckpt. James Gray and family left Monday lor Portland, tor a abort ata).
Mra. Jamaa White of Portland, rial ted
<ber mother, Mr*. Snaie Chrtcr, last week.
Thera will be a Thanksgiving hall In
Bawyer's hall Thanksgiving eve, Mot. 28.
Moaie by (Joy'a oreheetra of tour pieoea.
H. P. Bichardaon and E. A. Stanley
made a abort trip to Boston last week,
leaving on Monday and returning Batorday.
The death of Ckpt. John Thereto* oocaired Oct. M. Be wee one of t%e aldeet
citisena of the plaee and la greatly mimed.
Be leaves a wife and two daughters—Mias
Basie and Mra. Van Tanner, both of this
place.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Seagirt grange held it* regular meeting
Saturday evening, Mot. 18, with a good attendance. One name waa voted on favorably. There waa degree work on two candidate*. Receae waa declared and fruit
waa eerved.
The lect urer preaented a brief
program, oonaiating of readinga by Kate
B. Stanley, Ida M. Pert, Caaeie Stinaon
and Oeieate Hendricka. The grange aociable, Nov. It, waa a ancceae. It waa voted
to have a roll-call meeting Saturday evening, Mov. 2b. A good attendance ia re-

Mira Evelyn Pettengill is working for
Mrs. Stephen Jordan.
The two schools will give a concert at
the town hall Friday evening, Nov. 2t. A
small admission fee will be asked.

fk

Orrrrasa

qneated.
HULL’S COVE.

Henry Sweet and Laforeat Dickey
Waltham hunting.
Mice Maria Hamor vialted

are

In

friend* in

Bangor laat week.
Mra. Laforeat Diokey and little ton an
vUltlng relativea in Mt. Daaart.
Mra. Flora Urindle, of Bar Harbor, ia
with Mn. Julia Laland for a law weeka.
Mra. Laland, who broke bar collar bone,
and dialoeated her ahonldar a that ttaaH
ago, ia gaining alowly.
Mov. 20.
Aran.
_

BLUSHILL.

Maroallua Coggan, of the Arm of Coggan
A Coggan, lawyer*, of Boaton, baa nP. M.
Hot. 20.
aumed dtixenahlp ia hia native State, having recently parehaaed the homeetead of
walthau.
the MU Angnatna C. Patera, known aa
H. W. Kingman and wife have moved to
Paten’ point.
Bangor for the winter.

H. T. Bilsby, of Aurora, was in town
last week on boainaas.

80LD THE
WORLD OVER.

HALL QUARRY.
Ronald Macorn ber ia home, after a vlalt
with friend* in Boaton.
J. Crawford Young, of Surry, U vUiting
hU aiater, Mn. Ruth Qrindle.
Nov. 20.
Briar.

Mra. Josephine Stanley, of Brewer, is
with her parents, Aldan K. Haalem and
wife, for the winter.

In thirty yean the electric nilway mileage in Great Britain haa been inonaaed
from 300 to 2JMU mile*.

Mias Vera Haalem, who has been teaching in Qooldsboro, was in town over Saturday night on her way to her home in
Amherst for a two weeks’ vacation.
a.
Nov. 20.

The world’* gnataat dirigible balloon ia
being built for the Japaneae government—
an ainhip 000 feet
long with moton of 720
boraepower and carrying a crew of Un

Mil Hit IN HM Mill
overtired, net a W
•atiac. It will ye!
Das’* borrow time for work tu
to not or deep.
°
Don’t neglect the tart eymptoma
ffln no or dlaordand digeetian.
Don’t allow tho bowels to beco®
constipated, but if yon an to unrof
tunata, don’t May taking oo* or w
taaopoonfala of “I» r.” Atwood’i
Medicine or Bitten on retiring at ni*M
They tarn a roeord of atxty yoars aw
norar

fail to relieve

constipation

aat

AO daalan hara tbaaa In largo botU«
tn
for thirty-five cants. Ba aun to *at
“I* r.” kind. A lanaroua aan;
mailed fraa on request by tba ”1* *•
Medicine On, Portland Me.

